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ABSTRACT
The Internet has significantly influenced tourism by providing a vast amount of information for
travellers. However, as the number of choices increases for travellers, the decision making process
becomes more complicated. Moreover, each traveller has specific characteristics that affect his/her
decision making process during travel. Travellers’ age, gender, cultural background, marital status,
travel experiences, purpose/s of travel, and preferences frame the selection of destinations,
activities, and accommodation. Travellers have different decision making styles. Although some
prefer to book travel packages before travel, others would rather book accommodation,
transportation, and activities during travel. Travellers seek certain items at different travel stages.
For instance, they seek recommendations on the budget and length of travel before travel, and they
search for available activities during travel. Furthermore, the travel products decision making
process is interrelated. For example, the selection of travel destination affects the decision making
process about activities, transportation, and car rentals.
In recent years, researchers have proposed Tourist Recommendation Systems (TRS) and ContextAware Travel Systems with the aim of addressing issues and requirements. Yet researchers have so
far failed to address key travellers’ needs. They are insufficiently adaptive and adaptable. Moreover,
they have a narrow perspective about the traveller, existing travel contexts, travel products, travel
processes, and travellers’ perspectives. Current tourist systems fail to sufficiently integrate and
collaborate with other travel information providers. As a result, they are unable to reach a holistic
view regarding recent travel information and contexts.
To address the problems and issues raised, we adopt a design science oriented multi-methodological
approach that contains observation, theory building, implementation, and evaluation phases. This
thesis blends models and theories from various related disciplines to cope with the identified
problems in the design and implementation of adaptive tourist recommendation systems. It also
synthesizes ideas, processes, models, and frameworks of travel, psychology, tourist decision
making, organizational decision making, recommendation systems, decision support systems, and
adaptive systems. This research proposes and implements concepts, models, conceptual
frameworks, system frameworks, and architecture for the design of an adaptive tourist
recommendation system that addresses the aforementioned problems. The proposed artefacts are
integrated, collaborative, holistic, and adaptive to travel information, contexts, processes, and
perspectives. The proposed concepts, models, conceptual frameworks, system frameworks,
architecture, and implementation have been evaluated via different approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Systems
A traveller is a person who travels from his/her hometown to other countries or cities for various
reasons (Jafari, 2000). Travellers usually experience different challenges before, during, and after
their travel. For example, how to obtain relevant and current information, which point of interest
(POI) and transportation type is suitable for them, how to plan the trip and divide time and resources
between different activities, and how to reach an agreement within a group (Kurata, 2011). They
use different resources (e.g. internet, magazines, agencies, and friends) for retrieving travel-related
information. However, as the number of choices increases, decision making processes become
incredibly difficult (Aghai, Fong & Yain-Whar, 2008). The travel information is distributed among
different sources; consequently, most of the travellers have to use keyword searches to find relevant
information (Majid, Chen, Mirza, Hussain & Chen, 2015; Luberg, Järv, & Tammet, 2011; Cao,
Phan, Nguyen, 2011; Chiu, 2009; Lee, Chang & Wang, 2009).
Moreover, travellers need personalized information. A traveller’s age, gender, marital status,
country of origin, religion, personality, and purpose of travel will affect the destination selection
process. Similarly, a traveller’s context such as the location, season of travel, date, time of day,
current health situation, and travel stages will influence most of the traveller’s decision making
processes during travel. To date, various methods have been developed and introduced to provide
more personalized information to travellers. Thus, one common way to reduce the complexity of
information searching and providing personalized information is to use recommendation systems
(Lu, Wu, Mao, Wang, & Zhang, 2015; Bachrach, Ceppi, Kash, Key, Radlinski, Porat, Armstrong
& Sharma, 2014; Kabassi, 2010).
Travel planning is another crucial issue. Nowadays it is quite common to use the Internet and new
technologies for travel planning (Hsiu-Sen & Tien-Chi, 2015; Luberg et al., 2011; Garcia, Onaindia
& Guzman, 2009). One of the key elements in travel planning is how to adapt to changes. Travellers’
choices and preferences change rapidly. In addition, the information related to different travel
aspects changes periodically or spontaneously. Each travel planning decision may affect other travel
decisions. For example, the selection of a travel destination will affect the accommodation decision
making process.
Concerning these issues, it becomes apparent that personalization is a key element in travel planning
(Hsiu-Sen & Tien-Chi, 2015; Kabassi, 2010). Various studies present personalized travel
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applications that can provide information that is more relevant. To have a personalized travel
system, it is necessary to take into account different preferences, reasons for travel, and existing
constraints on trip planning (Bachrach et al., 2014; Linaza, 2011). Another crucial aspect of
personalization is considering the travellers as well as travel aspect contexts (e.g. traveller location,
weather conditions, and available time to see specific POIs) (Rikitianskii, Harvey & Cretani, 2014;
Hinze & Junmanee, 2006).
In recent years, various tourist recommendation systems (TRSs) have been proposed with the aim
to assist travellers in making sensible decisions about their plans and provide access to more
personalized information. Some of these systems are faced with common problems in
recommendation systems; namely, new users, users with specific interests, repeat travellers, and
how to evaluate user satisfaction (Hinze & Junmanee, 2006). Many researchers have built tourist
recommendation systems (TRSs) that fulfil user needs and adapt to the device specification, user
interface, traveller location, and existing contexts (Cena, Console, Gena, Goy, Levi, Modeo &
Torre, 2006; Schering, Dueffer, Finger & Bruder 2009; Van Setten, Pokraev & Koolwaaij, 2004).
In addition, there are many efforts to create an application that is able to ensure the integrity of the
data. One solution that has been widely used is applying web semantics in tourist applications (Cao
et al., 2010; Choi, Lehto, Morrison & Jang, 2012; Tomai et al., 2005).
However, most of the current TRS and studies have not taken into account the combination of
sources for change, such as the weather conditions, traveller health, and traveller location. In other
cases, they are not able to consider essential existing processes during the travel life cycle from
before travelling to after travelling. Moreover, existing TRSs have not addressed how to react
properly to the complex interactions when changes occur in travel information, traveller
perspectives, travel processes, and travel contexts.
In Section 1.2, we will first briefly explain the existing problems in the current tourist applications.
Subsequently, in Section 1.3, the current issues in tourist research will be discussed.
We set a number of research objectives to address the practical and research problems. The main
research contributions will be discussed in Section 1.5. Finally, in Section 1.6, we will propose the
organization of this research.

1.2. Practical Problems
After initial investigation of the current applications (e.g. Triptit, Tripcase, Expedia, and
TripAdvisor) and talking with travellers, we found several practical problems.
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Most travel applications fail in gathering key relevant information and contexts regarding the
traveller and travel products. Thus, they are not able to provide recommendations based on related
and existing traveller situations and travel contexts. They miss the travellers’ contexts such as
location, time and date, health situation, and travel stage. Similarly, they lack holistic perspectives
regarding weather conditions, events, current visa rules, and opening hours of places. Moreover,
current applications are not fully interconnected to other information resources to gather relevant
information. Hence, they do not collaborate with other information system providers.
In addition, the majority of these applications fail to consider important travel procedures during
travel. Several travel processes are interrelated to each other; for instance, choosing accommodation
can lead to the selection of a specific point of interest, or choosing accommodation and restaurants
can be done together.
A traveller’s needs will change based on the travel stage. In each travel stage, they require specific
recommendations on the various travel products. Furthermore, most of the existing applications
suffer from serious weaknesses in dealing with dynamic travel planning. They cannot consider
possible alterations during the travel period and are not able to react to them properly.
The current tourist applications are partially adaptive regarding changes. Moreover, few
applications provide a facility for users to change the application specifications, user interface, or
functions.
To address these identified practical problems, we review the current state of research. The recent
literature on information systems, psychology, and travel literature are able to cope with these;
identified practical problems. However, there are some aspects that the current research is not able
to address. In the following section, we present the related research problems, the solution of which
would enhance current travel applications.

1.3. Research Problems
The immense interest in providing valuable recommendations to tourists shown by industries,
policymakers, and tourist managers has led to several investigations in this area. In addition, there
are various efforts to provide recommendations on a broad range of services such as hotels, routes,
restaurants, attraction sites, flight information, packages, and tours (Lu et al., 2015; Damianos, et
al., 2014; Kabassi, 2010).
Some of them only consider one aspect of the travel, such as the route (Ding, 2014; Garcia,
Arbelaitz, Linaza, Vansteenwegen & Souffriau, 2010) or destination selection, whilst others
3

consider a combination of these services (Hsiu-Sen & Tien-Chi, 2015; Schiaffino & Amandi, 2009).
Furthermore, researchers have proposed context-aware systems, which help people by providing
more personalized recommendations (Rikitianskii et al., 2014; Cheverst et al., 2000; Van Setten et
al., 2004; Abowd et al., 1997). By reviewing the current studies and literature in TRS, we found
there are several problems with the current research; consequently, the following research problems
have been identified:


A lack of proper integration between traveller’s needs, perspectives, contexts, and processes
(Choi, Lehto, Morrison & Jang, 2012).



Poor collaboration between information providers and current systems, processes,
perspectives, and contexts (Paradines, Lopez & Sanmartin, 2014).



A lack of holistic models, conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, system architecture,
and implementations capable of dealing with different travellers’ perspectives, processes,
contexts, and needs during the travel process (Smirnov, Kashevnik, Ponomarev, Teslya,
Shchekotov & Balandin, 2014; Hsu, 2012).



A lack of adaptive models, conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, system
architecture, and implementations capable of adjusting to the changes made and experienced
during travel (Smirnov et al., 2014).



A lack of adaptable conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, architecture, and
implementation (Jianshan, Jian & Wei, 2015).

The identified research and practical problems led us to set some research objectives that address
these problems. These research objectives are presented in the next section.

1.4. Research Objectives
The primary goal of this research is to design and implement an adaptive tourist recommendation
system (ATRS) that will overcome the research issues and the practical problems that were
identified, and help travellers to cope with the existing issues and problems in the tourist
recommendation systems. The key objectives of this research are to:


Identify existing problems and issues in the field of tourist recommendation systems.



Identify the requirements of designing TRS that can address these problems.



Propose generic and comprehensive adaptive tourist recommendation (ATR) models that
can address some of the travel-related process and model requirements.
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Propose ATR conceptual frameworks that synthesize the ideas from tourist recommendation
systems, context-aware systems, psychology, decision support systems, tourist decision
making and the travel literature.



Design ATRS frameworks that support the ATRS models, concepts, and processes.



Propose ATRS architecture that synthesizes the ideas from TRS frameworks, context-aware
systems, travel processes, recommendation systems, and decision support systems.



Implement an ATRS that is a proof of concept for the proposed models, conceptual
frameworks, system frameworks, and architectures, and that is able to address the practical
and research problems.



Evaluate various proposed and implemented ATRS artefacts.

To achieve the research objectives, we adopt a design science oriented multi-methodological
approach, which consists of observation, theory building, and system development phases. In
these phases, we propose the models, conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, and
architecture for the design and implementation of an ATRS.
By achieving the identified research objectives, this research will contribute to various fields.
In the following section, we will explain the main research contribution.

1.5. Research Contributions
Based on the identified practical and research problems, research issues, and research objectives,
this research offers the following contributions:


A better understanding of the adaptation aspects in the tourist recommendation systems.



Conceptual models as a guideline for the design of frameworks and architecture of adaptive
tourist recommendation systems.



Conceptual frameworks and system architectures for the design and implementation of
ATRS.



Implementation of a prototypical ATRS that addresses the issues and solves the
aforementioned practical and research problems.



The proposed system can support travellers during their various travel stages. It provides
recommendations to travellers considering their specifications, needs, contexts, and their
decision making style.



The artefacts created as a result of this research can be applied to other fields such as decision
making, recommendation, and decision support systems.
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1.6. Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is comprised of nine chapters, including this introduction. In Chapter 2, we review the
current literature regarding traveller, travel processes, and systems. We critically analyse the current
tourist systems and applications based on their level of integration, collaboration, holism, and
adaptation. This chapter investigates the current frameworks, architectures, and systems that are
sufficiently adaptive regarding traveller information and contexts, travel product information
contexts, and travel processes. This review helps us to recognize the research problems, related
issues, and requirements, while the process enables us to identify the research space.
Chapter 3 outlines the design science oriented multi-methodological approach and illustrates how
this was adapted for this research. We also show how to evaluate our research artefacts.
Subsequently, Chapter 4 proposes concepts and models related to the adaptive tourist
recommendation system. Chapter 5 presents the adaptive tourist recommendation conceptual
framework. Chapter 6 illustrates the adaptive tourist recommendation system framework and
architecture that realize the proposed models and conceptual frameworks. Chapter 7 presents the
implementation of the adaptive tourist recommendation system as a proof of concept for the
proposed models, conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, and architecture. The realization of
the adaptive tourist recommendation system is presented in the context of representative travel
scenarios.
The proposed research artefacts are evaluated in Chapter 8 with respect to identified problems and
issues. Finally, Chapter 9 provides a brief summary of the thesis, the contributions, limitations of
the research, and future research directions.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The primary aim of the tourist recommendation system is to support travellers during their journey.
Travel is an inseparable part of life. These days, millions of people travel far from the comforts of
home to visit new places, or for medical treatment and other purposes. Each traveller has distinctive
characteristics, preferences, travel experiences, health situations, and purpose/s of travel. These
dissimilarities lead them to make decisions differently during the travel stages. Thus, in Section 2.1,
we first look at the traveller’s characteristics that have an impact on travel decision making
processes, then at the traveller’s needs, such as their demographic information, health situation,
travel purpose, flexibility level, and experience (Figure 2.1).
The traveller’s decision making style has an impact on travel product selection. Hence, many studies
focus on travellers’ decision making behaviour. In Section 2.2, we review the current travel decision
making theories and models from different perspectives. Moreover, the existing travel process can
have impacts on the traveller’s needs (Figure 2.1).
Travel Process (Section 2.2)

Traveller (Section 2.1)
Traveller information (sections 2.1.1 -2.1.5)
Traveller context (sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4, 2.1.6)
Traveller perspective (Section 2.1.7)

Travel stage (Section 2.2.4)
Interrelated decision making process (Section 2.2.3)
Traveller decision making (Section 2.2.5)

Problems, Issues, and Requirements
(Section 2.4)

System (Section 2.3)
Adaptive system (Section 2.3.1)
Decision support system (Section 2.3.2)
Recommendation system (Section 2.3.3)
Data mining system (Section 2.3.4)

Figure 2.1: Literature Review Structure

Section 2.3 reviews the current state of tourist systems, adaptive systems, and other relevant
information systems. At the end of this section, the current tourist applications systems are
reviewed, keeping in mind they provide support for information, contexts, and process. Finally, in
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Section 2.4, the existing problems and issues in the tourist recommendation system are discussed,
and the requirements that can address them are presented.

2.1. Traveller
A traveller is a person who travels from his/her hometown to other cities or countries for various
reasons (Jafari, 2002). Travellers usually experience different challenges before, during, and after
travel. For example, how to obtain the relevant and current information, which point of interest
(POI) and transportation type is suitable for them, how to plan the trip and divide time and resources
between different activities, and how to reach an agreement with a group (Kurata, 2011). Travellers’
challenges can be classified into two types: finding relevant information and planning the trip (Wu
& Chiu, 2008). They face many decision making problems at each travel stage. Many internal and
external factors can affect travellers’ decision making processes.
In general, traveller specifications can be divided into two main parts. The first part focuses on the
traveller’s general characteristics such as their demographic information and health situation. The
second part focuses on the traveller’s flexibility level, purpose of travel, experiences, and
preferences. In this section, we will discuss some of the traveller specifications studied in the current
travel literature.
2.1.1. Traveller Demographic Information
There are different travel demographic dimensions in the current tourism literature that influence
travellers’ decision making. According to Lawson (1991), Collins and Tisdell (2002), the need for
travel can be affected by demographic features such as nationality, age, family size, gender, marital
status, income, religion, home country occupation, and education. The nationality and cultural
background of the traveller will influence their travel motivation. For instance, people from specific
countries may travel to the same destination.
The traveller’s age and gender will frame the decision making about the destinations, activities, and
accommodation. According to the findings of Collins and Tisdell (2002), men usually travel more
for business purposes than women do. Women mostly travel for holidays and leisure. Moreover,
travelling to attend a conference or conduct business may happen at an earlier age for women than
for men. In another example, a middle-aged couple is more likely to travel overseas is a single
parent with children. In another study done by Carr (2001), selection of leisure activities for men
and women may depend on the socio-cultural norm and values. The inspiration for travel can be
varied among different generations. The new generation is more social network oriented; they get
feedback from their friends and peers in social media.
8

2.1.2. Traveller Health Situation
All people have the right to travel and enjoy the accompanying activities. Nowadays, many people
travel with disabilities. They require special services in accommodation, transportation, and
restaurants. The term disability covers a variety of activity limitations, such as physical and mental
disability. The term physical disability refers to impaired hearing, vision, and mobility. These
people need to know more about accommodation and transportation facilities in advance. It is
important that they be able to easily access the available information on the travel products, and be
informed about the specification of each travel activity before travel (Sanmargaraja & Wee, 2015;
Smith, 1987).
2.1.3. Purpose and Motivation of Travel
People travel for one or multiple purposes. The purpose of their travel can shape their needs and the
way they make decisions during their journey. People travel to visit relatives or family (VFR)
(Backer, 2012), conduct business, attend specific events (sport, academic conferences, films, and
cultural festivals), holiday, and obtain medical treatment. Attending planned events is another
motivation for travel that has been studied in tourist literature (Getz & Stephen, 2016; Getz, 2008).
Getz (2008) introduces a planned events classification, as shown in Table 2.1.
Event
Cultural celebration
Political And State
Arts and entertainment
Business and trade
Educational and scientific
Sport competition
Recreational
Private events

Detail
Festivals, carnivals, commemorations and religious events (religious travel)
Summits, royal occasions, political events, and VIP visits
Concerts, award ceremonies
Meetings, conventions, consumer, trade shows, fairs, and markets (business travel)
Conferences, seminars, and clinics
Amateur/professional, spectator/participant
Sport or games for fun (sport travel)
Weddings, parties, and socials (VFR travel)

Table 2.1: Travel Event Classification

However, people often travel for multiple purposes. For instance, they travel to attend a conference
as well as visit cultural places (Yousuf & Backer, 2015; Backer, 2012). Travelling for medical
treatment is another motivation for travel, and is one of the fastest growing markets in the travel
industries. People travel to other countries and cities to receive a broad range of medical services.
Medical travellers want to relax and have fun as well as obtain healthcare services during their
journey, so these people may seek other travel products. For instance, they need to stay close enough
to hospitals, and they should get some recommendation on where to eat healthily (Cormany &
Baloglu, 2011; Heung, Kucukusta & Song, 2010).
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Travel motivation can be categorized into four main areas: physical (doing sport and leisure
activities), cultural (being interested in foreign culture, art, life style, and habits), interpersonal
(meeting new people, visiting family, and friends), and finally, status and prestige (getting attention
and recognition from others) (Hsu & Li, 2010).
2.1.4. Traveller Flexibility Level
Cohen (1972) classified travellers into four main groups based on their flexibility. The first group
is called the organized mass tourist. They book all key travel products in advance and they do not
like to have any contact with local people. The second group (individual mass tourist) is similar to
the previous one but they have more flexibility in making personal choices in selecting travel
products. The next group, explorers, prefer to organize their travel themselves, booking
accommodation and transportation before travel. However, they prefer comfortable accommodation
and transportation. The last group, drifters, avoid travel industries and agencies. They try to be more
in touch with local people. Drifters do not book and organize their itinerary before travel.
The traveller flexibility level will affect the process of travel product selection. In addition, in
various travel stages, all four traveller types make decisions differently.
2.1.5. Traveller Experience
Many contributors to the tourist literature investigate the behavioural differences between first time
and repeat travellers. Wang (2004) claimed that repeat visitors stay longer, spend more on shopping,
meals, accommodation, and local transport. Large differences were found between first time and
repeat travellers in terms of travel length and budget. The more experienced travellers typically
require less up-front decision making. They know more about the destination and have a better
conception of it (Davina, 2014).
2.1.6. Travel Products
Travel products embody all travel items and information travellers require for travel. The common
travel products are concerned with where to travel (destination), where to sleep (accommodation),
where to eat (restaurant), how to get somewhere (transportation), and where to shop (shopping
centres). However, there is some significant information the traveller would rather know during
travel, such as budget, length of travel, and the best season for travel.
Travellers also need information about other travel items that are relevant to their travel purpose.
For instance, medical travellers need to know information about medical items such as hospitals,
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pharmacies, and emergencies. Whereas, business travellers need information about banks, and post
shops.
2.1.7. Travel Companies
Travel companies are also users of tourist systems. They support travellers before, during, and after
travel. Travel agencies are the main supporters for mass organized or even drifters’ travel. They
provide assistance in booking flights, accommodation, and tours. They should know travellers’
needs, preferences, and constraints in order to make their customers happy.
Travel information providers such as Trip Advisor, Lonely Planet, Facebook (2014) pages, and
Google searches (2015) have many interactions with users. They help travellers find the right
information according to their personalities. They employ different methods to deliver personalized
information to their users. For instance, Google uses the traveller’s search history to predict what
they should show to the user.
Travel product manager such as hotel or airline managers are other tourist system stakeholders.
They need to know their customers’ specifications in advance. Their customers have various
demographic specifications, health situations, purposes of travel, and ways of making decisions.
They need to know their customers’ specifications to more clearly accommodate their potential
customers.
Travel sponsors are also travel system stakeholders. They financially support travellers during
travel. These companies should have a good understanding of the people they are going to support.
In addition, they should make accurate estimates of how much their travellers require. Travellers’
costs are not fixed, and can be affected by destination choice and purpose of travel.
Finally, travel insurance companies are other tourist system stakeholders. They assist travellers in
covering medical expenses, flight delays, trip cancellation, and other travel-related issues. Similarly,
they need to know more about travellers’ specifications and purpose/s of travel.
All these facets (demography, health, purpose, motivation, experience) of the traveller and the
variety of available travel products result in the traveller facing millions of choices and complex
decision making situations before and during travel. In the next section, we explore in detail these
decision making processes and models.
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2.2. Travel Decision Making Process
2.2.1. Decision Making
People face various difficult situations in their daily lives. As a result, decision making plays a key
role. The different types of decision making are individual, group, or organizational (Rasouli &
Timmermans, 2014; Chung, 2006; Langley, Mintzberg, Pitcher, Posada & Saint-Macary, 1995).
Decision problems can be classified into structured, semi-structured, and unstructured categories
(Gorry & Morton, 1971). In addition, decision making has been considered as a sequence of
processes.
Several decision making models and processes are available to cope with these difficulties. For
instance, the bounded rational model, the ‘garbage can’, and the sequence model. The bonded
rational model considers the decision making process as a sequence of finite steps of intelligence,
design, and choice (Simon, 1960). The first step, intelligence, identifies and reduces the complexity
of the problem. The design phase introduces the alternative solutions to the problem and through
the analysis of alternatives, the final choice is determined. In the choice phase, the best solution
among the alternatives is selected. In this stage, all alternatives are ranked based on the decision
maker’s preferences (Figure 2.2).

Intelligence

Design

Choice

Figure 2.2: The Simon Decision Making Model (Simon, 1960)

The Simon model can be applied in various areas such as organization policy selection, spatial
decision making problems, and travel decision making (Simon, 1960). The second model assumes
that the processes of problem-solving in an organizational environment cannot be controlled; hence,
the decision making process must consider resources, process, location, time, and all participants
involved (Cohen, 1972).
2.2.2. Multi-Criteria Decision Making
Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is a well-known approach to help decision makers
(Pohekar & Ramachandran, 2004); it has been classified into multi-objective decision making
(MODM) and multi-attribute decision making (MADM). MCDM has been widely used in various
tourist studies such as evaluating the service quality of airlines or evaluating the quality of a hotel
(Tsaur, Chang & Yen, 2002; Chen, Hsu & Tzeng, 2011).
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The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a MCDM presented by Yoram and Wind (1980). It has
been used in tourism planning for many years. AHP is a technique for organizing complex decision
making. Decision makers should break down their decision problems into hierarchies of subproblems, and start by conducting pairwise comparison elements. The main goal is always put at
the top of the hierarchy while the criteria and sub-criteria are located in inner nodes. The alternatives
are put at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Many researchers employ AHP for evaluating the quality of travel products. For instance, Denga et
al. (2002) assess the attractiveness of the natural attraction for travellers. Similarly, Hsu et al. (2009)
use AHP to identify the main factors that affect traveller destination decision making.
2.2.3. Interrelated Decision Making
The decision making process is not an isolated activity. Each decision may affect other decision
making processes. For example, the selection of a travel destination will affect the choice of
accommodation. Thus, the destination and accommodation decision making process is interrelated.
Langley et al. (1995) proposed an interrelated decision making model that would explain the
different decision linkages: sequential linkage, lateral linkage, and percussive linkage (Figure 2.3).
Sequential linkage is the relationship between different decisions concerning the same issue at
different points of time. It concerns nested, snowballing, or recurrence linkages. Lateral linkage
concerns the linkages between decisions that are not about the same issue; for example, issues that
are linked together because of their competition for resources (Pooled linkages). Finally, precursive
linkage is about the effect of one decision on others regarding the same issue or another issue
(Langley et al., 1995).
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Sequential Linkages
Issue
Stream 1

Decisions on the same issue
are interrelated over time.

Issue dimension

Decision A

Decision A+
Precursive Linkages
A decision on one issue affects
future decisions on other issues.

Issue,
Stream 2

Decision B

Lateral Linkages
Concurrent decisions are linked as they
share resources or common context.

Time dimension
Figure 2.3: Types of Decision Making Linkages (Langley et al., 1995)

2.2.4. Travel Stages and Travel Related Activities
Travelling can be divided into three main stages: before, during, and after travel (Schering, Dueffer,
Finger & Bruder, 2009). During all travel stages, travellers seek up-to-date information. Moreover,
they like to be inspired by exciting recommendations (Lim, 2012).
There are many travel stage classifications in the travel system and travel literature. For instance,
Lehner (2004) considered three main phases of the touring life cycle: planning, touring, and
reminiscing (Figure 2.4). In the planning stage, the main activity is data management concerned
with creating a personalized system, the reminder service, and search for information. The touring
phase contains data delivery activities such as searching for POI, reminding of the upcoming
services, and navigating support. Finally, reminiscing encompasses data-sharing activities such as
providing trip feedback and recreating experiences.
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Retrieve multimedia
 Map
 Video

Electronic Tour

Figure 2.4: Tourism Life Cycle (Lehner, 2004)

Cole (2011) identified seven travel-planning steps and studied their impact on hotel distribution
strategy (Figure 2.5). These stages are inspiring, research, planning, validation, booking, travelling,
and sharing. In the inspiration stage, people learn about where to travel and what activities to do.
Inspiration mostly leads to planning travel. Next, after validating the options, the traveller books
the travel items. In the travel stage, the traveller gains some experiences and finally shares his/her
experiences with others. The feedback and comments can inspire other travellers.
Inspiring
(Why)
Sharing
(Wow)

Research
(What)

Travel
(Where)

Planning
(How)

Booking
(When)

Validation
(Who)

Figure 2.5: Seven Travel Stages (Cole, 2011)
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2.2.5. Traveller Decision Making Models
Many studies in the tourist literature discuss the tourist decision making process. It is important to
consider how tourists think and make decisions, and to determine important factors in their decision
making process. There are three main stages in the tourist decision process: pre-decision, decision,
and post-purchase evaluation stages. In the pre-decision stage of travel, the traveller is motivated
and influenced by the destination information resources. In the decision making stage the traveller
considers constraints such as time and money, and in the final stage, the traveller evaluates the
travel, possibly leading to a desire to repeat it.
Similarly, Fesenmaier and Jiannmin (2000) provide a decision net model of travel, which consists
of three main decisions in travel: core, secondary, and en route decisions (Figure 2.6). Core
decisions are usually planned before the travel time (e.g. selection of the primary destination, dates,
and length of the trip, the nature of the travel companion, accommodation, route, and budget). The
traveller makes secondary decisions before the trip but they are more flexible to the possibility of
change. These decisions concern the selection of secondary destinations, activities, and attractions.
During the travel, there are some en route decisions, namely the selection of restaurants and stores.

Figure 2.6: Travel Decision Net Model (Fesenmaier & Jiannmin, 2000)

Finally, Kask, Kline & Lamoureux (2011) have proposed a demand model for the SAVE traveller
(Scientific, Academic, Volunteer, and Educational Tourist). This model shows three main different
traveller needs (Figure 2.7). The first group of decisions are mostly related to the cost and length of
travel, ease of travelling, and level of information available. In the second decision making stage,
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most of the decision making problems concern where to travel, what sort of activities to do, and
how to get around at the destination. The last decision making group concerns where to eat, how to
be safe, and accommodation attributes.

Stage 1 Decision: Participate in SAVE Activities Travel










Total expected trip cost
Importance of SAVE activity relative to other family and work responsibilities
Trip length
Ease of travel to and within country
Ease of organizing travel arrangement
Facility quality
Level of trust of intermediary organization
Level/amount of information available about the programme
Perceived risk of travel plans

Stage 2 Decision: Location/ Where to travel






Desired socio-cultural attributes of destination
Desired environmental attributes of destination
Ease/ability to accomplish vacation activities
Willingness of local community to participate and welcome tourists
Travel cost to and within country

Stage 3 Decision: Trip Details





Accommodation attributes
Food, water, and situation attributes
Access to SAVE activities
Access to vacation activities

Figure 2.7: The Main Activities in the SAVE Model (Kask et al., 2011)

Before travel, people mostly think about the length and budget of travel, where to go, and the
purpose of travel. After that, they are busy selecting accommodation, activities, and transportation.
The main concern of the traveller during travel is about where to eat and where to shop. Moore,
Smallman, Wilson & Simmons (2012) used naturalistic decision making and adaptive cogitation to
propose three travel dimensions in tourist decision making. They also indicated a sequence of
decision making changes by travel stage. For example, making decisions about the type of travel
happens before the travel, which is less flexible, while choosing shopping centres is very flexible
and always happens during the travel (Moore et al., 2012). Figure 2.8 shows this three-dimensional
model.
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Figure 2.8: Three-Dimensional Model of Tourist Decision Making (Moore et al., 2012)

The millions of choices in front of the traveller, the complexities of the decision making process
models, and the requirements for flexible interrelated decision making in different travel stages pose
stringent requirements for the design of the tourist recommendation system that supports
integration, collaboration, and is flexible and adaptive in a holistic manner. In the following section,
we explore the design and implementation requirements of such an adaptive tourist system.

2.3. Adaptive Tourist Systems
Tourist systems have been classified as a personalized and adaptive system. Accordingly, it is
crucial to consider the adaptive system characteristics while designing and implementing a tourist
system. Moreover, tourist systems aid travellers in selecting travel products. Hence, most of the
tourist systems use the decision support system, recommendation system, or knowledge base system
to support travellers in making decisions. Therefore, in the first section below, we briefly describe
general characteristics and potential approaches to the design of an adaptive tourist system.
Subsequently, in sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4, general characteristics of decision support systems,
recommendation systems, and data mining systems are presented. Later, in Section 2.3.5, we review
the current tourist recommendation systems regarding the traveller’s needs that were discussed in
the previous sections. Finally, the tourist application is reviewed in Section 2.3.6.
2.3.1. Adaptive Systems
There are different definitions of the adaptive system. Feigh, Dorneich & Hayes (2012) describe
adaptive systems as human-machine systems that can alter their behaviour to cater to user needs
and preferences (Feigh et al., 2012). Smirnov et al. (2014) believe that the next generation of
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adaptive systems should be like an advisor who guides the user to information. Heinrich et al. (2003)
define adaptiveness as the ability to quickly respond to changing environmental conditions
(Heinrich, 2003).
Adaptive systems, according to Oppermann (1995), have three main parts: afferential, inferential,
and efferential. The afferential component observes and records user behaviour and system
interactions. It recognizes existing patterns in reactions and common errors. It gathers a range of
information from different resources. The inferential component interprets and analyses the
obtained data to reach a conclusion. For instance, it decides how to change its behaviour, how it
should interact with other systems, and which adaptation modification strategies should next be
triggered. The last part is the efferential component, which is responsible for modifying the system
behaviour. The efferential component may alter the system applications, user interface, or system
outputs and inputs.
2.3.1.1. Adaptation Definition and Process
Adaptive systems can change their behaviour to fit the current user contexts and needs. The user
contexts, preferences, environment, and missions change frequently; hence, the need for an adaptive
system become evident. Adaptive and adaptable are two main approaches to reach a high level of
personalization in a system. The former is a term for systems that implicitly change their behaviour
to cater to user needs. The latter is a type of system the user can explicitly customize. For example,
in AVANTI projects, Fink, Kobsa & Nill (1998) try to cater to various user needs by proposing a
system that can be tailored manually by the user or system administrator, or by the system
automatically based on the stored information about the user. All of these efforts will increase the
level of adaptiveness and adaptability in AVANTI.
First, each adaptive system senses the environment in order to gather the recent contexts,
preferences, and information (Oppermann, 1995). This system implicitly or openly gathers
information by tracking and monitoring its users and their environments. Then, it interprets the
gathered information to determine their relevance. Subsequently, the adaptive system creates an
appropriate response in the plan stage. The last step involves gathering the available feedback,
which will enhance the system performance in the future.
This cycle has been employed in many adaptive systems. Heinrich and Betts (2003) proposed an
adaptive business network, which contains four main elements: sense, plan, execute, and response
(Figure 2.9). Another research done by Feigh et al. (2012) reviewed the current adaptive systems
and then proposed two frameworks. The first one categorized the way an adaptive system can
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change its behaviour; the second framework proposed a classification of adaptation triggers. In their
research, they followed three main steps to reach adaptation: perceive, select, and act.
Sense

Action

Interpret

Decide

Figure 2.9: Adaptive Cycle (Feigh et al., 2012)

2.3.1.2. How to be Adaptive
Human assistance involves gathering more information about the user preferences, needs, and
intentions. This can only be achieved through communication and interaction with people. In
human-human communication, both parties try to learn more about each other. Information can be
gathered by different means such as verbal communication and body language. By knowing more
about each other, they can adapt their behaviour to the partner specifications and enhance their
communication (Oppermann, 1995).
Similarly, adaptive systems can be seen as human assistance. To be adaptive, they should observe
all related aspects. They may have to gather different types of information such as user demographic
information, existing contexts, user behaviour, and application processes. It is always worth
capturing different dimensions to ensure a more holistic perspective.
According to Neumann (2008), it is crucial to consider the whole system rather than focus on
specific properties or components. Adaptive systems should have holistic perspectives about their
environments (i.e. all people, inputs and outputs, and anything that is involved in fulfilling system
objectives) (Jackson, 2006). Integration with the other information systems and information
resources will improve the level of holism. Thus, it is necessary that these systems have two-way
communication with the other information systems. Moreover, the obtained information from
outside should be edited and integrated in one location to reduce ambiguity (Figure 2.10).
Integration of information systems can be achieved in four main dimensions: technical integration,
system integration, strategy integration, and organizational integration (Bénaben, Touzi, Rajsiri &
Pingaud, 2006). An adaptive system is also one type of information system, and dimensions of
integration can be applied to it.
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Figure 2.10: Level of Integration

Integration from process and user perspectives is more complex. There are many decision making
processes in each information system or in an organization, and integration of these processes is
very much required. The integration of perspectives in an organization involves considering all
cultural backgrounds and ideologies. In an information system, perspective integration involves
considering all types of users.
Taking the above discussion into consideration, one way to have an adaptive system is to be holistic,
integrated, and collaborative regarding information, processes, situations, and users. Alternatively,
an adaptive system can be achieved by increasing the system’s flexibility. Adaptive systems can
change the system specifications to suit their needs. These systems provide tools with which users
can modify the system (Oppermann, 1995). This can be varied by changing the user interface
appearance including its colour and number of pages, and by changing the system’s functional
specifications, algorithms, inputs, and outputs.
2.3.1.3. Adaptive Dimensions
Each information system has four main parts: data, people, process, and infrastructure. Adaptive
systems are subtypes of the information system. Thus, an adaptive system should alter its behaviour
when one of the above components changes.
Feigh (2012) identified five main triggers for an adaptive system: operator of system (User), the
system itself (system modes), environment, task and mission, and spatial temporal aspects.
The first step in being adaptive involves sensing the user and environment status. Adaptive systems
should ‘sense’ all related information about the user openly or implicitly from different resources.
By having more information about the user, the system can predict the user behaviour and cater to
his/her needs more efficiently.
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As mentioned previously, adaptive systems can be likened to human assistance. The performance
of an adaptive system will increase as more is known about the user. This information can be static;
for example, demographic information that has never changed or is less likely to change.
Alternatively, it can be dynamic information, such as user location, time of day, health situation,
needs, and preferences, all of which are valuable for an adaptive system.
The environmental state is another element that should be frequently ‘sensed’ by an adaptive
system. This type of information is directly relevant to the user’s needs. For example, if the weather
condition changes from sunny to cloudy, this may affect the route planning in a system. Similarly,
the outside temperature will affect the use of the car heater.
According to the current tourist system literature, there are some aspects each tourist adaptive
system should use in its response while communicating with the user. We categorize them into five
main aspects: traveller information, traveller product specifications, traveller and traveller product
contexts, and existing travel processes. These aspects are briefly explained below.
Traveller information and specification are the main items in each travel system. Basic items of
information that have been discussed in the tourist literature and travel system studies are traveller
age and gender. The traveller age and gender will not change during travel; however, providing
appropriate recommendations and adaptive responses that take into account traveller gender and
age will enhance the level of adaptation.
The other traveller aspects are the purpose and motivation for travel. There are four different
motivators fot travelling. The first is physical motivators, such as sport and leisure, which benefit
body and mind. The second is cultural motivators that embody foreign culture, arts, and lifestyle.
The third is interpersonal motivators that involve meeting new people, visiting family and friends,
and creating social contacts. Traveller needs and preferences can change based on the traveller’s
purpose. For instance, when travelling for a conference, some people prefer to book accommodation
close to the venue, while people traveling just for a holiday might choose accommodation close to
interesting activities. Thus, the purpose/s for travel should be holistically considered while showing
or recommending travel products to the traveller.
Another important piece of information about travellers is their health situation. This is usually
divided into two major categories for travellers with mental or physical disabilities as discussed in
Section 2.1.1.2. An adaptive tourist system should be able to recommend and suggest information
and travel products based on the disability type. For instance, the restaurant food should match the
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health situation of a disabled person, and the feasibility of doing a specific activity should be
checked in advance.
Repeat travellers behave differently than first time visitors. They might choose to revisit a place
they previously enjoyed, or they might prefer to visit new places. Gathering and interpreting the
previous travel experiences assists the travel system in being more adaptive. Traveller specifications
include the traveller’s religion, mother tongue language, and their home country. Some travellers
are interested in visiting places people with the same cultural background have visited previously.
Based on the theory of traveller type proposed by Plog (2001), there are two extremes: psychometric
and allocentric. The former prefer to travel to well-known and safe places, and the later seek
adventures and new destinations. According to Cohen’s (1972) classifications, there are four main
types of traveller. The first two types prefer to book and organize their itineraries before travel
through travel agencies, while the two other groups prefer to have more flexibility and visit
unfamiliar places. The adaptive tourist system should be adaptive to all traveller types.
Travel product information can be varied from usual traveller needs, (i.e. the primary and secondary
destinations, accommodations, activities, restaurants, and shopping centres) to some more detailed
needs such as finding a good money exchange centre, car rental, hospital, tourist centre, and so on.
Having holistic information about these items will improve the adaption of the tourist system. For
example, for a city it can be about identifying whether there is a need to apply for a visa, weather
conditions on specific dates, popular activities, photos, or specific events.
Another important item for which each ATS should be adaptive is the traveller and travel product
contexts. Traveller contexts can be divided into major contexts. The traveller’s current location has
been considered one of the most important contexts in most studies. For instance, for people
travelling to attend a conference, the location of the accommodation should be close enough to the
conference venue. Another context type is about the date, season, and time of the travel. The season
of travelling has an impact on the choice of destination. For instance, travelling to Sweden for skiing
is not a good choice in August. Whereas, for a traveller seeking sun bathing in Italy, the best time
is in August. The dates of travel will also affect the price and the available options. In January, most
of the accommodation and flight prices are expensive, and they are booked in advanced;
alternatively, they can be cheaper at other times of year. The open days and hours of specific places
also influence travel planning before and during travel.
Travel product contexts are essential for an adaptive system. The destination weather situation is
another common context that has been considered in most context-aware tourist systems. According
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to Fesenmaier and Jiannmin (2000), the preference of activities can identify the destination. For
example, people who are interested in adventure activities travel to New Zealand, while people who
are more inspired by nightlife travel to Dubai or Malaysia. The events happening in a city provide
another type of context that will affect traveller choices during travel.
Travel process has three main stages: before travel, during travel, and after travel. Depending on
the traveller’s flexibility and travel stages, traveller needs change during travel. Some travellers
wish to book accommodation and the main activities in advance (Moore et al., 2012) while drifters
seek accommodation during travel. However, according to Fesenmaier and Jiannmin (2000),
regardless of traveller type, travellers prefer simply to think about the main and the secondary
destinations and accommodation before travel. They will think about the activities and restaurants
during travel. After travel, people are more interested in sharing their experiences and photos.
2.3.2. Decision Support Systems
Decision support systems (DSSs) are a bridge between Information Systems (ISs) and Management
Science (MS). Information Systems manage the data and information, while Management Sciences
create models to solve real-world problems. Decision support systems, according to Silver (1991),
are computer-based information systems, which influence the way people make decisions. In
another definition proposed by Sprague and Carlson (1982), DSSs are interactive systems that help
individual or group decision makers to solve unstructured problems. DSSs can support the Simon
decision making process by identifying the problem (Intelligence phase), analysing and modelling
the problem (design phase), and finally, executing and evaluating proposed alternative solutions
(choose phase).
Power identifies five main generic DSS types. Data-driven DSSs work with large databases and
attempt to manipulate the data such as in data warehousing, reporting systems, and recommendation
systems. Model-driven DSSs employ different types of models (e.g. accounting and financial
models). These systems use the data and parameters provided by the user to assist in analysing the
situations. Knowledge-driven DSSs are mostly used by managers. Data mining tools are a good
example of hybrid DSSs that use large amounts of data and a knowledge component to find patterns
in the data.
Model-driven DSSs have four main components: model, data, solver, and visualization. A model is
a simplified version of a real world problem that can be a theory, equation, or law. There are three
main model representations: real-world-oriented representations, internal/system representations,
and solver-oriented presentations.
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Sprague & Carlson (1982) considered three main levels of decision support systems: DSS tools,
specific DSS, and DSS generators. DSS tools are the DSS components. Toolsmith and technical
supporters use the DSS tools to create a DSS (Figure 2.11). Specific decision support systems
(SDSSs) help managers deal with specific decision making routines. SDSSs are mostly used for
repeated decisions. Decision support system generators (DSSGs) are used to produce SDSSs. A
DSSG is a package of software and hardware for building an SDSS (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Decision Support System Generator (Sprague & Carlson, 1982)

In this research, we build a hybrid DSS that employs a data-driven DSS, model-driven DSS, and
knowledge-driven DSS.
2.3.3. Recommendation Systems
In e-commerce, there is a movement away from traditional stores with bulk production to today’s
stores with a variety of customization. In e-commerce, we face many choices that lead us to be
overwhelmed by lots of information (Schafer, Konstan, Reidl & Jhon, 2001). One way to cope with
the problem is to use recommendation systems (Li, Lu & Xuefeng, 2005). The goal of the
recommendation system is to reduce overwhelming information and selection tasks and leverage
the strength of online communications (Chung, 2006). In addition, a recommendation system is a
type of decision support system that is both data and knowledge-driven, and helps people make
better choices through all the available information (Chung, 2006). There are many studies in the
literature that consider the usage of recommendation systems in different areas such as movies,
books, news, health, and travel (Konstan, Miller, Bradley, Herlocker, Gordon & Lee, 1997;
Pattaraintakorn, Zaverucha & Cercone, 2007).
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Schafer et al. (2001) proposed a taxonomy for the classification of recommendation systems by
considering their usage in e-commerce applications. They separated each item in the
recommendation system into three categories: functional input-output (I/O), the recommended
method, and other design issues (Figure 2.12). There are four main recommendation methods:
collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, knowledge-based approaches, and hybrid
approaches.
Recommendation Method
Raw retrieval
Manually selected
Statistical summary
Attribute-based
Item-to-item correlation
User-to-user correlation

Customer Inputs
Implicit Navigation
Explicit Navigation
Keyword/Item Attributes
Ratings Purchase History

Community Inputs
Outputs
Suggestion
Prediction
Ratings

Delivery
Push
Pull
Passive

Item Attribute
External Item Popularity
Purchase History
Text Comments

Degree of Personalization

E-Store
Engine

Non-Personalized
Ephemeral
Persistent

Have we got an offer for you!

Figure 2.12: Recommendation System Elements (Schafer et al., 2001)

Montaner, Lopez, and Dela Rosa (2003) classified existing recommendation applications on the
Internet as profile generation, and maintenance and profile exploitation. Profile generation, involves
the creation of a user profile, gaining feedback, and learning and adoption techniques (Montaner,
Lopez & Dela Rosa, 2003). Creating an accurate user profile will enhance the recommendation
performance. Many approaches have been employed to represent the user profile such as using
purchase histories, user web navigations, e-mails, semantic networks, clustering techniques, neural
networks, and decision trees.
Maintenance and profile exploitation involves utilizing user profiles and recommending techniques.
There are three main techniques for exploitation of the user profile: item-profile matching (contentbased method), the information filtering method (demographic, content-based, and collaborative),
and user profile matching techniques (when collaborative). Content-based filtering recommends
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items for the user based on the previously evaluated item specifications. More specially,
recommendation systems suggest items that are similar to items the user previously bought and
liked. User profiles extract the purchased item characteristics. Then, for the new items, contentbased filtering approaches recommend new items that are similar to the previously liked items.
User profile -item matching employs a content-based approach to recommend items to the user.
Manouselis and Costopoulou (2007) collected recommendation system dimensions from previous
studies and categorized them into three main categories: rationale, approach, and operation. The
rationale task involves supporting activities such as creating annotation in context, and receiving a
sequence of items that are interrelated. The operation involves personalized/adaptive systems that
are concerned with the domain model, user model, and personalization. In addition, the operation
category includes dimensions related to the deployment of recommendation systems such as
architecture, location, and mode (e.g. push, pull, and passive mode).
Collaborative filtering matches people with the same interest and makes recommendations on this
basis. This approach is very different from the content-filtering approach. First, collaborative
filtering finds similarities in the people who bought the same products. Hence, for each user a set
of “nearest neighbours” is defined. There are some efforts to create a collaborative recommendation
system (Carenini, Smith & Poole, 2003). The accuracy of the recommendation relates not only to
the power of the algorithm, but also to the amount of user ratings. By increasing the collaboration
with the user, more ratings are obtained and the accuracy of the system improves. By increasing the
system performance, users are motivated to provide more ratings.
Demographic filtering utilizes user characteristics to learn the existing relationship between a single
item and the user who liked that item. The demographic filtering approach has been employed with
content-based and collaborating filtering to enhance the recommendation performance.
Many studies concerning tourist recommendation systems have employed ontology as a basis for
recommendation during travel. Moreover, recommendation systems employ ontology to improve
user and travel product profiling. Gruber (1993) first introduces the ontological approach to the
field. Ontology is used to describe the concepts in a specific domain, and shows the relationships
among the concepts. Ontology has been widely used in web pages to encode the existing knowledge.
Experts from most disciplines typically develop standard ontologies related to their field. The main
purpose of developing ontology is to share a common understanding of a concept among people or
electronic agents. Moreover, it enables us to reuse and analyse the knowledge. Ontology presents
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the concepts by defining classes, attributes, and relationships. Upper levels in ontology describe
general concepts, while the information presented in the lower level of ontology is specialized.
2.3.4. Data Mining Systems
The availability of a huge volume of data has created new challenges as well as opportunities for
business (Shaw, Subramaniam, Tan & Welge, 2001). Many famous retailers have databases with
more than 50 tera-bytes of data about their customers and sales. Extracting knowledge from these
databases will help them improve their decision making processes. Data mining tools as a subtype
of decision support systems will help managers uncover hidden knowledge in these databases. There
are many studies on data mining modelling and processes. Data mining utilizes a large number of
statistical algorithms, regression algorithms, clustering techniques, genetic algorithms, neural
networks, and fuzzy logic. In this section, we first introduce the data mining process and data mining
algorithm (Bara & Lungu, 2012 ).
2.3.4.1. Data Mining Process
Data mining is a process of analysing large volumes of data to discover hidden patterns. The CRISPDM model is a famous process for data mining (Chapman, Clinton, Kerber, Khabaza, Reinartz,
Shearer & Wirth, 2000). The proposed data mining life cycle has six main steps: business
understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation, and deployment.
Business understanding involves understanding the project objectives and needs. It is about
converting business perspectives into data mining problem definitions (Chapman et al., 2000).
The next step, data understanding, begins with the data collections from different resources.
Subsequently, the data is edited to ensure succinctness. Data understanding focuses on detecting the
interesting subsets of data that are relevant to the identified business problem. The data preparation
phase covers all activities regarding constructing the final data set. Moreover, it includes the process
of finding the relevant tables, records, and attributes.
The fourth step, modelling, concerns selecting data mining models and applying them. This stage
refers to the selection of modelling techniques such as decision trees, neural networks, or regression.
Furthermore, some data mining methods need specific data types as an input. As a result, it is
necessary to go back and prepare the data again. For instance, many modelling techniques do not
accept the missing values in datasets.
Evaluation is the fifth step, in which the user creates a model that should be evaluated to test whether
it answers the identified business objectives. This step requires the creation of a procedure for
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testing the model’s quality. For model evaluation, it should be determined how to divide the
available dataset into training and testing.
The last phase, deployment, concerns monitoring and maintaining the model continually. In
addition, the created knowledge needs to be organized and presented in an effective way to the user
(Figure 2.13).

Business
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Data
Understanding

Data
Preparation

Data

Deployment

Modelling

Evaluation

Figure 2.13: Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (Chapman et al., 2000)

2.3.4.2. Data Mining Algorithms
There are many approaches to data mining; some of these are employed for classifications such as
k-Nearest Neighbour (Wu, Kumar, Quinlan, Gosh & Yang, 2008). Other approaches are used for
prediction, such as decision trees or neural networks, or attempts to find the natural pattern in data
such as k-mean clustering algorithms.
K-Nearest Neighbour Method: This method tries to classify the new cases, based on their similarity
to recorded data. In small databases, it is always easy to find the matches; however, in large
databases it is hard to find records with the same value. Hence, the K-Nearest Neighbour method is
based on similar values. This method is used for both classifications and predictions. The Naïve
Bayes Method is similar to K-Nearest Neighbour. However, the predictor variable should be
categorical.
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Decision Tree: Decision tree learning is a popular data mining approach whose main goal is to
predict the value based on various input variables. Each middle node is related to one of the input
variables. Figure 2.14 shows a decision tree model that tries to predict the level of risk for smokers.
The main variables that increase the level of risk are age and diet.

Smoker

NO

YES

Age

Diet
>30

<30

Less Risk

More Risk

GOOD

Less Risk

POOR

More Risk

Figure 2.14: Decision Tree Example

2.3.5. Tourist Recommendation Systems
The main objective of the recommendation systems is to customize interactions with travellers, and
capture or infer their needs, preferences, and contexts (Kabassi, 2010). Tourist recommendation
systems aim to support travellers in their travel planning decisions before or during travel. There
are various studies in this area, which are dominated by three common perspectives: travel
information and technologies, algorithms that are able to smooth and enhance the recommendation
process, and finally, personalization (i.e. how to customize the system for the user) (Kabassi, 2010).
Many tourist recommendation systems utilize traveller specifications, lifestyle, and preferences for
recommending travel products to travellers. Luh and Yang (2008) introduced a museum
recommendation system for travellers based on the visitor’s lifestyle. They created a
recommendation system with three main profiles: basic information, lifestyle information, and
museums displaying items. They identified five common characteristics in visitors: stable and
practical tendencies, extravagance and magnificence, independent tendencies, traditional family
types, and information vanguard tendencies. Moreover, they employed a clustering algorithm for
recommendation procedures. Their approach provides insight into the traveller’s lifestyle. However,
there are factors that can be important while visiting museums, such as weather conditions and
activity preferences, opening hours, and the cultural background. Some people are repeat visitors,
while others are first timers (Luh & Yang, 2008).
Fesenmaier et al. (2003) proposed a design guide for travel destination recommendation systems.
First, the recommended destination should depend on the purpose of travel. Second, the
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recommendation should be based on the traveller’s demographic features. Third, the travel system
should enable users to conduct their own searches.
Coelho, Martins & Almeida (2009) proposed a TRS capable of adapting to different traveller
preferences. They proposed a user modelling process that contains four main steps: user modelling,
knowledge discovery, and system adaptation. They get information about the traveller in various
ways, such as by considering domain-independent data or domain-dependant data. As a result, they
get different types of data by different methods (e.g. likelihood matrix, stereotypes, socialization,
psychological model, user explicit knowledge, and retrieval). They get different types of
information such as personal and demographic information, travel experiences, and traveller’s
physical conditions. They have a holistic view about the traveller. Moreover, this system allows
users to customize their information.
Luberg et al. (2012) try to cope with scattered travel information by presenting an approach that
first gathers data, processes it, and then stores it. They employ clustering algorithms for integrating
data from different resources. Moreover, travellers are able to add more information into the system.
Luberg et al. (2012) focused on travel product integration. Their web crawlers gathered travel
information efficiently; however, they did not mention from which websites they gathered
information. In addition, the web crawlers sometimes failed to gather reliable information.
Garcia et al. (2011) present their e-tourism system as a web-based recommendation system, which
helps

users

receive

personalized

recommendations

regarding

travel

activities.

Their

recommendations are based on travellers’ personal and demographic information, travellers’
preferences, and previous interactions with the system. E-Tourism provides group
recommendations to users. In addition, Garcia et al. (2011) employ three different recommendation
algorithms. They take a holistic view regarding the main elements of the travel recommendation
system. They effectively gather different aspects of traveller information and deliver
recommendations to groups of travellers as well as to individuals. They rely on taxonomy to
recommend travel products to users. They effectively gather different types of information about
the travel experiences, preferences, and demographic information. However, it would also be
beneficial to take the health profile and traveller flexibility level into account.
Travel decision making and how travellers collaborate with each other is widely discussed in the
travel literature. However, only small portions of these studies have been integrated into tourist
recommendation systems.
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Ricci and Missier (2004) propose an approach which employs content-based methods, collaborative
filtering, and case-based reasoning to design a tourist recommendation system. They follow a choice
process while recommending items to travellers.
Mahmood, Ricci, Venturini, and Höpken (2008) proposed a conversational recommendation system
that supports interactive dialogue with the user (Figure 2.14). They follow a two-step method in
their application: the first questions the user in detail about their preferences uses this information
to extract products. In the second step, the system proposes a set of products to the user and gets
their feedback to refine the recommendation. Their proposed system follows push and pull strategies
in the recommendation process. There are three main parts: the recommendation system, database,
and recommendation agent.
Improving tourist recommendation systems with images is a new trend in their design. Due to an
increasing number of camera devices with GPS, there are many geotagged photos on the web. Thus,
several recommendation systems use these images to enhance the quality of recommendations.
For instance, Okuyama and Yanai (2013) present a route recommendation system that employs
photos from the web. They gather many photos from different websites and analyse them. They
extract popular places and routes, then aggregate and summarize travel route information. Finally,
they recommend travel routes to travellers. They implicitly gather information about the traveller,
which provides a holistic view regarding traveller experiences, and is an implicit rating that can be
easily gathered through Flickr API. However, this research can utilize more photos from other
resources such as Instagram and Facebook. Moreover, having more photos from different resources
will increase the quality of the recommendation.
Similarly, Akcay and Altan (2003) integrate travel information systems with panoramic images,
and thereby visualize a travel information system. They build four layers of information to present
to travellers. These layers are video documentation, historical monuments, accommodation, and
transportation. However, this paper should have more layers such as routes and activities.
There are many studies that utilize ontology for designing a tourist systems. Ontology is an approach
for integrating data from different resources to create a reliable information resource. Ontology
provides an explicit understanding of information among users and applications. For instance, Cao,
Dung, Thanh-Hien, and Anh-Duc (2011) propose a system that can assist travellers in searching for
relevant travel information via mobile phone applications.
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Chang-Shing et al. (2009) present an ontological recommendation multi-agent for Tainan City.
They employ an ontological model, fuzzy inference mechanism, and colony optimization. The
proposed system provides a context-aware route recommendation based on traveller preferences.
This system integrates information from domain experts and information resources, but fails in
gathering travel products-related contexts.
Chiu, Yueh, Leung, and Hung (2008) have designed another adaptive tourist system. They propose
a collaborative travel agent system that is flexible and multi-agent. Their system has nine different
components. The first component involves ontology maintenance components, which organize the
tourist-related information and concepts. This agent employs web crawlers to find the relevant
information about flights and hotels. It does not collect other related travel products, such as car
rentals or money exchange. Moreover, there is no strategy for gathering travel products contexts
such as weather conditions and events in the city. The ontology component provides a shared
vocabulary and meaning for each travel product.
Similarley, Cao et al. (2011) employ ontology to provide relevant information to travellers with
various travel preferences and demographic information. They utilize ontology for representing
travel information. The proposed system can recommend a variety of travel products such as
restaurants, hotels, activities, and points of interest. However, this system is not sensitive to the
traveller’s context or travel product contexts.
Wu and Chiu (2008) propose the TSIPPS system. This system also employs ontology to integrate
the travel information. Their system frequently gathers relevant, up-to-date travel information to
create a personalized tour plan, yet the proposed system is not context-aware, and it only supports
individual travellers.
Yang and Hwang (2013) claim most tourist recommendation systems are not able to exploit the
available ratings, feedback, comments, and evaluations from the travellers. In response, they
propose a mobile peer-to-peer combination to exchange ratings about attractions. The proposed
system can enhance the accuracy of the tourist recommendation. Yet, this system only focuses on
the traveller’s preferences and profile. It does not cover all travel products and their contexts in
making recommendations to the traveller.
Hsiu-Sen and Tien-Chi (2015) claimed the current travel recommendation systems fail to plan the
travel schedule and are insufficiently adaptable to changes. Hence, they propose a travel schedule
planning system that utilizes the feedback system, customizable user interface, time framework,
and schedule reasoning method to cope with existing problems in travel planning.
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Ichimura and Tachibana (2014) gathered traveller preferences and feedback via interviews. Food
and points of interest were recommended based on travellers’ feelings. Their proposed system
provides recommendations for attractions, local food, and local gift shops. It can holistically capture
traveller’s preferences; however, some other important factors such as the travel stages, health
situations, and purposes of travel have been missed. Moreover, it was designed to work in Japan
and it is not useable in other countries.
Traditional recommendation systems are passive, and fail to make recommendations based on the
dynamic aspects of travellers and travel products (Lim, 2012). There is a need to consider traveller
situations and travel product contexts. In this section, we analyse the research that embeds the
context-aware concepts into recommendation systems to enhance their adaptability.
The importance of context has been studied in many fields such as computer science, cognitive
science, psychology, and philosophy. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2011) state that real time
customer experiences form the customer contexts. Yet, in recommendation systems, the user
context is more concerned with the time, place, and company of people.
Gavalas, Konstantopoulos, Mastakas, and Pantziou (2014) propose a classification of current tourist
mobile applications. They identify four main components in each mobile or context-aware system.
The first component is the context-aware engine, which gathers different types of contexts from
mobile device sensors, environment-sensing devices, third party web services, and social contexts.
The second component is the recommendation engine, which contains a variety of recommendation
approaches such as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. The traveller profile is the
third component, which has two ways of gathering information. Some information about the
traveller such as interaction history and ratings can be obtained implicitly, while traveller
preferences, constraints, and demographic information can be gathered explicitly. The fourth
component is a travel products database that stores information about the points of interests, tourist
travel products (restaurants, accommodation, and information kiosks), and third-party web services.
Based on previous studies, context-aware systems make recommendation systems more
personalized. These applications sense and react based on the environment. Sensing in these
systems can be pull-based (by user request) or push-based (the system automatically senses the
change in the environment). Travel contexts can vary from the traveller location, time, device,
network connection, and user preferences, to some more complex factors such as other traveller
preferences, the stage of travel, weather conditions, and events.
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Yong (2012) offers a situation-aware recommendation system that has a more holistic view
regarding traveller contexts. Yong‘s system offers three main levels of situation awareness:
perception, comprehension, and projection. At the perception level, the system provides relevant
information about the current environment to the user. At the comprehension level, the system
provides a holistic picture of the environment to use. Finally, at the projection level, the system
predicts the future situation, such as weather conditions. Yong’s system has a holistic view
regarding the traveller contexts. However, there are other travel contexts that are not considered in
this research. For instance, the travel-related activities process: inspiration, planning, booking,
travelling, and sharing. Furthermore, the travellers’ health situation also has dynamic aspects, which
are not mentioned by Yong.
Aghai et al. (2008) present a mobile recommendation system that enriches the travel itinerary for
the user with geographic maps, images, and short video clips about the place. They create the travel
itinerary by utilizing the genetic algorithm. Furthermore, they consider previous traveller
preferences and feedback in making recommendations to new travellers. Their system is locationaware, and consequently, it shows video, image, and short text information about nearby shopping
centres or dining locations. However, it is not context-aware regarding time, the weather situation,
and health situation.
Pei-Jung et al. (2014) propose integrated geographic information systems (GIS), location-based
services (LBS), and mobile augmented reality (MAR) to create a highly accurate travel mobile
marketing application. The user accesses detailed information about the travel products such as
culture, ecology, local history, and shopping information. They recommend the points of interest to
the user by considering the traveller’s location and the popularity status of the POI. Pei-Jung’s
research provides holistic information about the points of interest, how to get around a city, weather
conditions, visa requirements for a country, events in specific cities, detailed information such as
prices, and ranking of the POIs from different websites and resources. To gather this information,
the system has a high level of integration and collaboration with external systems. User requests are
passed to the dialogue manager, which interacts with the application service component to get the
product detail. The state manager analyses the system state after each user request. All of these
states are stored in the log database. The interactive nature of this recommendation system enables
it to be adaptive. However, Pei-Jung et al. only addressed the recommendation adaptiveness and
did not consider other aspects of adaptation such as adaptiveness to different context and devices,
and they did not provide a holistic view of all travel processes.
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Cena et al. (2005) proposed a system that is adaptive to user interests and needs, devices, locations,
and other contexts such as time. This system can detect the user device and choose the most
appropriate interface considering the amount of information to be displayed and the traveller
conditions (e.g. it can change the colour and size of the system based on the time of the day).
However, the system could be adaptable to other contexts such as weather conditions, Internet
connections, and travellers’ physical disabilities.
Van Setten et al. (2004) proposed a context-aware system that was able to adapt to user needs and
current contexts. They considered two different adaptive systems: recommendation systems and
context-aware systems. In their architecture, they considered five main parts, namely the third-party
service, WASP platform, context-aware Mobile Personal Assistant (COMPASS) application,
recommendation service, and map services. The third-party services contain 3G network services:
context services that retrieve the context of the user, and business services that are mostly
responsible for POI information and services. The WASP platform is responsible for receiving the
user response (request dispatcher), notification about changing the context (notification manager),
the user context (context manager), and finding the POIs that are well matched with the requested
services (matchmaker). COMPASS components help the traveller interact with the system, and
prompt the user to request an existing POI with a named recommendation service to discover which
POIs are more relevant to travellers. In addition, in the recommendation engine, different
approaches are used according to various situations. Van Setten et al. (2014) consider some of the
main contexts regarding both traveller and travel aspects, but they do not provide a facility to
consider more contexts. In addition, they do not consider key travel processes and states.
Kramer et al. (2006) present a dynamic tour guide (DTG), which provides a navigational guide for
travellers and considers possible interruptions during travel. During the tour, the system guides the
traveller to the next tour building block (TBB), and for each TBB there is a web service (WS) stored
in the registry. The DTG server gets the information about each TBB and matches it with the
traveller’s specifications. Kramer et al. (2006) use a GPS that is able to identify the current location
of the traveller. In addition, there is a service discovery that is responsible for identifying the next
TBB. After finalizing the tour, they use navigation and adaptive tours to visualize the tour on the
map. This system covers all location contexts regarding the traveller, but does not take into account
other traveller or travel aspect contexts such as environmental, social, and health aspects.
Cena et al. (2006) present a context-aware system that supports various types of adaptation such as
to devices (Internet connections, laptop, PDS, and smartphones), to user preferences, and to traveller
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contexts. This system has five main parts: the recommender (Handles the adaptation content),
presentation adaptor (Handles the amount of information to be displayed on a device based on its
size and type), interaction manager, user interface generator, and watcher. They have a holistic view
regarding the adaptation aspects (user specifications and contexts). However, it would benefit from
considering the travel stages (before, during, and after travel). In addition, capturing the traveller’s
health situation would enhance the adaptiveness of the system.
The next component is a requirement and preference management agent, which gathers traveller
ranking information and their preferences. This agent failed in gathering other related information
such as the traveller’s health situation, purpose/s of travel, and other demographic information.
The third agent is responsible for travel planning. This is the recommendation engine of the system,
which matches the user preferences with the available travel products. Yet, this recommendation is
not based on the traveller context, travel product context, or travel stages. The fourth agent is
responsible for route planning. Finally, the last agent is an itinerary organizer that reminds the
traveller of their upcoming activities, bookings, and urgent information.
Drosatos, Efraimidis, Avi, Giorgos, and Ioannis (2015) proposed a context-aware system called
Pythia. It is a privacy-enhanced tourist recommendation system. This system collects traveller
information such as their previous location, browsing history, and web searches from their mobile
device. Based on this information, Pythia creates a point of interest profiler, which shows the
traveller’s preferences and proposes a personalized recommendation to the user. However, Pythia
does not collect the traveller’s demographic information, purpose of travel, or health situation.
Moreover, the travel product contexts are not considered in the creation of the travel product profile.
Liu, Xu, Liao, and Chen (2014) propose a novel route recommendation system to deliver real-time
personalized recommendations to travellers. To this end, they collect information about the route
preferences, and real-time historical traffic information. They score the route by employing the
fuzzy weight method. They use vehicle-to-vehicle communication for capturing the contextual
information; however, the proposed system is only used for route recommendation; it does not take
into account other route-related contexts such as the season of travel and weather conditions.
Individual travellers and groups of travellers are the main stakeholders of this system. Nevertheless,
it fails to provide recommendations to the points of interest managers for potential visitors.
Batet, Moreno, Sanchez, and Aïda (2012) propose an on-site dynamic recommendation system
called Turist@ that helps both travellers and destination providers. This system helps travellers visit
attractions according to their profile. Moreover, destination providers want to increase the visibility
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of attractions, particularly of low-profile activities. Turist@ provides ubiquitous access to
information on attractions. It employs the traveller preferences and previous traveller opinions for
recommendation. Furthermore, it provides a high level of adaptation to changes in activity
information. This system is highly location-aware, and is sensitive to information changes. While
it can support travellers, travel agencies, and destination providers, its user profiling only considers
the traveller’s preferences. In addition, the weather conditions will affect traveller activity choices,
which are not considered by Batet et al. (2012).
Hinze and Voisard (2003) create a location and time-based context-aware information system
named TIP. The proposed system combines travel products and traveller information. TIP
recommends a point of interest based on the traveller’s current profile, current time, and current
location. For instance, TIP will alert travellers to nearby events and attractions. The proposed
system takes a holistic approach to gathering information for the traveller’s profile; however, the
purpose of travel, health situations, and weather conditions are other contexts that TIP does not
consider. Moreover, TIP’s users are individual travellers. TIP failed to provide a system that can
help both travellers and attraction provider managers.
Memon, Chen, Majid, Mingqi, Ibrar, and Gencai (2015) recommend a new destination to travellers
based on their time and preferences. The traveller’s preferences are captured from Flickr webpages.
They use geotagged photos to provide the traveller with static and temporal contexts. It is very easy
to capture the traveller context from Flickr photos. The main problem with this system concerns
supporting a small number of users. Not all users have access to Flickr, nor do they intend to put
their pictures there. Hence, the proposed system could not have a holistic view regarding the
traveller profile. However, it can provide recommendations on a variety of travel products.
Similarly, Majid et al. (2015) utilize the geotagged photos from Flickr to determine the tourist
location. They gather information about user behaviour and preferences. Table 2.2 illustrates a
review of the current research on tourist systems.
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Lim, 2012
Mahmood et al., 2008
Pei-Jung et al., 2014
Luh & Yang., 2008
Bruno et al., 2009
Cena, et al., 2005
Cena, et al., 2006
Okuyama & Keiji.,
2013
Akcay & Altan, 2003
Garcia et al., 2011
Chiu et al., 2009
Lee and et al., 2009
Cao et al., 2011
Yang & Hwang, 2013
Drosatos et al., 2015
Van Setten et al., 2004
Ichimura & Tachibana,
2014
Kurashima at al., 2010
Chiang et al., 2015
Majid et al.,2015
Cao et al., 2011
Biuk-Aghai et al., 2008
Wu & Chiu, 2008
Kramer et al., 2006
Liu et al., 2014

Table 2.2: Tourist Recommendation System Literature regarding Integration, Collaboration,
Holism, and Adaptation

We reviewed these studies based on four main dimensions, namely, integration (I), collaboration
(C), holism (H), and adaptation (A) regarding traveller information, travel product information,
traveller product contexts, traveller contexts, and the travel process. The darker colour illustrates
the corresponding research is sufficient regarding those aspects. For instance, Lim (2012) is
sufficient in collecting key aspects of traveller’s information and needs, and is also sufficient in
collaborating with other information systems for obtaining information about the travellers. The
proposed system is able to capture the time, date, and weather contexts while recommending travel
products to its users. The proposed system is only able to provide recommendations on the points
of interest.
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2.3.6. Commercial Tourist Applications
In this section, we will investigate popular commercial tourist applications, such as Tripadvisor,
TripIt, Tripcase, and FieldTrip. First, we will describe each of them and then examine them against
the concepts already mentioned in sections 2.3.1.2 and 2.3.1.3.
TripAdvisor: TripAdvisor is a popular online resource for many travellers around the world. It
contains detailed information about activities, points of interest, hotels, and restaurants. Moreover,
Tripadvisor is mostly popular for in-depth reviews of travel products. The mobile version of
Tripadvisor is location-aware and time-aware. It shows nearby places of interest to the traveller
during travel, but it does not provide personalized recommendations based on the traveller’s
demographic information, purpose/s of travel, and health situation. Moreover, it is not travel stage
context-aware. It does not provide recommendations based on traveller needs during travel.
TripAdvisor provides an integrated connection between travellers and travel product information
providers. Travellers can review the travel products and rate them. Yet, it mostly supports travellers
and travel product managers in posting and receiving feedback. It does not allow users to create a
new recommendation system on specific travel product items. Furthermore, it does not consider
existing travel decision making interrelation during travel.
TripIt: TripIt is mostly famous for implicitly gathering travel itineraries from traveller email
accounts. It automatically compiles travel confirmation emails. It collects important information
about the flights, hotels, restaurants, and rental car bookings. Subsequently, based on the collected
information, TripIt creates an itinerary for travellers. Moreover, it informs travellers of their
upcoming flight. TripIt is a useful application for organizing travel. However, gathering information
from email accounts can sometimes be confusing. For instance, travellers may have already
cancelled the flight but TripIt still provides the alert. Moreover, based on the flight and
accommodation bookings, TripIt can implicitly identify the traveller’s stage of travel. TripIt allows
groups of travellers to organize their travel, and share their experiences and itineraries. Thus, it
supports both the individual traveller and groups of travellers. Still, it does not support travel
companies such as travel agencies, travel information providers (TripAdvisor and Expedia), and
travel product companies (airlines, hotels, and restaurants). TripIt does not provide information
about travel products. As a result, it is not a tourist recommendation system. Furthermore, it does
not recommend travel products to the traveller during travel.
TripCase: TripCase is another free tourist application. Similar to TripIt, it helps travellers organize
their itineraries. It provides notifications on upcoming flights. It also supports travellers by
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providing additional information related to the flight. For instance, it informs travellers about the
time differences between flight arrival and check-in times. In addition, it supports travellers by
providing relevant information such as hotel phone numbers, what parking area is available near
the flight gate, or if discount food is available near to traveller. Moreover, TripCase supports
individual travellers, groups of travellers, and travel agencies in organizing travel. Travel agencies
are able to interact with their customers via TripCase. TripCase allows travel agencies to change
the user interface based on their needs. However, TripCase is not a recommendation engine. As a
result, it does not recommend travel products based on traveller preferences, demographic
information, health situation, or purpose of travel.
Expedia: Expedia (2015) has a long-established reputation as a good source of travel information
and deals. It provides booking systems for flights, hotels, car rentals, and travel packages. It
provides deals based on traveller locations. For instance, for a traveller who lives in New Zealand,
Expedia identifies the user locations, and based on that provides recommendations on available
flights and hotels. However, this website fails to provide information about other travel products
such as restaurants and activities. Moreover, it only supports the individual traveller, not groups of
travellers or travel agencies.
KAYAK: KAYAK is another travel website that provides deals and offers on hotels, flights, and car
rentals. KAYAK is also integrated with other websites such as Orbits and Priceline to offer more
and recent deals to their customers. The main problem with KAYAK is its booking system, which
does not allow users to book flights or accommodation. Nevertheless, as with Expedia, it provides
information about the flight, accommodation, and car rentals. It does not show any information
about the destination, how to get any required visas, and money exchange. Moreover, it does not
provide a facility for groups of travellers or travel agencies to book travel products.
Triposo: Tripso provides offline and online maps and travel guides for travellers. It learns about
travellers’ preferences to provide high quality recommendations. Tripso is a context-aware
application, which considers weather conditions, time of day, upcoming events in the city, traveller
location, and local business open hours. For instance, Tripso considers weather conditions while
recommending points of interest to travellers. It gathers information from various websites such as
Facebook (2014), Wikipedia (2014), and Wikitravel (2014). Collected information can be loaded
into mobile applications before travel. Yet, Tripso fails to support different types of users.
Moreover, it does not help travellers to choose between different travel products.
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Tripomatic: Tripomatic is another travel planning application. Tripomatic can deliver an offline
map, photos, and visitor guides for most of the popular destinations. Moreover, as traveller stops
along his trip, Tripomatic plots them on the map. Yet, there is no possibility to delete a route or trip.
Moreover, travellers have to import their travel information manually. It supports groups of
travellers in sharing routes and itineraries with each other.
Field Trip: FieldTrip is a Google tourist application that provides a personalized recommendation
based on travellers’ preferences. FieldTrip is a location-aware system that can notify travellers about
nearby points of interest.
RoadTrippers: RoadTrippers receives user input regarding the start location of travel, the
destination, date of travel, and interesting activities, and creates traveller journeys on a map. It also
provides recommendations on a variety of travel products, such as accommodation, restaurants, and
services, points of interest, entertainment, and nightlife. However, the proposed system is not
context-aware (Table 2.3). Table 2.3 illustrates a review of the current research on tourist
applications.
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Table 2.3: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation System Applications regarding Integration,
Collaboration, Holism, and Adaptation

2.4. Problems, Issues, and Requirements
To be adaptive, it is necessary to take the fundamental aspects of travel into account. ATRSs should
have a holistic view regarding traveller specifications, travel processes, contexts, and potential
stakeholders. The available technologies in current TRSs are neither fully adaptive nor holistic for
managing the changes. According to Fesenmaier et al. (2003), few studies have integrated travel
decision making models into a recommendation system.
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In this section, we present a brief discussion that identifies the relevant problems and issues; we
then propose requirements to address them.
2.4.1. Problems
Table 2.5 summarized the identified problems in the tourist recommendation system. There is a lack
of holistic perspective regarding key traveller aspects. Most studies cover partial aspects of the
traveller, and fail to cover important aspects of travel and human qualities while creating traveller
profiles (Section 2.1.3). For instance, most of the current literature fails to consider different travel
purposes when recommending travel products to travellers. Moreover, few of them consider
travellers’ health situations, previous experiences, and flexibility level. These aspects can affect the
travel product selection process.
Problems
1

They fail to holistically obtain traveller purpose/s and motivation/s of travel.

2

They fail to take the traveller’s purpose of travel into account while recommending travel products.

3

They do not take traveller health situations and needs into consideration.

4

Travellers’ interrelated decision making is not considered in most of studies or applications.

5

They fail to consider travellers’ experiences while offering recommending.

6

Current systems do not provide a recommendation based on the traveller flexibility level.

7

They fail to recommend the right products for the right travel stages.

8

11

They fail to inspire travellers based on different travel stages.
Most of these systems failed to provide recommendations on budget, length, seasons of travel, and
other items.
They do not holistically obtain relevant contexts such as travel stages, seasons of travel, and events
in a city, weather conditions, traveller locations, and time of the day.
They do not collect information from different resources.

13

They do not allow users to add more recommendation modules to the system.

9
10

Table 2.4: Identified Problems in Current Tourist Recommendation Systems

The travel-related activities (inspiration, planning, booking, travelling, and sharing), have been
considered in most travel studies, but none of the current tourist systems do this. They neglect the
fact that travellers can be inspired before, during, and/or after travel. The adaptive cycle has been
implicitly mentioned in a few studies, but is worth being fully integrated within a recommendation
system. Most travel recommendation system and adaptive recommendation system studies cover
implicit adaptation. Yet, few of them allow a user to customize the system, such as by changing the
user interface of the system. Current TRSs are not sufficiently holistic in recommending essential
travel products a traveller might need. These systems generally only recommend one travel product
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such as the destination, accommodation, or activities; yet each traveller, during travel, will need
recommendations on other travel and none-travel products.
2.4.2. Issues
We have classified the current issues regarding adaptive tourist recommendation systems into four
main dimensions and four main aspects. The main dimensions are integration, collaboration,
holism, and adaptation (ICHA). Moreover, ATRSs should be integrated, collaborative, holistic, and
adaptive regarding the four main aspects of ATRS, which are traveller needs, traveller and travel
product contexts, travel processes, and travellers’ perspectives.
One of the important issues regarding these problems is adaptation. It is crucial that an ATRS react
to changes in real time. Adaptation has two sides: firstly, the ATRS adapts automatically to changes;
secondly, users can customize the ATRS to cater to their needs.
Moreover, to have a comprehensive ATRS, it is mandatory to have holistic perspectives regarding
travel aspects. These should be holistic regarding relevant information about the traveller, travel
products, existing contexts, processes, and perspectives.
In order to be more holistic and adaptive, integration and collaboration are crucial. The ATRS
should be integrated and collaborative with external information resources to be more holistic
regarding traveller aspects.
We have analysed the current TRS literature according to the above dimensions and aspects. In
figure 2.15 below, we present the detailed information and aspects we considered while analysing
the relevant literature.
The problems and issues we have identified above pose a number of requirements for the design
and implementation of ATRS. We explore these requirements in the following section.
2.4.3. Requirements
According to the above discussion regarding existing problems and issues, there are some essential
requirements in both the design and implementation of the ATRS. Figure 2.15 depicts the
requirements and how they can be helpful in addressing the TRS issues.
In Figure 2.15, the problems are illustrated in blue, while issues are in orange boxes and red boxes
show system requirements. In addition, the arrows indicate which requirements address which issues
or sub-issues of the ATRS. The identified problems in Section 2.4.1 are summarized in blue boxes
in Figure 2.15.
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Requirements

Problems
Issues
Fail to obtain travellers’
specifications, purpose/s of
travel, health situations,
preferences, and traveller
flexibility levels

Integrations
Travel Product Information
Traveller Information
Traveller Contexts

Fail to holistically gather
travel product information
from various resources
They do not holistically
collect traveller and travel
product contexts

They fail to cope with
interrelated travel decision
making

Adaptive recommendations to
travellers based on their
location, health situation, time
of the day, events in the city
and weather conditions

Travel Process
Travel Product Contexts

Travel Process Component

Collaboration

Monitor the travel stages,
travel-related activities,
traveller preferences
integration, adaptive cycle,
recommendation processes,
and travel decision making
integration, recommendations
for all required travel products

Travel Product Information
Traveller Information

They are insufficiently
adaptive regarding the
traveller and travel product
contexts

Travel Context-Aware
Component

Traveller Contexts
Travel Product Contexts
Holism
Traveller Information

Travel Information Integration
Component

Travel Product Information
Traveller Contexts

Lack of travel information
integration and
collaboration
They fail to recommend the
right product at the right
travel stages

Travel Product Contexts
Travel Process
Traveller’s Perspectives
Adaptation
Traveller Information

Lack of holistic
perspectives regarding
travel system users

Travel Decision Support
Component

Travel Product Information
Traveller Contexts
Travel Product Contexts

They do not let users
customize the
recommendation modules

Assisting travellers in making
decisions from available
alternatives

Holistically gather and
integrate traveller and travel
product information

Travel Process
Traveller’s Perspectives

Travel Recommendation
Generator Component
Provide a facility for all
various perspectives to create
new travel product
recommendations for various
purposes

Figure 2.15: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation System Problems, Issues, and Requirements
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The yellow boxes classify the identified problems into main four issues: Integration, Collaboration,
Holism, and Adaptation. Each of the recognized problems have been linked to one of these issues.
For instance, obtaining the traveller’s specifications, purpose of travel, and health situation are
problems that have been considered in previous research and applications. These can be related to
information integration, collaboration, and holism.
The identified issues can be solved by the proposed requirements in orange boxes. Six main
components have been identified to cope with these issues. For instance, the Travel Context-Aware
Component is able to cope with issues such as context integration, adaptation to the traveller’s
context and travel product contexts, and collaboration with other information resource providers to
gather real time contexts. In another example, the Travel Decision Support System Component
fulfils the requirement of having a holistic perspective regarding the travel product information and
travel context.
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Information system research can be classified into two main paradigms, namely behavioural science
and design science (Cleven, Gubler & Hüner, 2009). Behavioural science researchers mostly focus
on developing and verifying theories to explain or predict individual and organizational behaviour.
Whereas design science research emphasizes and implements innovative artefacts for improving
organisational and human capabilities. Design science research methodology involves proof of
concept by design, implementation, and evaluation (Burstein & Gregor, 1999; Cao, Crews, Lin,
Deokar, Burgoon & Nunamaker, 2006; Galliers & Land, 1987; Hevner et al., 2004; Mingers, 2001;
Nunamaker & Chen, 1990).
In this chapter, we first explore the thesis objectives. We then illustrate the main reason for using
design science research in this thesis. Then, the research artefact creation and evaluation
methodologies will be discussed.

3.1. Research Objectives
Most research begins with unsolved problems in a specific research domain. A practical problem is
the basis of a research question, and each research question defines a research problem. A research
problem may lead to a research answer that can solve the aforementioned practical problem.
Literature reviews help us to analyse the relevant studies in tourist recommendation systems. These
reviews and discussions help us to identify the existing gaps, issues, and problems in tourist
recommendation systems. The objectives of this research that addresses these problems, issues, and
requirements are as follows:


Propose generic and comprehensive adaptive tourist recommendation (ATR) models that
can cover key travel processes for the different travel stages.



Propose adaptive tourist recommendation conceptual frameworks that synthesize the ideas
from tourist recommendation systems, context-aware systems, decision support systems,
tourist decision making and the travel literature.



Design adaptive tourist recommendation system (ATRS) frameworks.



Propose ATRS architecture that synthesizes the idea of ATRS frameworks, context-aware
systems, recommendation system generators, travel processes, process linkages,
recommendation systems, and decision support systems.
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Implement an ATRS that is a proof of concept for the proposed models, conceptual
frameworks, system frameworks, and architectures, and that can fulfil the ATRS
requirements.



Evaluate the key ATRS artefacts.

To fulfil the outlined objectives, it is crucial to identify an appropriate research methodology. The
next section will discuss the suitable research methodology to achieve the objectives.

3.2. Applicability of Multi-Methodological Research
The methodology guides the research process. The research approach should be selected based on
the research questions and nature of the phenomenon. According to the identified objectives in
Section 3.1, the main objectives of this study are to design, implement, and evaluate models,
processes, frameworks, architecture, and prototype of ATRS. Hence, the selected research
methodology should be able to support these objectives.
None of the existing research methodologies are comprehensive, and each one has specific
drawbacks (McGrath, 1982). Therefore, the combination of these methodologies can create a more
fine-tuned approach. Information systems allows for employing multiple research methodologies.
For instance, laboratory experiments and surveys are useful, but they are not sufficient to create a
robust information system theory. Hence, using one method of research may be insufficiently
holistic to view all facts properly. It is common to use multiple methodologies for conducting
research in management sciences. A mixed method can be helpful to cope with the disadvantages
of both qualitative and quantitative methods. Many studies suggest using these approaches together
(Johnson, 2004). Multi-methodological approaches have been utilized and recommended in many
information system (IS) research studies. For instance, Nunamaker and Chen (1990), March &
Smith (1995), Mingers (2001) and Hevner et al. (2004) provide good insight into multimethodological research in IS ( Figure 3.1).
Nunamaker and Chen (1990) proposed a framework for conducting information system research
that includes theory building, observation, system development, and experimentation. Observation
includes case studies, field studies, and surveys. The observation phase facilitates the formulation
of the specific hypotheses. Theory building can be done through different approaches such as the
development of concepts, construct frameworks, methods, or models. The theory is the basis for
designing or conducting the observations. System development includes conceptual design, system
architecture construction, prototyping, product development, and technology transfer. It may be
used as a proof of concept to demonstrate feasibility. Experimentation includes field and/or lab
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experiments and computer simulations. The results of the experimentation refine the theory and
improve the system.
Observation
Case Studies,
Surveys, and Filed
Studies

System
Development
Prototyping Products
and Development

Experimentation
Computer Simulation
and Lab Experiments

Theory Building
Conceptual
Frameworks and
Mathematical Models

Figure 3.1: A Multi-Methodological Approach to IS Research (Nunamaker & Chen, 1990)

March and Smith (1995) argue that IS research is a combination of design science and natural
science. Based on that, they identify four main activities in doing research: to build, evaluate,
theorize, and justify. In addition, they classify research output into four main artefacts, namely
constructs, models, methods and instantiations. Finally, they integrate activities and outputs to
propose a two-dimensional research framework.
Mingers (2001) proposes different types of multi-methodological research designs, namely
sequential, parallel, dominant, multi-methodological, and multi-level. The sequential methodology
utilizes quantitative questionnaires following interviews to enhance the quality of data gathering.
Another approach is to employ parallel approaches, such as observation of the participants
behaviour coupled with interviews. The dominant method is another multi-methodological
approach, whereby, one method is chosen as the primary approach, but contributions are made from
other methods. Multi-methodological approaches use various qualitative and quantitative methods.
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For instance, combinations of interviews, questionnaires, and data analyses can be employed
(Mingers, 2001).
Finally, Hevner (2004) offers a conceptual IS research framework that integrates behavioural
science and design science paradigms. The proposed framework shows how these two paradigms
can complement each other. Moreover, Hevner proposes seven guidelines for doing design science
research in information systems (Table 3.1).
Guideline

Description

Design And Artefacts
Problem Relevance
Design Evaluation
Research Contributions
Research Rigor

Creation of purposeful artefacts such as constructs, models, methods, or
instantiations.
The proposed solution should be relevant to the research and business
problems.
The quality of the proposed artefacts should be assessed through robust and
rigorous evaluation methods.
Design science research should provide a clear contribution to design artefacts
and design foundations.
The research should be evaluated against the research objectives.

Designed As A Search Process

Utilization of available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the
problem environment.

Communication Of The
Research

The design science research should communicate with both business
stakeholders and academics.

Table 3.1: Design Science Research Guidelines (Hevner et al., 2004)

The main purpose of this thesis is to give travellers adaptive recommendations. This thesis adopts
the multi-methodological approach and chooses observation, theory building and system
development. In the observation phase, we observed and critiqued current tourist recommendation
systems, articles, books, and relevant commercial products (Chapter 2). This led us to identifying
key problems, issues, and requirements. To overcome these problems, we propose concepts,
processes, frameworks, and architecture. Moreover, in the implementation phase, we develop a
prototype that can support the proposed models, frameworks, and architecture. Finally, we will
evaluate the prototype using illustrative scenarios, functional and structural testing, and informal
interviews with experts. In the next section, we will detail the adopted research methodology for
this thesis.

3.3. Adopted Research Methodology
The main aim of this research is to create ATRS models, conceptual frameworks, system
frameworks, architecture, and implementation. Moreover, we follow a systematic evaluation
process to validate our research artefacts. The adopted research methodology is illustrated in Figure
3.2.
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Observation
Existing Theories, Life Cycles, Frameworks,
Process, Architectures, Software, Interview
with Travel Experts, Real Traveller, and Travel
Agencies

System Development

Theory Building

ATRS Implementation and Creation Scenarios

Propose ATRS models, conceptual
framework, system framework, and architecture

Evaluation
Prototyping, Illustrative Scenarios, Static Analysis,
Computer Simulation, Structural Testing,
Functional Testing, Informed Argument, Expert
Evaluation, and Architecture Analysis

Figure 3.2: Methodology for Thesis (Adapted from Nunamaker & Chen, 1990)

3.3.1. Observation
The main aim of the observation stage is to provide comprehensive perspectives regarding the
research background. This stage leads us to identify the practical problems, research problems,
issues, and requirements, and also to identify the relevant concepts, models, theories, and
frameworks. Observation is a continual process.
The observation stage plays a critical role in the beginning of this research. We reviewed related
journal papers, books, travel applications, reports, web resources, and current frameworks,
architectures, and models for investigating the adaptive concepts, recommendation procedure,
travel process, organizational decision making, traveller decision making style, context-aware
concepts, traveller needs, and travellers’ requirements. Chapter 2 illustrates the initial observation
for this thesis.
3.3.2. Theory Building
The main aim of theory building is to create new ideas, models, constructs, and a framework,
architecture for designing and implementing an ATRS. Moreover, to cope with the identified
problems and issues, we will propose adaptive tourist recommendation models, conceptual
frameworks, system frameworks, architecture, and system implementation. The theory building
activities are extensively presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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3.3.3. System Development
We will develop a prototype based on the proposed conceptual models and framework, system
fretwork, and architecture. The proposed prototype should be adaptive and adaptable in various
situations. The proposed prototype particularly should be able to achieve the mentioned objectives
in Section 3.1 and identified requirements in Section 2.4.3. The process of artefacts creation is
briefly explained in Section 3.4.
3.3.4. Evaluation
In this research, we follow an iterative evaluation approach that evaluates every one of our key
artefacts. The main evaluation mechanisms that we have used include prototyping, illustrative
scenarios, architectural analysis, static analysis, functional testing, structural testing, computer
simulations, informed argument, and expert evaluations. This process has been explained in Section
3.5.

3.4. Research Artefacts Creation Methodology
Theories behind the artefacts are essential for each design science research approach (DSR) (Weber,
2003). These theories will explain how DSR artefacts will be created and how they will change the
environment (Hevner et al., 2004). This research will adopt the development process proposed by
Nunamaker & Chen (1990). The research artefacts creation methodology is explained in Figure 3.3.
The adopted stages are the development of the ATR models, ATR conceptual frameworks, ATRS
frameworks, ATRS architecture, and realization of the ATRS. In the sections below, we discuss
each of the steps in detail.

Development of ATR models (Chapter 4)

Development of ATR conceptual framework (Chapter 5)

Development of ATRS framework and architecture (Chapter 6)

Realization of ATRS (Chapter 7)

Evaluation of key ATRS artefacts (Chapter 8)

Figure 3.3: Research Artefacts Creation Methodology
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3.4.1. Development of ATR Models
Key problems, issues, and requirements were identified in our literature review. This included
traveller requirements analysis, travel process, adaptive systems, decision support systems,
recommendation systems, and tourist recommendation systems. We will address these problems by
proposing adaptive tourist recommendation models. These models will be guidelines for designing
and developing the conceptual and system frameworks. The ATR models will be presented in
Chapter 4.
3.4.2. Development of the ATR Conceptual Framework
In chapter 2, we reviewed relevant conceptual frameworks in travel applications, personalized travel
systems, and travel recommendation systems. By reviewing these frameworks, we identified the
existing TRS conceptual problems, issues, and requirements. Finally, we synthesized ideas from
the current frameworks which has been presented in Chapter 5.
3.4.3. Development of ATRS Framework and Architecture
In chapter 2 we review the relevant tourist recommendation architecture design and development
process to identify the available opportunities for designing an adaptive tourist recommendation
system architecture. This research will use three-layered architecture. Moreover, various
technologies will be used to develop the ATRS architecture presented in Chapter 6.
3.4.4. Implementation of ATRS
The ATRS implementation is a proof of concept for conceptual models, conceptual frameworks,
system frameworks, and architecture. The detailed implementation of the ATRS will be presented
in Chapter 7. We explore the ATRS environment; key features, and travel scenarios that illustrate
and evaluate ATR concepts, models, and frameworks as well ATRS framework, architecture, and
implementation. We employ an object-oriented methodology in designing and developing a
component-based architecture.

3.5. Research Artefacts Evaluation Methodology
Artefact evaluation is a continuous process that assesses the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed models, frameworks, architecture, and implementation. This section shows the adaptive
tourist recommendation system evaluation methodology. First, we discuss the evaluation processes
which considers who will evaluate which artefact by which evaluation tools. Next, we will introduce
the evaluators of this thesis, and what criteria will be considered for evaluating the artefacts.
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Because we employ various evaluation methods, a detailed explanation of the evaluation methods
will be presented in Section 3.5.4.
3.5.1. Evaluation Process
DSR artefacts evaluation is a continuous procedure. Artefact evaluation is an effective approach to
examine the proposed artefacts. It helps us to identify the aspects that have been missed in previous
iterations. Given this thesis employs multi-methodological research method, we will evaluate this
research using different approaches. Different experts are responsible for evaluating the distinctive
research artefacts at different research stages.
For conceptual artefacts, we employ prototyping, illustrative scenarios, and expert evaluation.
Furthermore, we examine the system framework and architecture via architecture analysis,
prototyping, and expert evaluation. Finally, the implementation and prototype will be evaluated via
static analysis, computer simulation, illustrative scenarios, structural testing, functional testing,
informed arguments, and expert evaluation. The detailed description of how we will evaluate these
thesis artefacts are presented in Table 3.2.
Research
Methodology Phases
(Chapter 3)

Artefacts
(Chapters 4 To 7)

Observation

Theory Building

System
Development

Evaluation (Chapter 8)
Evaluator

Evaluation Tools

Identifying the existing
problems, issues, and
requirements of the
Adaptive Tourist
Recommendation System
(Chapter 2)

Supervisors and
Academics

Expert Evaluation

Design ATR conceptual
models (Chapter 4)

Supervisors and
Academics

Design the ATR conceptual
frameworks (Chapter 5)

Supervisors and
Academics

Design the ATR system
frameworks and
architecture (Chapter 6)

Supervisors,
Academic, and
System Architect

Architecture Analysis
Prototyping
Expert Evaluation

ATRS implementation
(Chapter 7)

Developer,
Supervisors,
Academic People,
System Architect, and
Travel Experts

Static Analysis
Computer Simulation
Illustrative Scenario
Structural Testing
Functional Testing
Informed Argument
Expert Evaluation

Prototyping
Illustrative Scenarios
Expert Evaluation
Prototyping
Illustrative Scenarios
Expert Evaluation

Table 3.2: Research Artefact Evaluation Process
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3.5.2. Evaluators
We will choose different experts from various related disciplines to evaluate the ATR models,
conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, architecture, and system. We present the evaluation in
Chapter 8.
3.5.3. Evaluation Criteria
Grady (1987) proposes a model for evaluating software quality. This model evaluates the software
system regarding functionality, usability, reliability, performance, and supportability (FURPS). In
this research, we examine the quality of ATRS artefacts regarding the main functional requirements
of the system.
The main aim is to design and implement an adaptive tourist system. This adaptation can be only
achieved via integration, collaboration, and holism regarding information, processes, contexts, and
perspectives. Hence, we will examine the ATRS functionality regarding these aspects.
3.5.4. Evaluation Mechanisms
It is necessity to evaluate DSR artefacts. There is a variety of approaches that have been introduced
for DSR artefacts evaluation. These evaluation approaches have been borrowed from the
information system domain, business administration domain and computer science. Hevner et al.
(2004) provided a list of evaluation methods for assessment of the DSR artefacts (Table 3.2).
Methods

Details

Observational

Case study and field study

Analytics

Static analytics, architecture analytics, optimization analytics, dynamic analytics

Experimental

Controlled experiment and simulation

Testing

Functional (Black box) testing and structural testing (White box)

Descriptive

Informed arguments and illustrative scenarios

Table 3.3: Research Evaluation Mechanisms (Hevner et al., 2004)

3.5.4.1. Architectural Analysis: The software architectural analysis method (SAAM) can be used in
early stages of the any software project. It analyses the design of the system regarding the
requirements (Biel et al., 2010). It involves examining the fitness of the system architecture with
desired quality attributes. SAAM can be conducted via two main approaches, namely scenario
creation and metrics development (Almorsy et al., 2013).
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3.5.4.2. Structural Testing (White Box) Structural testing involves evaluating the internal
implementations of the code. In white box testing, various test cases may be needed to test the
software (Hevner et al., 2004). Structural testing can be done regardless of the software
functionality. There are three main approaches for structural testing, namely statement coverage,
branch coverage and path coverage. Statement coverage concerns the testing of all programming
statements. The branch coverage approach involves testing a series of interrelated statements.
Finally, path coverage testing examines all possible paths with their statements and branches. In
this research, we will evaluate the ATRS via structural testing.
3.5.4.3. Functional Testing (Black Box) Functional testing or black box testing is another software
evaluation process. Functional testing feeds software program inputs and then analyses the outputs
(Hevner et al., 2004). This type of software program evaluation can be useful for understanding
what the system is doing. Functional testing evaluates the functionality of the software to examine
whether it works according to the design specification or not. There are two types of functional
testing approaches: negative functional testing and positive functional testing. The former tests the
software by providing valid inputs and verifying the outputs. The latter employs a combination of
valid and invalid inputs to check the output results.
3.5.4.4. Static Analysis Static analysis involves analysing software without executing the program
(static program analysis, 2015). It is performed on the source code. Static analysis is an easy and
quick means of identifying the code flaws (CodeExcellence, 2012). One the main advantages of the
static analysis is that it reveals some errors that are not clear until a disaster occurs.
3.5.4.5. Computer Simulation Computer simulations provide a traditional way of reproducing the
behaviour of a system. This approach can be used to test and execute the system prototype, and
allows for an examination of system behaviour. Computer simulations help us choose the right
technology, saving the time in prototype development.
3.5.4.6. Prototyping According to the Newell and Simon (1976), designing and implementing a
machine or software is experimentation. Creating a new software program is similar to posing a
question of nature and monitoring its behaviour. By designing a software program, a new concept
is implemented and evaluated. Newell and Simon (1976) claim that system implementation,
whether it is successful or not, can be seen as an experiment.
Computer science, evaluating the feasibility of a newly designed architecture and framework can
only be achieved through system implementation. Moreover, we follow Nunamaker and Chen
(1990) proposed cycle. We will search and observe the environment to find problems. We will then
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proposed models, frameworks, and an implementation to cope with the identified problems. To
generalize and test the proposed artefacts, we will analyse them through the system development
process.
3.5.4.7. Illustrative Scenarios Illustrative scenario provides another means of testing the features of
a prototype. It involves examining the system to check whether it supports the main aspects of the
system or not. The examination is performed via a series of scenarios.
3.5.4.8. Informed Argument The informed argument approach is another way to test the system
prototype. It examines whether the features of the proposed system work better in comparison with
existing similar systems and applications. This approach helps us to understand the weaknesses and
strengths of the proposed software.
3.5.4.9. Expert Evaluation We will evaluate this research by asking experts from various fields to
assess our research. We will present the research to them and seek their feedback regarding key
aspects of the ATRS artefacts. The detailed process of evaluation has been explained in Chapter 8.

3.6. Summary
In this chapter, we selected the appropriate research methodology based on the identified research
objectives (Section 3.1). Moreover, the discussion of the methodological background that was
presented in Section 3.2 helped us to identify the suitable research methodology, namely design
science research. The adopted design science research methodology is presented in Section 3.3. The
detailed research artefacts creation methodology has been discussed in sections 3.4. Finally, a brief
description of artefact evaluation methods, main evaluators, and evaluation criteria have been
presented in Section 3.5.
In the next chapters (4 to 7), we will illustrate the main thesis artefacts namely ATR conceptual
models (Chapter 4), ATR conceptual framework (Chapter 5), ATRS frameworks, architecture
(Chapter 6), and implementation (Chapter 7).
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4. FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS, MODELS AND PROCESSES
FOR ADAPTIVE TOURIST RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
(ATRS)
By analysing the current tourist application and studies in chapter two, we found the main issue
with the systems is they are not sufficiently adaptive or adaptable. They are not able to cope with
changes immediately. Moreover, they are not sufficiently integrated, collaborative, holistic, or
adaptive regarding the traveller’s needs and specifications, contexts, process, and perspectives.
Following the design science oriented multi-methodological research method; we came up with
some conceptual models, conceptual frameworks, system frameworks, architecture, and
implementation. Conceptual models are the foundation for designing the frameworks. They provide
a simple view of the world and the identified problems.
This chapter proposes conceptual adaptive tourist recommendation models by synthesising ideas,
models, and theories from tourism, traveller’s needs, travel process, information system, and
computer science literature. For instance, to overcome the lack of integration there is a need to blend
the current research about integration from computer science and information systems. Similarly,
for the holism and adaptation it is vital to check the management and psychological fields. The
existing concepts, theories, and models about the recommendation system can be found in
information systems that are helpful to enhance the system adaptation.
Considering the proposed research objectives, we proposed models that would help us to address
the current problems and issues. These models provide a better picture of the thesis requirement for
designing the conceptual framework. While we leverage concepts and models, we have brought
them together in a unique manner to support the particular requirements to address the identified
problems.
In summary, the models presented in Section, 4.1 illustrate how to be adaptive through the
integration, collaboration, and holism. Section 4.2 presents models that related to the existing
integrated and collaborative travel processes. Section 4.3 presents the traveller decision making
behaviour based on their travel flexibility level. Finally, in Section 4.4 the travel process
requirements will be discussed.
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4.1. Integration, Collaboration, Holism, and Adaptation
There are many ways to be adaptive in a system. According to Claus and Bob (2003), one way to
be adaptive is to increase visibility in an organization. The visibility of the system can be enhanced
by increasing the collaboration, integration, and holism in a system. The subsections below will
illustrate these concepts clearly.
4.1.1. Integration
The user’s needs can be fulfilled by data, process, contexts and perspective integration, which leads
to many advantages such as providing coordinated reports to the user and reducing data errors.
There are many aspects that need to be integrated such as integrating data into the database, integrate
data flows, outputs, and data processing functions (Pendleton, 1971).
Tourist systems always gather information from different resources. The collected data should be
integrated in one place to enhance the quality of the gathered data. Hence, in the field of tourist
decision making, the recent travel studies suggest that integrating travel information to overcome
existing dynamics in travel planning (Choi et al., 2012).
Moreover, process integration has been discussed in many decision making and organizational
studies. Most of the current decision making problems are interrelated (Langley, 1992). Decision
making integration can be seen in various domains. Interrelated travel decision making is one type
of process integration. For instance, the process of deciding from a choice of specific travel products
will affect the selection of other travel products.
4.1.2. Collaboration
Collaboration has been widely discussed in computer science as a way to connect two separate
systems. Bénaben et al. (2006) considered collaboration as sporadic data and applications exchange,
and they considered three levels of collaboration: data exchange, application sharing, and process
design. Moreover, collaboration is a two-way communication where each part of the system seeks
the same shared goals and objectives. One of the key aspects in an organization is to exchange
information, perspectives, and situations in real time. One approach to have comprehensive
perspectives in a system is that all parts can interact with each other and exchange information.
Collaboration between different travel information providers will enhance visibility in each
adaptive system.
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Tourist recommendation systems have to be in touch with other information systems to gather
relevant information. As a result, these systems are able to collect information about the travellers,
travel products, traveller contexts, and travel product contexts easily.
4.1.3. Holism
Neumann (2006) provided a definition for holistic approaches as considering the whole system
rather than just focusing on specific properties or components. In addition, a holistic system takes
all relevant system environments into consideration (i.e. all people, inputs and outputs and anything
that is involved in fulfilling system objectives). Furthermore, applying holistic system development
leads to the mitigation of all potential risks and ensures that all parts of the system interrelate and
work properly together (Jackson, 2006). Concerning tourist applications, it is important to consider
all the travel factors (i.e. all related information, processes, perspectives, and contexts and
perspectives) during travel recommendation as mentioned in section 2.3.1.2. To be adaptive, a
tourist system needs to have holistic perspectives regarding the traveller’s specifications, travel
products, key related contexts, key important process, and the potential stakeholders.

Figure 4.1: Holism (Wilber, 2001)

4.1.4. Adaptation through Integration, Collaboration and Holism
We live in an unstable environment in which customers want more choices and their preferences
change rapidly. There are three main approaches to cope with these changes. The first is to use
deliberate approaches, which are predefined processes and less flexible. Another is the emergent
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approach that can react quickly to changing conditions, but, in some ways, leads to chaos. As a
result, the third approach is an adaptation between deliberate and emergent approaches (Peko and
Sundaram, 2010).
The first step toward adaptation is to enhance the integration among system elements (i.e.
information, contexts, processes, and people). Integration enhances the accessibility in a system.
Furthermore, it improves connectivity with other information systems. As a result, integration
makes it easy to update the information. By having an integrated system (regarding information,
contexts, processes, and people), collaboration with other information systems is easier. Another
means of creating an adaptive system is to increase the level of connectivity in the systems, which
can be improved by system integration. Subsequently, by increasing the collaboration among
system elements, the ATRS could have a more holistic viewpoint.
Hence, collaboration and integration are key prerequisites for a holistic system. Furthermore,
Heinrich and Betts (2003) claim that by gaining a holistic view in a system the adaptation will be
increase. Furthermore, a system could be more flexible and adaptive by achieving a high level of
integration, collaboration, and holism. This model has been shown in Figure 4.2.

Adaptation
Holism
Collaboration

Integration

Figure 4.2: Stages of Adaptation (Heinrich & Betts 2003; Wilber, 2001)

4.2. Adaptive Decision and Travel Processes
There are many processes in travel contexts (Section 2.2). Some of these processes come from travel
literature, decision making, travel behaviour studies, and adaptive research. In the following
subsections, we propose models that are the result of synthesising process and models from various
domains.
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4.2.1. Adaptive Decision Process
The proposed model in this section focuses on the interrelationship between adaptive process
components (Figure 4.3) and the need for integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation in an
adaptive system.
Sense

Action

Interpret

Decide

Figure 4.3: Adaptive Decision Process (Feigh et al., 2012)

Heinrich and Betts (2003) believes one way to be adaptive is to increase visibility in a system
(Section 4.1.4). Hence, there is a need to sense the environment holistically. In the sensing stage, to
sense holistically it is required to be integrated, collaborative, and holistic regarding information,
process, and stakeholders (Figure 4.4). The next step to be adaptive based on the proposed adaptive
cycle by Heinrich and Betts (2003), is to interpret the collected information. Hence, in the
interpretation phase, a system needs more information about the current system, travellers, and
environment contexts. The integrated data should be analysed and give a holistic perspective’s
system. The interpreting stage is about finding relevant data.
Sense

Interpret

Decide

Action

Integration
Collaboration
Holism
Adaptation
Figure 4.4: ICHA Decision Process

Subsequently, by finding the relevant data, in the decide stage the interpreted information is used
for creating adaptive responses. Moreover, for creating responses it is necessary to collaborate with
other information resources, or perspectives.
Finally, the last step in adaptive cycle is performing and delivering the adaptive response. In the
action stage, the adaptive response to the environment occurs. In this stage, it is necessary that the
system collaborate with the environment and users get feedback.
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4.2.2. Adaptive Travel
Travelling is a dynamic phenomenon that involves various stages (Figure 4.5). Before travel,
travellers’ preferences can be affected by watching a restaurant advertisement on TV. Similarly,
traveller may read an article in the newspaper about specific points of interest in a city and be
inspired to travel there. Likewise, finding a good dental treatment deal in Vietnam will inspire
travellers to travel there. All this external information can affect travellers’ destination decision
making before travel.
Before
Travel

After
Travel

During
Travel

Figure 4.5: Travel Stages

Concerning the adaptive tourist system, it is crucial to gather information about the travel deals,
travel news, and events in a country from various resources. Moreover, sensing information about
traveller behaviour such as internet search history, rating, and preferences before travel will help
the adaptive systems have a better understanding of travellers’ specifications. Moreover, the
relevance to the travellers of all gathered information should be considered. For instance, there is a
skydiving deal online, which cannot be relevant to children under 12 years old. As a result, an
adaptive tourist system should skip this advertisement for a traveller under 12 years old. Thus,
before travel the adaptive cycle (sense, interpret, decide, and act) should be considered
continuously.
During travel, traveller health conditions, preferences, and location may change frequently.
Additionally, destinations’ weather conditions, opening hours of places and events in the city may
not be stable. These changes will have impacts on travellers’ itineraries. It is always important that
tourist systems can sense these changes, interpret them, and plan for an alternative choices (Figure
4.6).
After travel, travellers want to find relevant information about their recently visited places. Besides,
they like to be inspired by new places that are similar to what they already visited, or they want to
visit it again. Gathering and interpreting all this information will enhance the adaptation level for
the next travel.
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Figure 4.6: Adaptive Travel Model

The proposed model in Figure 4.6 illustrates the interrelationship among the travel stages (Figure
4.5) and adaptive decision process (Figure 4.3). This model depicts all proposed concepts that were
mentioned earlier in this section.
4.2.3. Travel Stages with Travel Related Activities
There is some integration between travel stage phases and travel interrelated activities stages
(Figure 4.7).
Inspiration

Share and
Feedback

Travel

Planning

Booking

Figure 4.7: Travel Related Activities

Travellers need to be inspired during travel stages. Before travel, more inspiration is demanded as
travellers want to decide where to travel what activities to do (Figure 4.8). However, even during
or after travel, travellers have some desire to be inspired by introducing attractive places, cheap
accommodations and flights. Most travellers prefer to plan their itinerary before travel. However,
some travellers prefer to plan their travel when they arrive or during their travel.
Before Travel

During Travel

After Travel

Inspiration
Planning
Booking
Travel
Sharing and Feedback

Figure 4.8: Travel Related Activities at each Travel Stage
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The probability of travel planning after travel is low. However, some people plan their next trip
right after the previous one.
Booking travel products such as accommodation, flights, car rentals, and activities are mostly done
before travel. Nonetheless, some travellers prefer to book these items during travel or on arrival.
Sharing experiences and posting feedback mostly happens after travel. However, during travel
some travellers put pictures on social networks such as Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.
The proposed model in Figure 4.8 shows all of these interrelated processes. As can be seen from
Figure 4.8, the dark colour stands for a high possibility of occurrence, while the light colour shows
a low possibility.
4.2.4. Adaptive Travel Related Activities
Travel-related activities (inspiration, planning, booking, and travelling) happen during travel stages.
To be adaptive, it is necessary to be adaptive regarding all travel related activities. Inspiring
travellers happens continually during all travel stages. Gathering information about travellers,
environments, and new deals provides better insight into how to inspire travellers. However, not all
collected information is helpful and relevant. As a result, before showing information to travellers,
it is vital to interpret the collected data to enhance the effectiveness of inspiration.
The planning stage is also challenging. The need for a flexible plan that can adapt to changes is
important. Monitoring and sensing the destination’s conditions, weather situations, and events, will
help travellers create a more flexible travel itinerary. However, depending on the travel purpose,
some information may not affect the travel itinerary. Hence, there is a need to interpret the situations
before responding to changes.
The travel plan will be finalized during the booking stage. Travellers need to have a holistic view
regarding different processes and options. This can be achieved by monitoring and accessing
different websites. These interrelationships are illustrate in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Adaptive Travel Related Activities
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4.3. Traveller Decision Making Processes
Two main travel decision models effectively describe traveller decision making behaviour. First,
the traveller decision net model proposed by Fesenmaier and Jiannmin (2000) that classifies
traveller decisions into three main categories (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.10: Travel Decision Net Model (Fesenmaier & Jiannmin, 2000)

The second model concerns the sequence of travel decision making in different travel stages.
Considering these two models, traveller decision making needs before travel are mainly concerned
with finding the overall travel budget, length of travel, and primary destinations. While in the later
stages, travellers prefer to think about the secondary destinations, activities, accommodations, trip
routes, and transportations. Finally, during travel people think more about where to eat and where
to shop. Moreover, according to Cohen (1972) traveller’s classifications there are four types of
travellers: organized mass tourist, individual mass tourist, explorers, and drifter in this thesis we
consider the two extreme types namely, drifter and mass-organized travellers.
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Figure 4.11: Three-Dimensional Model of Tourist Decision Making (Moore et al., 2012)

The drifter traveller prefers not to book travel products in advance, so for example before travel
they are not going to book the accommodation or rental car. They prefer to book these items when
they have arrived. Figure 4.13 shows this behaviour. The travel items are in the left column while
the travel stages are in the first row. The shaded cell shows the possibility of the particular travel
items being planned in the specific travel stage. For instance, a drifter is likely to identify the main
destination before travel.
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Other Travel Product

Figure 4.12: Drifter Traveller Needs During Travel

However, he/she may plan a secondary destination after arriving at the main destination. Moreover,
a drifter does not identify the length of travel before his/her trip. Conversely, the mass-organized
traveller books and plans most travel items before travel. She/he prefers to fix his/her travel budgets,
length of travel, main and secondary destinations before travel. According to Figure 4.13, massorganized traveller is less likely to plan any travel, preferring to book and plan most travel products
before travel.
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Figure 4.13: Mass-organized Traveller Needs During Travel

4.4. Travel Process Requirements Analysis
The proposed models in this section provide guidelines for designing a conceptual framework. The
above synthesised models can be helpful for designing an ATRS framework.


To improve the adaptation level, it is vital to be integrated, collaborative, holistic, and
adaptive during the adaptive process regarding the information, process, contexts, and
stakeholders.



The inspiration, planning, booking, travel and sharing activities should be adaptive to the
traveller’s flexibility level (e.g. mass-organizer or drifter).



To be adaptive, the tourist system should follow the adaptive decision process during all
travel stages (before, during, and after travel).



To design an adaptive tourist framework, there is a need to consider the right product in the
right travel stages and for the right person.



To design an adaptive system, there is a need to follow the adaptive process namely sense,
interpret, design, and action.



Moreover, the tourist system should follow travel-related activity (Inspiration, planning,
booking travel, and sharing) at each stage of travel.

4.5. Summary
Conceptual models are the main foundation for the design and development of the conceptual
framework. In this chapter, we synthesized the current ideas, models, and theories from computer
science, recommendation systems, adaptive organizations, adaptive studies, and travel psychology
to design these models. These models provide a simple view of the reality, making the framework
design smoother. In the following chapter, the conceptual frameworks that are mainly based on the
proposed conceptual models are presented.
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5. ADAPTIVE TOURIST RECOMMENDATION CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK
To design an adaptive system, there is a need to have a conceptual framework that guides the system
design process. The foundation of the conceptual framework comes from the conceptual models
discussed in the previous chapter.
A framework is a design pattern that provides guidelines for developing components of a system
(Kobryn, 2000). It also shows the existing relationship among components. The main idea of design
and implementation of an adaptive tourist recommendation system is to support travellers by
providing personalized recommendations. In this chapter, we will propose conceptual frameworks
that are the main foundation for the design and implementation of ATRS.
The framework can be conceptualized in various ways for different purposes. In this chapter, we
present a very high-level conceptual framework about how to be adaptive in a tourist
recommendation system in Section 5.1. Next, Section 5.2 illustrates the relationship between the
ATRS elements. Section 5.3 presents the ATRS main components. Then, Section 5.4 presents the
relationship between the ATRS stakeholders. The main ATRS integration and collaboration
concepts are described briefly in the Section 5.5.

5.1. Integrated, Collaborative, Holistic, and Adaptive Tourist Recommendation
Framework
As mentioned, current ATRSs mainly focus on specific adaptation aspects. Some examples of these
aspects are adaptation to the traveller’s location, time, device, weather conditions, and needs.
However, in the information system literature, there are broader definitions of adaptive systems
(Section 2.3.1.1).
Most of the TRS literature is dominated by three main concepts: travel planning, personalization
and travel information. These concepts are the main elements of the each ATRS.
Travel planning is the core of TRS (Section 2.3.1.1). It is crucial to consider key relevant travel
procedures to have an adaptive tourist recommendation system (Section 4.2). Considering travel
planning as a decision making process, we use the term “travel process”, which is more inclusive
than the “travel planning” term in our frameworks.
There are different aspects of personalization in the TRS literature. Personalization refers to very
wide systems such as recommendation system, context-aware system, and adaptive system (Van
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Setten et al., 2004). Most of the ATRS literature used context-aware recommendation systems to
increase the personalization and adaptation level. Collecting relevant information and contexts from
reliable information resources will enhance the personalization level in TRS.
Furthermore, to have a personalized system it is essential to take into account the main TRS
stakeholders. The majority of existing TRSs only consider individual travellers and traveller groups
as the main system stakeholders, which other stakeholders utilize TRS for supporting their
customers.
Considering TRS as an adaptive systems, according to the proposed models in Chapter 4, one way
to be adaptive can be achieved via integration, collaboration, and holism. These concepts have been
discussed in Section 2.4.
In designing ATRS frameworks, we should consider the interrelationships between travel
information, processes, contexts, and existing perspectives. Figure 5.1 illustrates these
relationships. Considering key ATRS concepts and according to Section 2.4, we came up with a
high-level ATRS framework that embraces all travel elements: information, perspectives,
processes, and existing contexts. Moreover, all of these elements should be interrelated to achieve
a satisfactory level of collaboration in ATRS (sections 2.5 and 4.1). Subsequently, by increasing
the collaboration and exchange rate among ATRS elements, ATRS could have a more holistic
viewpoint during the recommendation process. Finally, ATRS could be more flexible and adaptive
by achieving a high level of integration, collaboration, and holism.

Figure 5.1: Integrated, Collaborative, Holistic, and Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Framework
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5.2. Integrated, Collaborative, Holistic, and Adaptive Tourist Recommendation
Elements
According to sections 5.1, 4.2.1, and 4.2.2, to be adaptive there is a need to be integrated,
collaborative, and holistic regarding information, contexts, processes, and stakeholders. Each tourist
recommendation system has two main information profiles, namely the traveller profile and travel
product profile. The traveller profile keeps all information about the traveller’s demographic
(Section 2.1.1.1), travel health situations (Section 2.1.1.2), motivation, and purpose of travel
(Section 2.1.1.3), traveller flexibility level (Section 2.1.1.4), and traveller experiences (Section
2.1.1.5).
Travel products comprise accommodation, activities, transportation, shopping centres, restaurants,
cafes, car rentals, tours, and packages. Moreover, depending on the traveller’s purpose of travel,
travel product might include money exchange centres, pharmacies, and hospitals. Travel product
profile stores essential information such as travel products type, opening hours, specifications, price,
comments, and ranking.
Another way in which ATRS should be integrated, collaborative, holistic, and adaptive regarding
is in context. Travel context in each tourist system has two main aspects: traveller contexts and
travel product contexts. Traveller context in ATRS is about the traveller’s current location, time of
the day, health situation, preferences, and travel stages. Moreover, travel product contexts also can
influence tourist recommendation performance. For example, the weather condition in a city can
affect traveller preferences for doing certain activities. Likewise, an event in a city can affect the
traveller planning process (Figure 5.2).
The other means by which ATRS should be integrated, collaborative, holistic and adaptive is
regarding ATRS stakeholders. ATRS can have various types of stakeholders (Section 2.1.7). One
of the main stakeholders of the ATRS are individuals and groups of travellers. Groups of travellers
need to collaborate with other travellers to share their plans and itineraries. Travel agencies are other
ATRS stakeholders that want to assist their customers by providing recommendations on different
travel products. Moreover, they want to create a new travel product recommendation specific to a
traveller in their identified travel stage.
Travel product managers also benefit from the ATRS. They need to know who can be their potential
customers. Hence, ATRS provides recommendations based on customers’ profiles.
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Figure 5.2: Integrated, Collaborative, Holistic, and Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Elements

Various ATRS stakeholders also collaborate with each other. For example, travel agencies
collaborate with travellers in creating travel product recommendations. Similarly, travellers post
comments about travel products on Facebook.
The final means by which ATRS should be holistic, collaborative, integrated, and adaptive is
regarding the travel process (Section 2.2.4). Travellers’ needs and preferences change during
different travel stages. There are also some travel related activities such as inspiration, planning,
booking, travel, and sharing feedback. All travel-related activities can be embedded in each travel
stage (Section 4.2.3). Moreover, each traveller has a different travel decision making style while
travelling (Section 2.2.5). Furthermore, considering ATRS as a sub-type of an adaptive system, an
adaptive process (Section 2.3.1) needs to be used by ATRS in all travel stages to cope with changes.

5.3. Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Conceptual Framework - Main Components
Considering the aforementioned high-level frameworks, models, recommendation systems, and
identified requirements, we propose an adaptive tourist recommendation framework in Figure 5.3.
The proposed model considers all the main components that enhance adaptation in ATRS.
According to the proposed framework in section 5.1 and 5.2, ATRS should be holistic, integrated,
and collaborative regarding information, process, context, and stakeholders. The framework below
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shows the main ATRS components that are able to support all the mentioned specifications. A
variety of stakeholders such as travellers, travel agencies, insurance companies, information
providers, and product managers could engage with the ATRS. Considering ATRS as a type of
recommendation system, it should possess all the main components of a recommendation system
(Section 2.3.5). Each recommendation system has two main profiles namely the user profile and the
item profile. The main users of this ATRS are travellers. Hence, in Figure 5.3 traveller profile holds
the information about the travellers. The travel product profile that we mentioned earlier is
synonymous with the concept of item profiles in recommendation systems (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation System - Main Components

Considering ATRS as an adaptive system, there is a need to collaborate with other systems to collect
the relevant information. The travel information collaboration component is responsible for
obtaining information and context by collaborating with information resources.
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The adaptive tourist recommendation component is another critical component of the ATRS. This
component is in charge of producing the recommendation for travellers. This component is the
foundation of the recommendation in ATRS.
Another component that enhances the level of adaptability in the ATRS is the travel
recommendation generator. This component allows travellers to create their own recommendation
components. It enhances the adaptation level in ATRS.
ATRS provides a list of suggested travel products for travellers that help them to find the more
personalized travel products from recommended items. The travel decision support component is a
supportive component for the ATRS that assists travellers to rank different options and thus make
better decisions.
The travel context component is responsible for first collecting the context from the travel
information collaboration component, second interpreting the context, and thirdly passing the
relevant data to other components such as recommendation component or recommendation
generator component.
The travel information integration component is responsible for integrating collected information
and contexts.

5.4. Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Framework - Stakeholders
ATRS has various stakeholders (Section 2.1.7) as can be seen in Figure 5.4. Individual travellers
and groups of travellers are the common users of this ATRS. They need to receive recommendations
on various travel products. Travel agencies are other ATRS stakeholders. They need to help the
traveller in providing relevant information. They are interested in supporting travellers before and
during travel by suggesting the right travel products at the right time to the right customers. Another
user type of ATRS is travel product managers such as airline and hotel managers. These people use
ATRS to find potential customers (Figure 5.4). In e-commerce literature recommendation systems
have been considered as an online sales assistant. Hence, most the travel product managers can
employ ATRS to find their potential customers (Loredana & Ciprian, 2012).
Travel insurance and travel sponsors are also ATRS stakeholders. Travel insurance companies want
estimations of travel budgets to support their customers. Travel information providers want to target
travellers. They want to share the right information with the right person.
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Figure 5.4: Stakeholders’ Perspectives
Adaptation can be achieved automatically or manually. In various situations, stakeholders want to
customize the ATRS manually. Figure 5.5 shows how stakeholders can benefit from the travel
generator recommendation component. This can range from changing the user interface to creating
a unique recommendation. Travellers may change the user interface design by adding new items,
changing the ATRS background colour, or customizing the navigation sequence. Moreover, travel
agencies may need to create a recommendation on finding car rentals that has been not considered
in the ATRS. Travel companies can import their own data to train models or they can create a
recommendation engine with a different algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: Travel Recommendation Generator Component - Stakeholders Perspectives

5.5. Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Framework - Integration and Collaboration
Integration, collaboration, and holism are means of achieving adaptation in most of the adaptive
systems. ATRS collaborates with various information systems, information provider’s systems, and
search engines to gather relevant information.
As can be seen in Figure 5.6, general descriptions about the destination have been collected from
various sources. For instance, information about the travellers such as demographic information,
health situation, and previously visited places will be collected from social media. Similarly,
information related to travel products such as accommodation, flight, and car rental can be
accessible via various websites.
To be effective an ATRS needs to collect information about travellers from various sources. Some
information can be obtained explicitly while other information will be gathered implicitly through
various information systems such as social networks and email accounts. Moreover, information
about the travel products such as activity, accommodation, and flights need to be collected from
different travel information sources. This information should be summarized and integrated into
one place. Furthermore, the information about the traveller contexts and travel product contexts
should be updated frequently. As a result, it is important that ATRS collaborates with context
information providers such as weather websites, and visa centres to gather all related contexts. Some
of this information will be stored in the ATRS database.
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Figure 5.6: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation System - Integration and Collaboration

5.6. Adaptive Tourist Recommendation System Framework - Requirement Analysis
The conceptual framework is a design map for creating a system framework and architecture.
Section 5.2 briefly identifies the main elements of ATRS regarding integration, collaboration,
holism, and adaptation. The proposed conceptual framework in Section 5.3 provides a high-level
guideline design for creating system frameworks that identifies the necessary components of ATRS.
Furthermore, Section 5.4 illustrates a comprehensive list of the ATRS’ stakeholders and how they
benefit from the ATRS. The proposed framework can be useful for designing an ATRS architecture
that supports various stakeholders.
Finally, the ATRS integration and collaboration conceptual framework depicts the main
components for enhancing the collaboration and integration in ATRS.

5.7. Summary
Conceptual frameworks are the foundation for the design and development of the ATRS framework
and architecture. This chapter utilized the proposed models in Chapter Four to create ATR
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conceptual frameworks. The proposed conceptual frameworks in this chapter exhibit the ATRS
critical components, aspects and stakeholders.
The ATR conceptual framework is a high-level design pattern for developing the ATRS framework
and architecture which are described in the following chapter.
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6. ADAPTIVE TOURIST RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
FRAMEWORK AND ARCHITECTURE
The proposed conceptual models and frameworks prescribe procedural guidelines for designing an
adaptive recommendation system. The proposed conceptual frameworks in the previous chapter act
as an interface between the conceptual models and system development. Moreover, they display
interrelationships and interactions among ATRS main components.
In this Chapter, the system framework and architecture are presented as a high-level blueprint that
realizes the proposed conceptual models and frameworks. Moreover, they will help developers build
an adaptive tourist recommendation system.

6.1. ATRS Framework
A system framework is a group of cooperating and reusable designs for specific software (Gamma
et al., 1995). A system framework shows the existing relationship between designed components
and their responsibilities. Each system has three framework levels namely the conceptual
framework, system framework and implementation framework. In Chapter 5, a full description of
the ATR conceptual framework was presented. The proposed frameworks in Chapter 5 are the
foundation for the system framework design in this chapter.
6.1.1. Structural Aspects
The proposed system framework shows the main ATRS elements (Figure 6.1). The ATRS
framework has six main components, namely the User Interface, Travel Collaboration Component,
Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Component, Travel Product Profile Component, Traveller
Profile Component, and the ATRS Storage.
As can be seen from Figure 6.1, ATRS has various stakeholders (Section 2.1), from individual
travellers to travel companies.
User interface has two main components, namely the Traveller User Interface and Admin User
Interface. The User Interface is the main port for logging into a system as a traveller to receive
recommendations. The Admin User Interface is a gate for customizing the ATRS.
The Travel Collaboration Component is responsible for collecting relevant travel information. It
collaborates with external information resource providers such as travel websites, e-mail providers,
social media, and search engines to collect information about travel products and travellers. The
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Traveller Profile Component is responsible for managing information about the traveller. It also
stores and retrieves the traveller’s preferences.

Figure 6.1: ATRS Framework

The Travel Product Profile Component manages the collected information about travel products. It
interprets the collected data to check whether it is relevant to the traveller or not. The Adaptive
Tourist Recommendation Component is the core of the ATRS. It contains seven main components
(Figure 6.1). Detailed information about each component is provided in sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.5.
Finally, the ATRS storage stores information about the travellers and travel products.
6.1.2. Behavioural Aspects
All the ATRS framework components are interrelated. The Travel Collaboration Component
provides information for the Travel Product Profile Component and Traveller Profile Component.
The Travel Product Profile Component and Traveller Profile Component manage and integrate the
collected information from the Travel Collaboration Engine. Users are in touch with the system
through user interface components. The Travel Product Profile Component provides a user interface
engine for the traveller to search for specific travel products.
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The Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Component is connected to all other components. For
instance, it obtains relevant information about travellers from the Traveller Profile Component.
Moreover, it collaborates with the Travel Collaboration Component to collect contexts and recent
information. The Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Component stores the created models in the
ATRS Storage for future use.
The Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Component contains seven different components that we
briefly describe in the following sections.

6.2. Travel Recommendation Component
6.2.1. Structural Aspects
The Travel Recommendation System Components are the main ATRS elements. It recommends
travel products to the user. Each recommendation system has a travel profile, travel product profile,
and recommendation module. The recommendation module is responsible for recommending travel
products to travellers. It employs various data mining algorithms such as clustering and decision
tree for recommendation. The Traveller’s Preferences Component collects the traveller’s preference
from various resources.
6.2.2. Behavioural Aspects
The Travel Recommendation System Components utilize the collected information from the
Traveller Information Collaboration Component. Moreover, it employs the traveller’s preference
collected by the Traveller Profile Component to recommend the most personalized travel products
to travellers.
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Figure 6.2: Travel Recommendation System Components

6.3. Travel Recommendation Generator Component
6.3.1. Structural Aspects
The core component that makes ATRS adaptable is the Travel Recommendation System Generator.
The proposed component follows data mining processes to create personalized recommendation
solvers at run time. The Historic Travel Data View component contains information about previous
travellers’ specifications and experiences. It has been used to train the data mining models. The
Data Mining Structure Generator defines the attributes and aspects that affect recommendation.
The Data Mining Algorithm is a repository of recommendation algorithms that are utilized for
creating the mining model. The Data Mining Model Generator is the core module for creating the
recommendation solvers.
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6.3.2. Behavioural Aspects
The Data Mining Model Generator collaborates with the Data Mining Algorithm, Historic Travel
Data View, and Data Mining Structure Generator to create a recommendation solvers. The
Prediction Module uses the created data-mining model for prediction. To create a recommendation
solver, The Travel Recommendation System Generator collaborates with The Traveller Profile and
Travel Product Profile. Moreover, it employs the Travel Product Profile and Traveller Profile as
the main source of information.
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Figure 6.3: Travel Recommendation System Generator Component

6.4. Travel Decision Support Component
6.4.1. Structural Aspects
The Travel Decision Support Component is responsible for helping the traveller make decisions
during travel. It is composed of four main components, namely the MCDM Solver and Model,
Pairwise Comparison Component and Visualization. The MCDM model employs the solver to run
the multi-criteria decision making model. The output of the Pairwise Comparison Component is
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utilized by the MCDM Model. Moreover, the output of the Visualization Component will illustrate
the result.
6.4.2. Behavioural Aspects
Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Component works with the Travel Information Collaboration
Component to provide the traveller preferences. The Pairwise Comparison Component collaborates
with the user to receive his/her preferences. Finally, the MCDM solver uses the model and
travellers’ preferences to help them to choose among the available travel product alternatives. The
output of Travel Decision Support Component will be shown to the user via the Visualization
Component.
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Figure 6.4: Travel Decision Support Component

6.5. Travel Process Component
The Travel Process Component is responsible for monitoring the travel processes, such as travel
stages, travel-related activities, the interrelated recommendation process and data mining process.
The Travel Process Component manages the sequences of travel processes. The Travel Process
Component is interrelated with the Travel Recommendation Component, Travel Recommendation
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Generator Component, Travel Information Integration Component, Travel Context Component,
and Travel Decision Support Component.
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Figure 6.5: Travel Process Component

6.6. Travel Context-Aware Component
6.6.1. Structural Aspects
The Travel Context-Aware Component stores and integrates relevant contexts. It has four main
components. The Travel Product Sensor is responsible for gathering the relevant context about the
travel products, such as weather conditions, events, and opening hours. The Location Sensor gathers
information about the current traveller location. The Date and Time Sensor Component is
responsible for tracking the current time and date. The Traveller Profile Sensor tracks traveller
situations.
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Figure 6.6: Travel Context Component
6.6.2. Behavioural Aspects
The Travel Context-Aware Component collaborates with the other ATRS components to obtain
relevant information. It collaborates with the Travel Information Collaboration Component to
gather important contextual information about the traveller and travel products. Moreover, the
Travel Context-Aware Component provides relevant context for the Travel Process Component and
Travel Recommendation Component.

6.7. ATRS Architecture
Architecture is a realization of the framework and a blueprint that guides system implementation.
As a result, in this section, we propose the ATRS architecture. In order to implement the ATRS
framework we develop a component-based, six-layer architecture. In this section, we first explain
the structural aspects of the ATRS architecture regarding the main elements. We will then describe
the behavioural aspects of the ATRS architecture.
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Figure 6.7: ATRS Architecture

6.7.1. Structural Aspects of ATRS Architecture
The proposed architecture is composed of the User Interface Layer, Traveller Profile Engine,
Travel Product Profile Engine, Travel Information Collaboration Engine, Adaptive Tourist
Recommendation Engine, and Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Database. The layered
architecture helps to separate responsibility and leads to improved system flexibility.
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The Travel Information Collaboration Engine is responsible for collaborating with other
information resources to collect information and contexts. It has three main components: the
Traveller Profile API, Travel Product API and Travel Product Context API (Figure 6.8).
Travel Information Collaboration Engine
Travel
Product
Context API

Travel
Product API
Traveller
Profile API

Figure 6.8: Travel Information Collaboration Engine

The User Interface Layer is a medium for collaboration with ATRS users. As mentioned, the ATRS
can support various stakeholders. This component provides two separate modules for their users,
namely the traveller engine and administration of the system.
The Traveller Profile Engine is designed to create a user profile. It collects and integrates relevant
information about the traveller. This engine has five different components namely demographic
information, traveller flexibility, traveller preferences, health profile, travel experiences that
support the traveller profile creation (Figure 6.9). Each is responsible for interpreting one aspect of
the travel profile.
Traveller Profile Engine
Demographic
Information

Traveller
Preference

Traveller
Health
Profile

Traveller
Flexibility

Travel
Experiences

Figure 6.9: Traveller Profile Engine

Another important engine is the Travel Product Profile, which integrates and interprets the collected
data about the travel products. This engine has two sub-engines. The Travel Product Information
interprets and integrates the collected data, and the Travel Product Search Engine can be used for
travel products information (Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.10: Travel Product Profile

The Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Engine is the main engine of the ATRS. This engine
possesses seven different sub-engines. These components make the ATRS more adaptive.
The Travel Social Network Engine collects relevant data about the traveller in social media such as
Facebook.
The Travel Recommendation System Engine is at the core of the ATRS. It is responsible for
providing recommendation on all different types of travel products. During all travel stages, this
engine should be used. It has four main sub-engines, namely the Travel Product Profile Port,
Traveller Profile Port, Prediction Model, and Rating and Preference Module (Figure 6.11).
The Travel Recommendation Generator Engine is another important component in the ATRS that
is accountable for its adaptability. It allows the user to create their own recommendation module
for any travel product, for any traveller, at any travel stage. It has eight different components. These
components are used to generate a mining structure. As Figure 6.11 illustrates, these components
are the Historic Travel Data View, Data Mining Algorithm (clustering, decision tree, and neural
network), Data Mining Structure Generator, Data Mining Model Generator, Travel Product Profile
Port, Training Model, Prediction Model, and Traveller Profile Port (Figure 6.11).
Travel Decision Support System Engine helps travellers make decisions. It supports travellers in
finding travel products that match their preferences from recommended options. It has four different
engines: AHP Models, a Visualization Component, Travel Preference Management Engine, and
AHP Solver (Figure 6.11).
The Travel Process Engine is responsible for tracking the processes. It has of four different
components that each track a specific process. For instance, the Travel-Related Activities
Component tracks whether the traveller is in the Inspiration or Planning stage. Similarly, the Travel
stage controller monitors travellers to determine their travel stage (Figure 6.11).
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The Travel Information Integration Engine is the other component of Adaptive Tourist
Recommendation Engine that mainly integrated the collected data to ensure the integrity of data
(Figure 6.11).
Travel Context Engine is a component that interprets the collected contexts and identifies the
relevant one. It has six main engines that are each responsible for interpreting one specific context
(Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Engine

6.7.2. Behavioural Aspects of ATRS Architecture
For each ATRS component to perform its task, it needs to collaborate with other engines and
components. In this section, we will explain how they interact with each other.
The Travel Information Collaboration Engine interacts with other engines to perform its task. As
can be seen in Figure 6.12, this engine provides information about travellers from various websites,
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the ATRS User Interface, the Travel Social Network Engine, Traveller Profile Engine, and Travel
Product Profile Engine. Moreover, the Travel Information Collaboration Engine interacts with the
Travel Information Integration Engine. The collected data is best integrated in one place. Some of
the collected data is also sent to the ATRS Database to be stored and used in future.

ATRS User
Interface

Travel Social
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Travel Information Collaboration
Engine

Travel Product
Profile Engine
Travel Information
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Traveller Profile
Engine
Travel Context
Engine

ATRS Database

Figure 6.12: Travel Information Collaboration Engine’s Interaction
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Recommendation
System Engine

Traveller Profile
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Travel Context
Engine

Travel Product
Profile Engine

Travel Process
Engine

Figure 6.13: Travel Recommendation System Engine’s Interaction

The Travel Recommendation System Engine is the core recommendation component for the ATRS.
It interacts with the Traveller Profile Engine and Travel Product Profile Engine to collect
information about the users and items for creating recommendations. Moreover, this engine
interacts with the Travel Process Engine to provide recommendations that are relevant to the travel
processes. The Travel Context Engine provides relevant contexts that can be helpful for the
recommendation process (Figure 6.13).

6.8. Summary
The ATRS framework and architecture presented in this chapter extend the proposed conceptual
framework. Moreover, they create an infrastructure for developing the ATRS. The proposed system
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framework and architecture support the integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation of the
traveller and travel product information, contexts, processes, and perspectives. This chapter
illustrated components that will enhance the adaptability of the ATRS.
In the next chapter, we discuss implementation of the ATRS architecture and present how the
proposed ATRS is able to support the traveller during different stages of their travel and recommend
the right travel product at the right time and in the right contexts.
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7. ATRS IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter presents the implementation of the adaptive tourist recommendation models,
conceptual framework, system framework, and architecture that have been proposed in earlier
chapters. The implementation environment is discussed to help developers in designing an adaptive
tourist recommendation system. The detailed explanation of what technology has been used for
developing the ATRS is presented in Section 7.1.
The developed software supports the concepts, models, frameworks, and architecture that have been
presented in previous chapters. The developed ATRS possesses some features that support the
integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation during travel stages. These features have been
presented in Section 7.2. Then, in Section 7.3, four main travel scenarios will be presented. The first
three scenarios show how ATRS can support travellers with various needs, different travel profiles,
and in different travel stages. The last scenario demonstrates how ATRS supports customization.

7.1. Implementation Environment
The implementation environment has two main aspects, namely the implementation domain and
implementation platform. The implementation domain covers all existing problems in the current
tourist system regarding the integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation.
The implemented ATRS architecture is shown in Figure 7.1. The proposed architecture in Chapter
6 has six main layers. All existing six layers have been implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio
2012 as the implementation platform. C# has been selected as a programming platform for
developing the ATRS. C# language is a fully object-oriented language. It supports key concepts of
object-oriented language, such as encapsulations, inheritance, and polymorphism. To be integrated,
collaborative, holistic, and adaptive, ATRS employs various internal and external resources to
enhance the adaptation.
The ATRS user interface layer is the main port for interacting with users. This layer employs
windows and web application for developing the user interface.
The second layer is a travel profile engine, which is responsible for creating a traveller profile. This
layer uses the Facebook API and Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook, to collect relevant information
about the traveller’s specifications and previous activities. To create a travel product profile layer,
the ATRS utilizes various technologies such as web services, XML, Google API, JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON), and Facebook Query Language (FQL) to collaborate with other travel information
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providers. These websites provide an API in JSON and Extensible Mark-up Language (XML)
format.
ATRS employs some predefined packages for developing the adaptive tourist recommendation
engine layer. Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services is an analytics technology that helps us to
create a recommendation engine (Figure 7.1). Moreover, we employ the Microsoft.Analysis
Services.AdomdClient Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to develop or generate a recommendation
system (sections 6.2 and 6.3). ATRS also supports travellers in making decisions during travel by
using MCDM modules. AHP (Section 2.2.2) has been used as a MCDM approach for supporting
travellers in making decisions (Figure 7.1). Net.Kniaz.AHP is a DLL that help us to incorporate
AHP in our application. We simply provide the main criteria; alternatives and traveller’s pairwise
comparison as input (Section 7.3.2.2).
The ATRS Database layer stores information about the traveller and travel products. We used
Relational Database Management Systems (e.g. SQL Server 2012 and DMX language) to store
these data (Figure 7.1).
In the next sections, we first demonstrate how ATRS can be adaptive by presenting ATRS key
features. The proposed features employ the technology discussed in this section to create an
integrated, collaborative, holistic, and adaptive tourist recommendation system. Moreover, the
related travel scenarios will be presented in Section 7.3.
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Figure 7.1: System Development Environment

7.2. Key Features of the ATRS Implementation
In this section, we will demonstrate the essential ATRS features that support integration,
collaboration, holism, and adaptation. A brief description of each aspect is presented below.
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7.2.1. Integration
As mentioned in chapters 2 and 4 integration is a way to increase accuracy and visibility in an
adaptive system. ATRS integration has various types such as information integration, context
integration, process integration and stakeholder’s perspective integration.
7.2.1.1. Information Integration
ATRS collects different types of information from various resources. Information integration is a
way of increasing visibility in an ATRS. The ATRS collects information about specific places from
different websites. For instance, it gathers information about the restaurant from Factual (2014) and
Google websites. Collected information from two websites should be integrated and stored in one
place. The Factual website provides detailed information about the restaurant’s cuisines and price
level, while Google Search Place provides contextual information such as opening hours, Google
User Review or price level. To access this information, ATRS first uses the Factual API to find a
restaurant with specific cuisine. Factual responds to the ATRS in JSON format. It provides
information such as cuisines, hour display, rating, price level, latitude, and longitude. Then, the
ATRS employs Google Search Place API. This API uses the longitude and latitude as an input to
find other related information, such as opening hours, price, and the restaurant rating (Figure 7.2).
The scenarios presented in Section 7.3.3.4 illustrate the use of the information integration feature
in recommending restaurants to travellers.
Factual web site for
Finding information such as cuisines, opening hours, rating,
price level, latitude, and longitude.
Latitude and Longitude

Google search web site for
Information such as open now, price, and rating

Figure 7.2: Information Integration - Google and Factual data

7.2.1.2. Travel Context Integration
There are different traveller and travel products contexts. In some situations, there is a need to
consider the integration of these contexts. For example, a traveller needs to receive
recommendations on travel activities during travel. The ATRS needs information about weather
contexts as well as the opening hours of the points of interest for recommendation. Hence, the
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integration of these two contexts will enhance the recommendation process. The illustration of this
feature has been presented in Section 7.3.3.5, in which the ATRS recommends travel activities
based on the weather condition, traveller’s location, and preferences (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3: Travel Context Integration

7.2.1.3. Travel Process Integration
Chapters 2 and 4 briefly explain the integration process. As mentioned in sections 2.2.3 and 4.2.1,
travel decision making can be interrelated. The proposed scenario in Section 7.3.3.1 explains how
budget decision making has been influenced by the destination decision making. The codes below
illustrate how the ATRS switches between different recommendations modules.
if (cmb_recommendation beforetravel.SelectedItem.ToString() == "Lenght of
Travel")resultprediction = prediction("Lenght");
if (cmb_ recommendation beforetravel.SelectedItem.ToString() == "Budget of Travel")
resultprediction = prediction("Budget");
if (cmb_ recommendation beforetravel.SelectedItem.ToString() == "Season of Travel")
resultprediction = prediction("Season");
if (cmb_ recommendation beforetravel.SelectedItem.ToString() == "Type of Activity")
resultprediction = prediction("Activity");
if (cmb_ recommendation beforetravel.SelectedItem.ToString() == "Destination"){
resultprediction = prediction("Destination"); listBox3.DataSource = resultprediction;}

Figure 7.4: Interrelated Decision Making among Recommendation Code

For instance, the traveller wants a recommendation on the length of travel. The budget of travel,
season of travel, destination, and type of activities will be used as an input for providing a
recommendation on the length of travel (Figure 7.5).
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commandText = " alter mining structure [" + Modeltype + "Travel_"
+ ITEM + "_Structure] " +
"Add MINING MODEL [" + Modeltype + "Travel_" + ITEM + "] "+
"( " +
"Traveller_Profile_ID , " +
"Traveller_MartialStatus , " +
"Season " + predict_SeasonofTravel + ", " +
"Traveller_FelxibleType , " +
"Traveller_HomeCountry , " +
"Travel_PurposeDescription , " +
"Traveller_Age , " +
"Traveller_Gender , " +
"Lenght " + Predict_LenghtofTravel + ", " +
"Budget " + Predict_BudgetofTravel + ", " +
"Travel_Activity_Type " + predict_Activity +", "
"Health_Situation , " +
"TravelDescription " + predict_Destination +
") "+ "USING MICROSOFT_" + Modeltype;

Figure 7.5: Travel Recommendation Module Code

The related scenario to this feature has been presented in Section 7.3.3.1.
7.2.2. Collaboration
One of the main objectives of this research is to design an adaptive tourist recommendation system.
According to the proposed models in Chapter 4, to be adaptive there is a need to be holistic,
collaborative, and integrated. Collaboration with external and internal services will enhance the
visibility in the system. One way to have a holistic perspective regarding the travellers and travel
products is to collaborate with other information resources. Moreover, information integration and
collaboration with other information system providers helps us to collect the right information at
the right time in the right format.
The ATRS collaborates with many external websites and services to collect the relevant
information. Figure 7.6 shows which data resources have been used for collecting information. For
instance, for gathering information on visa rules we use the VisaMap (2016) website API. Similarly,
for collecting general information about the current weather condition or how to be safe at a
destination, ATRS employs World Weather Online (2015) and Wikitravel API (Figure 7.6).
In another example, ATRS utilizes Facebook services to collect demographic information about the
traveller (Figure 7.6). This information can be accessible via Facebook Query Language (FQL). As
can be seen in Figure 7.2 the Traveller Profile Engine and Travel Information Collaboration Engine
employed FQL to collect information about the traveller.
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Figure 7.6: ATRS Collaboration with Other Services
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Moreover, travellers always store their previous booking e-mail in their inbox. This type of
information can be useful for collecting information about travellers’ experiences. We use the
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook (2012) reference in the Microsoft .NET framework to connect to
travellers’ e-mail accounts.
The ATRS provides a facility for travellers to find information about their desired travel products.
Google API has been used to help travellers to search for things to do at destinations and it provides
images.
In the following sections, we will briefly explain how the ATRS collaborates with other information
resources to collect the relevant information.
7.2.2.1. Traveller Information
To create a user profile in the ATRS and to have a holistic perspective regarding the traveller, it is
vital to collaborate with information system providers. The ATRS collaborates with other
information resources to gather information explicitly and implicitly. Users are able to fill out
traveller profiles themselves (Figure 7.7).

Figure 7.7: Collaboration Traveller Information - Traveller Profile

However, the ATRS can gather demographic information implicitly from traveller’s Facebook
account. The ATRS gets permission from the user before accessing their account (Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.8: Collaboration Traveller Information - Get Permission

ATRS employs the URL below to connect to the traveller‘s Facebook account.
string.Format(https://graph.facebook.com/oauth/access_token?client_id={0}&redirect_
uri={1}&scope={2}&code={3}&client_secret={4}, app_id, Request.Url.AbsoluteUri,
scope,Request["code"].ToString(), app_secret);

ATRS uses Facebook library to connect to traveller’s profile.
string access_token = tokens["access_token"];
client = new FacebookClient(access_token); me =
client.Get("me");

Basic information about the traveller such as first name, last name, gender, marital status,
hometown, first language, location, and birthday can be extracted implicitly from user’s Facebook
profile.
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string

first_name = me.first_name;
last_name = me.last_name;
gender = me.gender;
relationship_statuse = me.relationship_status;
hometown = me.hometown.name;
language_one = me[7][0].name;
language_two = me[7][1].name;
location = me.location.name;
birthday = me.birthday;

The traveller can provide information about their previous travel experience (Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.9: Collaboration Traveller Information - Traveller’s Previous Travel Experiences

Likewise, the ATRS can obtain information about the traveller’s previous locations. It employs the
code below to get information about the locations where the traveller checked in.
me = client.Get("v1.0/me?fields=statuses.limit(100)");
placelocation.Add(me[0][0][i].place[2].city);
placename.Add(me[0][0][i].place[1]);

The ATRS also connects to traveller’s outlook account to collect information about their previous
booking activities. ATRS utilizes the outlook library to connect to the traveller’s mailbox.
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application myApp = new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.NameSpace mapiNameSpace =
myApp.GetNamespace("MAPI");
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MAPIFoldermyInbox=
mapiNameSpace.GetDefaultFolder(Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.OlDefaultFolder
.olFolderInbox);

The ATRS collects information about the traveller’s previous accommodation and flight booking
from their e-mail account. First, we check the subject of the e-mail for any key words such as
booking, and itinerary. Hence, we define a delimiter list such as:
public string[] firstSubject = new string[5]
{ " booking ", " itinerary ", "
confirmation ", " ticket ", " reservation " };
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Subsequently, we check the subject of the e-mails to see which e-mail contains the above words.
if (subjectmail.ToLower().Contains(firstSubject [i].ToLower()))

Next, to gather information about previous accommodation bookings, we search all e-mail bodies
and subjects to find the following words:
public string[] accommodation = new string[9]
{ "hotel ", " accommodation ", " batch ", " room ", " Camp ", " campsite
", " apartment ", " House ", " home " };

The ATRS stores the match’s words as previous booking accommodation information.
bodystr = ((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)_obj).Body;
while (hotel == false && j < accommodation.Length)
{
if (bodystr.ToLower().Contains(accommodation[j].ToLower()))
hotel = true;
j++;

}
We do the same for transportation, restaurants, and other travel products. The proposed scenarios
in section 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 illustrate how the ATRS collects information about two different types of
travellers. The proposed scenarios use the aforementioned codes to create a traveller profile.
7.2.2.2. Travel Product Information
The ATRS collaborates with different information resource providers to gather relevant
information. For instance, to collect general information about a country, the ATRS collaborates
with different information providers such as Wikitravel, VisaMap (2016), TripAdvisor (2014), and
Facebook.
Visa
To gather information about the traveller’s visa, we connect to the http://visamap.net website to
gather information about the visa rules. This website provides an API that responds to input
regarding the short name of the country by providing information on whether the citizen of specific
country can travel there or not.
Uri u = new Uri("http://visamap.net/api/rules/"+shortname+".json");

By running the above link, we are able to extract information such as visa type, title of the visa and
the issue date of the visa rule.
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if (Item_JT_Jp.Name.ToString() == "updated_at")
visaRuleDate = Item_JT_Jp.Value.ToString();
if (Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Name == "title")
Visatype = Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Value.ToString();

The scenario related to this feature has been presented in Section 7.3.1
Weather
We use the JSON API to collect information about the weather conditions. We employ the URL
below to collect information about the current weather situation during travel stages.
‘Worldweatheronline’ API provides detailed information in JSON format.
http://api.worldweatheronline.com/free/v1/weather.ashx?key=********&q=" + countryname+
"&fx=no&format=json&num_of_days=4";

The ATRS uses the above link to connect to this website and collect humidity, wind speed, and
weather descriptions.
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_condition[0].weatherDesc[0].value .ToString
() );
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_condition[0].humidity .ToString ());
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_condition[0].windspeedKmph .ToString ());
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_condition[0].windspeedMiles.ToString());

Activity
TripAdvisor provides detailed information about existing activities in a city. However, TripAdvisor
does not provide any free access to its API. Hence, we utilized another website that is able crawl
the TripAdvisor website to gather information about available activities in a specific city. Figure
7.10 shows the process for gathering information. We employed different APIs to fetch information
about activities in a city. First, we used Google search API to find TripAdvisor link.
IList<Google.API.Search.IWebResult> results = client.Search("Thing to do " +
countryname + " tripadvisor", 1);

General Information
We fetch general information about the travel from the Wikitravel website API.
Uri("http://wikitravel.org/wiki/en/api.php?format=json&action=
query&titles=" + countryname + "%20&prop=revisions&rvprop=content");
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Wikitravel (2014) provides information such as climate, how to get into and around a city, what to
see, what to do, where to eat, where to shop, how to stay safe, stay healthy. Each of these topics
also has subtopics. The ATRS gathers all main topics with their subtopic. To gather both main and
subtopic, we utilized a simple table relationship in c#. This integration has been explained in Section
7.3.2.
Search Google for “Things to do” country name “TripAdvisor”

Get the first URL from Google Search e.g.
http://www.tripadvisor.co.nz/Attractions****ActivitiesAuckland_North_Island.html

Use the Import.io website to crawl the TripAdvisor links
(https://api.import.io/store/data/7d8ae428-a238-4806-99070c210e49f6db/_query?input/webpage/url=http://www.tripadvisor.co.nz/Attractions****Activities-Auckland_North_Island.html)

Use the Import.io website to crawl the TripAdvisor links
(https://api.import.io/store/data/7d8ae428-a238-4806-99070c210e49f6db/_query?input/webpage/url=http://www.tripadvisor.co.nz/Attractions****Activities-Auckland_North_Island.html)

Import.io website provides a JSON code that provides all information regard activities
to traveller.
Figure 7.10: Collaborate to fetch Information about Travel Products - TripAdvisor

Event in a city
The ATRS also collaborates with the Facebook API to gather current events in a city.
me = client.Get("v2.3/search?q=" + cityname + "&type=event");

The code below shows how the information has been extracted from the Facebook website.
foreach (Facebook.JsonObject jo in me[0])
{
int counter = 0;
foreach (string s in jo.Values)
{
if (counter == 0) EventName.Add(s);
if (counter == 1) DateofEvent.Add(s);
if (counter == 3) LocationofEvent.Add(s);
counter++;
}

}
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A full description of the how the ATRS supports travellers in providing relevant information using
these features will be explained in Section 7.3.1.1.
Accommodation
The ATRS employs the Expedia (2015) API to gather information about accommodation. The
ATRS uses the URL below to find accommodation in a specific city. This URL provides a XML
response to the ATRS.
string EAN = "http://api.ean.com/eanservices/rs/hotel/v3/list?apiKey=*******&cid=55505&ipAddress=130.216.99.223&xml=
<HotelListRequest>" +
"<city>" + city + "</city>" +
"<countryCode>" + country + "</countryCode>" +
"<arrivalDate>" + checkindate + "</arrivalDate>" +
"<departureDate>" + checkoutdate + "</departureDate>" +
"<RoomGroup><Room>" +
"<numberOfAdults>" + numberofadult + "</numberOfAdults>" +
"</Room></RoomGroup></HotelListRequest>";

Transportation
The ATRS uses the Reme2rio API (2016) to find the flight route from one city to another. It employs
the URL below to collect information about flights such as price, duration, and distance. Reme2rio
responds in XML format.
string address= "http://free.rome2rio.com/api/1.2/xml/Search?key=*****&oName=" +
CountryofOrigin + "&dName=" + CountryofDestination;

Restaurant and Other Travel Products
Factual (2014) is a website that provides information about different places in various countries.
The ATRS uses the URL below to capture the information about restaurants from the Factual
website.
Uri("http://api.v3.factual.com/t/places?filters={%22country%22:%22"+country
+"%22,%20%22locality%22:%22"+cityname
+ "%22,%22category_ids%22:{%22$includes_any%22:[" + restuaranttype +"]}}&KEY=*****");

The ATRS use the same URL to obtain information about different types of places.
Uri u = new Uri("https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/place/textsearch/json?"+
"query="+comboBox_OtherTP_placelist .SelectedItem .ToString
()+"in"+comboBox_otherTP_country .SelectedItem .ToString ()+" "+
comboBox_OtherTP_city .SelectedItem .ToString
()+"&key=AIzaSyAuoX1x5AYyR2oROYppg33GIIETP-98ioA");
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Map
The ATRS collaborates with the Bing map website to show the driving path from a specific city to
another.
string address = "http://localhost:2425/BingMap.aspx?origin="
+ OrigineCity + "&destination=" + DestinationCity;

Data Mining Model and Structure
We

use

Microsoft

SQLServer

Microsoft.AnalysisServices.AdomdClient

for

creating

recommendation models. The ATRS uses this library for creating mining models and mining
structure.
Booking
The ATRS helps travellers to book their flights through the Skyscanner (2002) website. Skyscanner
provides an API. The traveller provides information about their country of origin, destination, and
date of travel.
string url = "http://www.skyscanner.net/transport/flights/" + origin + "/" +
Destination + "/" + year + mounth + (day+4) + "/" + year + mounth + day + 1 +
"/airfares-in-" + cmb_mounth.SelectedItem.ToString() + "-20" + year +
".html?rtn=1";

The scenario presented in sections 7.3.3.2, 7.3.1.2, 7.3.3.7, and 7.3.2.4 show how the ATRS
supports collaboration in gathering travel product information.
7.2.2.3. Travel Context
The ATRS employs various techniques to collaborate with websites and information resources to
collect the travel products and traveller contexts.
Travel Product Contexts
The ATRS uses APIs to gather information on the current weather situation (Section 7.3.1.2). The
ATRS also collects information about the opening time of the places via API. For instance, Google
API (2015) proposes an API that helps ATRS to capture the opening hours of the restaurants and
other places. Google API responds to the ATRS in JSON format.
Uri u = new Uri("https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/place/textsearch/json?" +

Another travel products context concerns the current events in a city (Section 7.3.1.2)
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Traveller Contexts
The ATRS collects the traveller location, health situation, time of the day, and travel stages as the
main traveller context from different resources. Moreover, travellers can change their preferences
and purposes of travel.
The traveller location can be captured via the Hostip (2014). The Hostip website provides and API
that shows the current location of the traveller.
WebClient().DownloadString("http://api.hostip.info/get_json.php");
The traveller stages of travel are explicitly captured via the login page (Figure 7.11)

Figure 7.11: Collaboration Traveller Contexts - Travel Stages

There are some other contexts that travellers provide for the ATRS, such as purpose of travel, health
situation, and preferences. These contexts can be explicitly changed during travel by travellers.
7.2.2.4. Stakeholders
The ATRS’s stakeholders can collaborate with each other. For instance, travel agencies can create
a recommendation on particular travel items for specific travellers. Figure 7.12 shows how a travel
agency can create a travel season recommendation for ‘Johnny’ before his travel.
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Figure 7.12: Collaboration of ATRS Stakeholders - Travel Agency with Traveller

A full scenario about how a travel agency can create a recommendation for ‘Johnny’ has been
presented in Section 7.3.4.1
7.2.3. Holism
The ATRS creates a holistic profile by integrating and collaborating with other information system
providers. The ATRS integration and collaboration features have been explained in Section 7.2.1
and 7.2.2. As mentioned in Chapter 4 one way to be holistic is to collaborate with other information
resources. In this section, we will demonstrate how the ATRS is holistic regarding the traveller
profile and travel product profile information, travel process, travel contexts and stakeholders.
7.2.3.1. Holistic with respect to Information
ATRS considers various traveller’s aspects while collecting information about them (sections 7.31
and 7.3.2).
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Figure 7.13: Holistic Traveller Profile

The ATRS is holistic regarding the traveller profile, as it gathers all relevant information such as
demographic information, traveller’s purpose of travel, traveller’s preferences, previous traveller’s
experiences, and health situation and traveller flexibility level (Figure 7.12).
The ATRS has a holistic perspective regarding the travel product information that is necessary for
recommendation. It collects the relevant information about a destination as can be seen in Figure
7.14.

Figure 7.14: The ATRS is Holistic Regarding Information about Destination
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7.2.3.2. Holistic with respect to Process
The ATRS considers relevant travel processes such as travel stages and travel-related activities. The
proposed scenario in Section 7.3.1.3 will demonstrate the ATRS comprehensiveness regarding the
consideration of related-travel stages.
Figure 7.15 shows an example of how the ATRS is adaptive to the travel process. As can be seen,
travellers log into the system and if the traveller’s stage is before travel, the ATRS automatically
directs the traveller to the before travel page. In the before travel page, the ATRS first inspires the
traveller.
Moreover, if the traveller chooses to plan his travel before travel, the ATRS shows him the
city/country/transportation planning page first.

Figure 7.15: Holistic with Respect to Process

7.2.3.3. Holistic with respect to Contexts
The ATRS is holistic regarding the traveller’s location, time of the day, preferences, and travel
stages. Moreover, it is sensitive to the traveller product situation such as weather conditions, visa
rule changes, events in the city, and opening hours.
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7.2.3.4. Holistic with respect to Stakeholder
The ATRS is not designed only for travellers; it also provides a facility for other travel stakeholders
to use it. It supports a variety of stakeholders from travel agencies, travel insurance companies,
travel product managers, and travel sponsors. A detailed scenario about how the ATRS is able to
support these stakeholders is presented in Section 7.3.4.
7.2.4. Adaptation
The ATRS is quite adaptive regarding the travel information, contexts, processes, and stakeholders.
In this section, we demonstrate how the ATRS is adaptive regarding the traveller’s specifications,
traveller contexts, travel product contexts, travel processes, and stakeholders.
7.2.4.1. Adaptive to Traveller Profile
Each traveller has a specific travel profile (Chapter 2) in the ATRS. The ATRS provides
recommendations based on the traveller profile. The proposed scenarios in Section 7.2 demonstrate
this briefly. The ATRS recommends destinations to ‘Jane’, ‘Hameed’, and ‘Johnny’. Each of these
travellers possess various demographic information and purpose/s of travel (Figure 7.16). As a
result, the proposed destinations vary according to travellers’ specifications.
Name

Age

Gender

Home
Country

Marital
Status

Purpose of
Travel

Jane

35

Female

Germany

Married

Holiday

Hameed

60

Male

India

Married

Johnny

22

Male

China

Single

Holiday and
Business
Holiday and
Medical

Recommended Destinations by the
ATRS
Hungary, Italy, Mexico, Spain, and
Switzerland
Italy
Hungary, Iceland, Malaysia, Netherland,
and New Zealand

Figure 7.16: Adaptation to Traveller Specifications

7.2.4.3. Adaptive to Traveller Contexts
The ATRS recommends travel products based on the traveller’s contexts, such as health, location,
time of the day and travel stages. Hence, the ATRS is adaptive regarding the traveller’s contexts.
There are some examples that have been presented in Section 7.3. For instance, in Section 7.3.1.3;
Jane receives a recommendation on different travel products based on her travel stages. Similarly,
in Section 7.3.3.4, the ATRS recommends restaurants that are open and nearby to Johnny’s location.
7.2.4.4. Adaptive to Travel Product Contexts
The ATRS supports travellers by proposing travel products while taking into account the travel
products’ situations. For instance, the destination weather conditions effect the activity
recommendation results (see Section 7.3.3.5).
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7.2.4.5. Adaptive to Travel Process
The ATRS is adaptive to the traveller’s stage of travel. It recommends the right travel products at
the right time to the right travellers. Travellers need to be inspired before travel. The ATRS inspires
travellers by showing them interesting destinations, accommodations, and things to do. A brief
description of the how the ATRS supports travellers is presented in Section 7.3.1.3.
7.2.4.6. Adaptive to Stakeholders
The ATRS supports various types of stakeholders. Individual travellers, hotel managers, airline
companies, point of interest managers, travel insurance companies, and travel sponsors are the main
stakeholders of the ATRS. Figure 7.17 illustrates the main stakeholders in the ATRS. There are two
different scenarios in Section 7.3.4 that present how other stakeholders, rather than travellers,
benefit from ATRS.

Figure 7.17: Adaptive Regarding Various Stakeholders

7.2.5. Adaptability
The ATRS supports the adaptability feature. The ATRS can support various stakeholders by
allowing them to create their own recommendation module. The travel agencies can create
recommendation modules for their own customers for different travel products at different travel
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stages (sections 7.2.4.1 and 7.2.4.2). The ATRS simulates the data mining process cycle (Section
2.3.4). It creates dynamic code (Section 7.3.2.4) for creating a data mining structure and mining
model. The travel agency manager can create recommendations for different travel stages (before,
during, and after travel), travel-related activities (inspiration and planning), and travel products
(budget, length, season, destination, accommodation, and restaurant).
In the following section, we explore four scenarios that illustrate the core concepts, models,
frameworks, features, and functionalities of the implemented ATRS.

7.3. Sample Scenarios with the ATRS
In this section, we illustrate the ATRS by presenting different scenarios of real travellers who are
using the ATRS. The presented scenarios in this section employ the key features we discussed in
Section 7.2. The main aim of this section is to illustrate how the proposed features in the previous
section can be useful in supporting travellers.
We present four main scenarios in this section. The first three scenarios focus on the supportability
of the ATRS, while the last scenario focuses on the recommendation generator and adaptability of
the ATRS. The first scenario relates to a young woman, who is a browser; she navigates through
the ATRS to get some idea about where to travel. The second scenario relates to a middle-aged
married male who is travelling with multiple purposes of travel. He is a product-focused user. He
knows what type of recommendations and suggestions he needs. The third scenario describes how
the ATRS can support a young man who is travelling for both leisure and medical treatment. He
prefers to collect information about the travel products he is interested in. He examines all
possibilities and provides all information required to the ATRS. The last scenario is about how the
ATRS supports adaptability and multiple stakeholders. The tables below also show how these
scenarios can be integrated, collaborative, holistic, and adaptive regarding information, contexts,
processes, and stakeholders. Table 7.1 maps which scenario will support which aspects of the
ATRS. Integration (I), collaboration(C), holism (H), and adaptation (A) regarding the traveller
information and contexts, travel product information and context, and travel process.
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Users

Traveller
Information
I

C

H

A

Traveller Context

Travel Product
Information

I

I

C

H

A

C

H

Travel Product
Context
A

I

C

H

Travel
Process
A

I

H

A

Jane
Hameed
Johnny
Admin

Table 7.1: Four Different Scenarios Regarding Integration, Collaboration, Holism, and Adaptation

7.3.1. Jane as a Browser
Jane is a 36-year-old female from Germany. She is married and wants to have a holiday. She logs
into ATRS. First, in the Login Page, she should identify her travel stages (Figure 7.18: 1, 2). She
has not used the system before so she has to log in as a new user (Figure 7.19: 3). Then, the New
User page is shown to her. Jane fills in all required information such as her full name, age, gender,
home country, and marital status (Figure 7.18: 1).
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Figure 7.18: Login to ATRS
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Figure 7.19 : New Userpage

As Jane requests ‘create a new user account’ in The ATRS (Figure 7.19: 2), the Traveller Profile
page is shown to her (Figure 7.20). Jane is a browser; hence, she is not planning to fill out all the
travel profile elements. She chooses the Purpose of Travel tab to identify her purpose of travel,
which is a Holiday (Figure 7.19: 2). Then she checks her demographic information on the Basic
Information tab (Figure 7.20). Finally, she saves her Travel Profile. The ATRS utilizes the travel
profile information to create a recommendation for Jane (Figure 7.21).

2
1

Figure 7.20: Traveller Profile Page - Purpose of Travel
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Figure 7.21: Traveller Profile Page - Basic Information

7.3.1.1. Before Travel - Inspiration Destination
Jane has no idea where she wants to travel. She needs some suggestions from the ATRS. The ATRS
is adaptive regarding the traveller stages (Section 7.2.4.5). It identifies Jane’s travel stages. For the
before travel stages, ATRS first inspires travellers (Figure 7.22).

Figure 7.22: Traveller Profile - Before Travel and Inspiration

The Travel Profile Stage page is shown to Jane. Based on Jane’s Travel Profile, ATRS recommends
destinations to her (Figure 7.23: 1). The ATRS is adaptive regarding the traveller profile (Section
7.2.4.1) and uses the ATRS clustering algorithm to find other travellers with the same specifications.
Based on their history, the ATRS recommends she travel to Hungary, Italy, Mexico, Spain, and
Switzerland (Figure 7.23: 2).
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Figure 7.23: Travel Profile Stage - Travel Profile

Jane wants to know more about Hungary. The ATRS is holistic regarding the travel product. It
provides a holistic view of Hungary to Jane (Figure 7.24). A page with detailed information about
Hungary is shown to Jane. . As can be seen in figure 7.24, all required information, such as visa
requirements, weather, things to do, general information about Hungary, city names, recent events
in a city, and pictures will be shown to the user. This information has been collected from various
resources.
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Figure 7.24: Country Information

The traveller can get detailed information about Hungary by double-clicking on the data grid (Figure
7.22: 2). This information, which has been collected from the Wikitravel website, includes general
specifications of Hungary such as how to be safe there, the language, and health issues.

Figure 7.25: Country Information - Stay Safe
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As mentioned before in Section 7.2.4.3, The ATRS is adaptive regarding the recent travel product
information. As a result, Jane can see the city names in Hungary and the current events in these
cities by simply clicking on the name of the city (Figure 7.26). For example, Jane clicks on the name
of Budapest, and under the event label, she gets the current events in Budapest.

Figure 7.26: Country Information - Event in the City

The ATRS is also able to provide integrated information from the TripAdvisor website and Google
Search. For instance, Jane can see the available activities and things to do in Hungary (Figure 7.27).
Most of this information has been collected from TripAdvisor, and here. Jane can see the rank,
textual comments, and current price of each activity.

Figure 7.27: Country Information - Things to do

The ATRS is adaptable, which means travellers are able to search for what they want on Google
(Section 7.2.5). For example, the ATRS provides a facility for travellers to search for a country. For
instance, besides the ATRS-recommended countries, Jane is also interested to see what sort of
activities are available in India (Figure 7.28).
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Figure 7.28: Country Information - Google Search

7.3.1.2. During Travel, Planning - Transportation (Car)
The ATRS provides holistic and recent information about the driving option from one country to
another (sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.4.4). For instance, Jane decides to travel to Hungary. She plans to
drive there by car. On the planning page, she chooses Hungary and Germany (Figure 7.28: 1) and
is then able to see the available driving options from Germany to Hungary (Figure 7.29: 2, 3 and
4). The available driving options from Germany to Hungary from Bing Search have been shown to
her.
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Figure 7.29: Country Information - Planning Route

7.3.1.3. Adaptation to Travel Stages
The ATRS supports travellers in various travel stages. It is sensitive to the traveller’s stage. This
scenario shows how Jane can receive recommendations on different travel products in each of her
travel stages. She likes to see how the ATRS navigates at different travel stages. She identifies that
she is in the Before Travel Stage (Figure 7.30).

Figure 7.30: Login Page - Travel Stage

The ATRS is context-aware regarding the travel stages. Jane identifies that she is in the before travel
stage. Hence, the ATRS first shows the inspiration page to Jane (Figure 7.31: 1, 2, 3). Subsequently,
the ATRS presents Jane with some ideas about where to travel based on her demographic
information.
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Moreover, the ATRS is adaptive regarding the traveller’s demographic information (Section
7.2.4.1).
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2
Figure 7.31: Country Information - Travel Stages and Before Travel

Being inspired by the ATRS, Jane decided to plan her trip (Figure 7.32: 1 and 2). The ATRS follows
the concepts and models presented in Section 4.3. As a result, the ATRS for before travel stage and
for during travel stage shows recommendations on destinations and transportation to Jane (Figure:
7.32).
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Figure 7.32: Before Travel, Planning - Recommendation on Countries and Transportation

Jane changes the Login page setting from before travel to during travel. The ATRS provides
recommendations on travel activities before Jane travels. Jane is able to receive the recommendation
on activities and accommodation (Figure 7.33: 1, 2, and 3)
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Figure 7.33: During Travel - Planning Recommendation on Activity

7.3.2. Hameed as a Middle-Aged Business Traveller
The second scenario concerns a married male from India. His name is Hameed, and he plans to
travel to Europe for business.
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Figure 7.34: Fills out the Traveller Profile - Demographic Information

Hameed fills out the required fields of the Traveller’s profile (Figure 7.34: 1 to 4). Hameed plans
to travel both for business and for a holiday (Figure 7.35).
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Figure 7.35: Travel Purpose

Hameed is also interested in visiting historical and cultural places during his travel (Figure 7.36).

Figure 7.36: Traveller’s Activity Preferences

The ATRS collaborates with different information resource providers (sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.1). On
the Login page, Hameed allows the ATRS to connect to his Outlook email and Facebook account
to gather information about him. As can be seen in Figure 7.31, the ATRS collects information
about Hameed’s previous travel booking from Outlook e-mail. Moreover, the ATRS collects the
previous places that Hameed has been there from Facebook (Figure 7.37).
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Figure 7.37: ATRS Collaboration with Facebook and Outlook

7.3.2.1. Before Travel, Planning - Destination
Hameed receives recommendations on where to travel after he logs in to the ATRS (Figure 7.37).
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Figure 7.38: The ATRS Inspire Hameed
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The ATRS supports interrelated decision making during travel (Section 7.2.1.3). This scenario is
an example of how the ATRS supports travel process integration. The next scenario (Johnny) goes
into more detail regarding the ATRS support for interrelated travel decisions.
Hameed wants to plan his travel. The ATRS provides interrelated recommendations on the
destination, season of travel, length of travel, and budget of travel. He chooses the Planning page.
On the Planning page, Hameed wants to receive recommendations on destination first (Figure 7.39:
1). Next, Hameed prefers travelling for just five days (Figure 7.39: 2); moreover, he would rather
travel in summer (Figure 7.39: 3) and he estimates that he will spend $7000.00 during his travel
(Figure 7.39: 4). The ATRS recommends Hameed travel to Italy and Egypt (Figure 7.39: 5, 6). The
ATRS is customizable. It provides a facility that travellers can search for other destinations and
check how to get there. Hameed prefers to travel to Italy; hence, he wants to know how to get there
by flight. On the Planning page (Figure 7.39: 7 and Figure 7.39: 1, 2, 3), Hameed chooses India as
his origin country and Italy as his destination (Figure 7.39: 4). Finally, he clicks on Show Flights
Options to see the available flight options from India to Italy.
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Figure 7.39: ATRS Interrelated Decision Making
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Figure 7.40: ATRS Transportation

The ATRS presents information about the current available flight options from India to Italy to
Hameed (Figure 7.41). The ATRS is holistic regarding gathering relevant travel products (Section
7.2.3).

Figure 7.41: ATRS Flights Recommendations
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There is detailed information about available flights to Italy from different cities of India to different
cities of Italy (Figure 7.41). The ATRS shows five main routes with detailed information such as
distance in kilometres, duration in hours, and the estimated price in American dollars (Figure 7.42:
2, 3, 4, 5). Hameed can see the available flights for each route by clicking on each main route. He
decides to travel from Delhi to Rome. He clicks on the Route one. The ATRS presents the details
and available flights from Gandhi International Airport to Leonardo da Vinci Airport with
information such as duration, aircraft, flight number, and number of transits (Figure 7.42 : 6,7, 8, 9
,10).
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Figure 7.42: Detailed Information about Flight
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7.3.2.2. Before Travel, Planning - Transportation Decision Support
The ATRS supports travellers in decision making to find the best flight from among the
recommended options. Before travel, Hameed wants to receive some suggestions on which routes
are more suitable for him. The ATRS supports Hameed in making a decision (Figure 7.43).

Figure 7.43: ATRS Flight Decision Support

First, the ATRS asks Hameed about his preferences. It gets traveller preferences about the important
criteria such as flight price, distance, and duration of the flights. This provides a measurement on
the attributes that are more important to him (Figure 7.44: 1). Hence, Hameed compares the three
main criteria for the route selections.
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Figure 7.44: Traveller Preference on Price, Duration, and Distance

Hameed compares these main criteria in a pairwise manner and by assigning a number to them. In
the next steps, the ATRS queries Hameed about his preferences on different flight options regarding
price, duration, and distance.
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Figure 7.45: Decisions Support System - Pair Wise Comparison

For instance, in Figure 7.45, Hameed compares route “Fly from Delhi to Rome” with “Fly from
Mumbai to Bari” regarding distance.
In Figure 7.45, Hameed compares the five route options regarding the distance. He does a pairwise
comparison to identify which route is much better concerning the distance. Similarly, in Figure
7.46, Hameed compares the route alternatives regarding the price.
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Figure 7.46: Flight Comparison Regarding the Flight Price

Figure 7.47: The ATRS Decision Support System Result’s Comparison
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Finally, the ATRS presents the result to Hameed based on the submitted comparison, and suggests
Hameed travel from Delhi to Rome (Figure 7.47).
7.3.2.3. Before Travel, Booking - Transportation
Hameed knows which flight matches his preferences, and he wants to book the flight. The ATRS
automatically directs Hameed to a Booking page after the planning stage (Section 7.2.4.5). By
double-clicking on the identified flights in Figure 7.48, the booking page is shown to Hameed. He
can book the flights through three different booking websites, namely Booking.com (1996),
Expedia (2015), and Skyscanner (1992) websites.

Figure 7.48: Detailed Information about Flights
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Hameed selects the date of travel from dropdown lists (Figure 7.49: 1). He chooses the Show
buttons. The ATRS demonstrates the available flight through the Skyscanner website (Figure 7.49:
3). Hameed can book the flight directly via this website. However, he also has options to book the
flight via the Expedia and Booking.com websites as well (Figure 7.49: 4 and 5).
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Figure 7.49: Booking Page

7.3.2.4. During Travel, Planning - Transportation (Car Rental)
The ATRS is holistic regarding recommending key related travel products to Hameed (Section
7.2.3). When Hameed arrives in Rome, ATRS is location-aware; hence, it identifies Hameed’s
locations (i.e. Rome) (sections 7.2.4.5 and 7.2.4.3). Furthermore, Hameed wants to check the other
travel products rather than accommodation, transportation, and things to do. He needs to rent a car
during his travel. Hameed can choose the car rental options from the Other Place List (Figure 7.50:
2). He selects the Show button (Figure 7.50: 3). Hameed receives information about the current car
rental in Rome (Figure 7.50). Moreover, he can see detailed information such as the opening time
and address.
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Figure 7.50: Recommendation on Car Rental Regarding Traveller Location

7.3.3. Johnny as a Young Medical Traveller
The third scenario we use to illustrate and validate the ATRS is that of Johnny. He is a young, single
man from China.
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Figure 7.51: Medical Traveller and Holiday Traveller

Johnny signed into the system as a new user of the ATRS (Figure 7.51). He allowed the ATRS to
gather related information about him from his Facebook account. The ATRS gathers Johnny’s
demographic information from Facebook (Figure 7.52).

Figure 7.52: Demographic Information from Traveller’s Facebook

Johnny wants to travel for both holiday and for medical treatment to Auckland, New Zealand
(Figure 7.53). As mentioned in Section 7.2.4, The ATRS supports travellers with different
demographic specifications and purposes of travel.
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Figure 7.53: Traveller’s Purpose of Travel

The ATRS traveller profile needs information about the traveller’s activity preferences. Johnny is
interested in Adventure, Sport, and Sunbathing (Figure 7.54).

Figure 7.54: Traveller’s Activity Preferences

As Johnny is a vegetarian, he selected the Health Information profile. He selects the food choice for
vegetarians.
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Figure 7.55: Traveller’s Health Profile

The ATRS supports the traveller with various flexibility levels (Section 7.2.4). Johnny prefers to
fix the budget of travel, length of travel, and main destinations of travel before his journey. He
wants to book the accommodation, transportation, and activities once he arrives (Figure 7.56).

Figure 7.56: Traveller’s Flexibility Type

7.3.3.1. Before Travel, Planning - Interrelated Recommendations
As noted in Section 7.2.1.3, the ATRS supports an interrelated recommendation process. Johnny
wants to get some recommendations on length of travel, budget of travel, and season of travel to
New Zealand. The ATRS provides an interrelated recommendation to him.First, Johnny wants to
get a recommendation on length of travel (Figure 7.57: 1 and 2). As a result, he first identifies that
he will spend $5000.00 on his travel (Figure 7.57:3). Subsequently, he selects his main destination
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as New Zealand (Figure 7.57 : 4). The ATRS employs a clustering algorithm to run the
recommendation module for predicting the length of travel (Figure 7.57: 6). As can be seen in Figure
7.57, the ATRS first recommends a four-days stay in New Zealand to Johnny. Johnny accepts
suggested the 4-day stay, and then wants to receive recommendations on travel budget for staying
in New Zealand for four days (Figure 7.58).
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Figure 7.57: The ATRS’s Interrelated Travel Recommendation Process - Length of Travel
Recommendation

Johnny selects the Budget of Travel (Figure 7.58: 1). He identifies the length of travel as four days
(Figure 7.58: 2), season of travel (Figure 7.58: 3), and country (Figure 7.58: 4). The ATRS suggests
Johnny bring $3000.00 for travelling to New Zealand.
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Figure 7.58: Interrelated Travel Recommendation Process - Budget of Travel Recommendation

Johnny did another experiment with the ATRS. The ATRS is holistic regarding recommending
various travel products to travellers (sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.4). He wants to check, with the
recommended budget and length of travel, which season is the best to travel to New Zealand (Figure
7.59: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). As a result, the ATRS suggests Johnny travel to New Zealand in winter. Please
note that winter is suggested because activity preference has been left blank. If Sunbathing had been
selected the suggested season would have been different.
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Figure 7.59: Interrelated Travel Recommendation Process - Season of Travel Recommendation

7.3.3.2. Before Travel, Planning - Accommodation
Before traveling to New Zealand, Johnny needs some advice on where to stay. He will visit
Auckland Hospital during his stay for treatment, so needs accommodation near the hospital. The
ATRS is adaptive to traveller contexts (sections 7.2.4 and 7.2.1.2); as a result, it provides a list of
accommodations near the hospital. The ATRS can integrate the data that are gathered from various
sources, and integrates the collected data about accommodation rankings from the Google search
engine and TripAdvisor websites (Figure 7.60: 4 and 5). Since Johnny is able to see the
accommodation distances from the Auckland hospital address (Figure 7.60: 3), he can make a
decision between the available options (Figure 7.60).
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Figure 7.60: Accommodation Recommendation Based on Traveller’s Location

7.3.3.3. During Travel, Planning - Activities (Traveller’s Profile)
The ATRS is adaptive regarding the traveller’s contexts and profile (Section 7.2.4.1). During travel,
Johnny decides to plan his travel activities. He has mentioned in his travel profile that he is
interested in adventure, sport, and sunbathing. Hence, on the travel-planning page, the ATRS shows
two separate columns to him. The first one shows all available activities in Auckland, New Zealand.
It also contains information such as price, rank based on TripAdvisor, text review, and type of
activity (Figure 7.60: 1, 2, and 3). However, Johnny prefers to travel for adventure, getting sun and
playing sports. Hence, the ATRS shows other lists that match Johnny’s preferences. As can be seen
from Figure 7.61:4, the ATRS just recommends one activity to Johnny.
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Figure 7.61: Activities Recommendation Regarding Traveller’s Profile

Similarly, if Johnny changes his activity preferences on the travel profile to History and Culture
(Figure 7.62), the ATRS will present another set of available activities to him in the planning page
(Figure 7.62). The ATRS recommends a list of activities that match with Johnny’s updated
preferences. Figure 7.63: 2 shows different activities in comparison with Figure 7.60: 4.

Figure 7.62: The ATRS Activity Preference Change
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Figure 7.63: Activities Recommendation

7.3.3.4. During Travel, Inspiration - Restaurant
The ATRS is adaptive regarding the travel product contexts (Section 7.2.4.3). Moreover, the ATRS
is holistic in showing all relevant information about the travel products. In this scenario, we will
demonstrate how the ATRS is adaptive to the traveller profile, adaptive to travel contexts (time),
and is holistic regarding the travel product information (Section 7.2.3). During travel, Johnny is
searching for specific restaurants (Figure 7.64). He opens the Planning page and chooses the
Restaurant tab. Johnny has mentioned in his travel profile that he needs vegetarian food. As a result,
the first cuisine options that have been shown to Johnny are Vegan and Vegetarian in the Planning
page. The ATRS shows the list of vegan restaurants that are near Johnny’s location and are open
now (Figure 7.65: 9 and 11). Other detailed information, such as the address, ranking, website, hour
display, and price level are shown to him as well (Figure 7.65: 7, 10, 12, and 13).
The proposed scenario shows how ATRS is adaptive regarding the traveller location as well as
travel products opening hours (Figure 7.65).
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Figure 7.64: Restaurant Recommendation Regard Traveller’s Profile
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Figure 7.65: Adaptive Regarding the Traveller’s Location and Restaurant Opening Hours

7.3.3.5. During Travel, Planning - Activities (Travel Product Contexts)
The ATRS considers a combination of the travel contexts when recommending travel products to
travellers. Furthermore, the ATRS is able to collect various contexts, integrate them, and make
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recommendations based on them (sections 7.2.1, 7.2.4, and 7.2.2). During travel, Johnny decides to
do some activities in Wellington. He wants to know what activities will be suggested to him based
on the weather conditions (Figure 7.66: 1, 2, and 3). The ATRS identifies Johnny’s location (Figure
7.65: 1). Johnny chooses The Match with Current Weather Condition option (Figure 7.66: 2). Then,
he clicks on the Show Recommendation button (Figure 7.66: 3).
The ATRS presents two lists to Johnny. First (Figure 7.66: 4), all available activities in Wellington
are presented with detailed information such as price; text reviews, ranking, and type (Figure 7.66:
4). The second list shows the recommended activities based on the current weather condition that
is light rain (Figure 7.66: 2). The recommended activities are shown in Figure 7.66: 5.
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Figure 7.66: Activities Recommendation Regarding the Travel Product Contexts

7.3.3.6. During Travel, Planning - Travel Product
The ATRS is sufficiently holistic in recommending various items to travellers (Section 7.2.3). It
can provide recommendations not only on relative travel products, but also on other items. In this
scenario, we will demonstrate how the ATRS delivers recommendations on items based on the
traveller’s purpose of travel. Johnny wants to travel for both medical and holiday purposes in New
Zealand (Figure 7.67).
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Figure 7.67: Medical Traveller‘s Purpose of Travel

Hence, the ATRS shows a list of travel products that are relevant to a medical traveller. Johnny is
able to receive recommendations on these items. The ATRS identifies Johnny’s current location
(Figure 7.68: 1) and based on that, recommends the nearby items. The presented list shows items
that are relevant to a medical traveller (Figure 7.68: 2 and 3). For instance, Johnny can get
recommendations on Emergency Services, Dentists, Pharmacies, and Hospitals (Figure 7.68: 3).
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Figure 7.68: Recommendation on Items Relevant to a Medical Traveller

If Johnny updates his travel profile from Medical to Business Travel (Figure 7.69), the ATRS will
show different travel product items to him.

Figure 7.69: Updating the Traveller’s Profile
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For a business traveller, the ATRS shows items that are more relevant such as ATMs, Embassies,
Banking and Finance, and Post Offices (Figure 7.69: 2).

1
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Figure 7.70: Recommendation on Items Relevant to a Business Traveller

Moreover, the ATRS shows a separate list that presents the categories of shopping. It provides
recommendations on various Shopping Centres and Malls, Supermarkets and Groceries, Children
(Figure 7.71: 2). Johnny wants to buy some gifts for his nephew, so he chooses the Children
Category (Figure 7.71: 1). Then he clicks on the Show button (Figure 7.71: 2). The ATRS presents
the available children’s stores in Auckland near him (Figure 7.71: 3). Moreover, other information
such as the address, distance from current location, and the store website will also be shown to him.
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Figure 7.71: Recommendation on Shopping Centres

The ATRS also provides a general list of other items people may need. For instance, Johnny can
choose the Other Places list to see the other places for which he may want to get recommendations
(Figure 7.72: 1 and 2). Figure 7.72: 3 shows that Johnny chooses to get a recommendation for a
church that is close to Auckland Hospital.
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Figure 7.72: Nearby Church

7.3.3.7. After Travel, Feedback - Restaurant
The ATRS collaborates with other information resources. Travellers are able to post their feedback
on social media. Moreover, the ATRS provides a feature for travellers to share their experiences
after travel (sections 7.2.5 and 7.2.2). This scenario will demonstrate this specific aspect of the
ATRS. After travel, Johnny wants to post a review of his travel on his Facebook account. He selects
After Travel tab. Then, on the Sharing page (Figure 7.73), he chooses the Country and City he wants
to post comments about (Figure 7.73: 1). He puts his comments in the available textbox (Figure
7.73: 2) and then chooses the Post on Facebook button (Figure 7.73: 3).
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Figure 7.73: Sharing Comments on Feedback After Travel

The ATRS connects to Johnny Facebook account, and posts his comments on his wall (Figure 7.73).
7.3.4. Administrator
Individual travellers are the main stakeholders of the ATRS. The ATRS provides a facility for users
to customize the recommendation engine. In this section, we will present two scenarios that show
how the ATRS supports users in modifying it. The proposed scenario illustrates how the ATRS is
adaptable and customizable. Moreover, this scenario also reflects how the ATRS provides a facility
for its users to collaborate with each other in planning the travel itinerary.
7.3.4.1. Travel Recommendation Generator
The ATRS provides a facility for administrator of the system to create a customized
recommendation engine. For instance, a travel agency manager can be ‘admin’ of the ATRS (Figure
7.74).
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Figure 7.74: Travel Company Login as Admin of System

A travel agency manager wants to customize the ATRS for creating a new recommendation engine
for one of his customers (Johnny). He wants to create a recommendation on budget of travel for
before travel stages for Johnny.
As mentioned before, the ATRS follows the data mining process explained in Section 2.3.4. The
Customize ATRS Recommendation Algorithm page contains five main tabs where each one is related
to a specific data mining phase. The ATRS allows the travel agency manager to employ the past
data about his customers to predict the future. As a result, the travel agency manager can upload his
own database into the ATRS system or use the existing one (Figure 7.75).

Figure 7.75: Travel Companies Upload Their Dataset

Moreover, he is able to utilize the current database view, or he can create a new one (Figure 7.76).
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Figure 7.76: Travel Companies Reuse the ATRS Database

The travel agency manager wants to create a recommendation for Johnny (Figure 6.77: 1). He wants
to create a travel budget recommendation module for Johnny to help him plan his travel before
travel (Figure 7.77: 2 and 3). On the Data Mining Designer-Data Mining Structure page, the
manager should identify the elements that will affect the travel budget such as length, season, and
destination of travel (Figure 7.77: 4).
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Figure 7.77: Creation of Recommendation Module Process

Other factors such as traveller ages, gender, and home country will also affect the budget
recommendation process. The travel agency manager should identify these data types as well
(Figure 7.78: 1 and 2). Moreover, to follow the process there is a need to identify a primary key for
creating the model (Figure 7.78: 1, 2, 3 and 4). Next, on the Building Model-Data Mining Model
page, the travel agency manager should identify the types of recommendation that relate to the travel
budget (Figure 7.78:2, 3 and 4). The default algorithm for recommendation is clustering, but the
travel manager can choose another algorithm such as a decision tree (Figure 7.79: 5 and 6). Finally,
on the Validating Model-Data Mining Prediction page, the travel manager can verify and test the
created model (Figure 7.79).
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Figure 7.78: Recommendation Engine Creation Process - Main Attributes and Data Type
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Figure 7.79: Recommendation Module Creation - Recommendation Algorithm

The created recommendation model is shown in Figure 7.80: 2. The travel agency manager tests the
model by clicking on the Show Prediction Result button (Figure 7.80: 3). The output of the budget
recommendation for Johnny is shown in Figure 7.80: 4.
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Figure 7.80: Travel Agency - Recommendation for Budget of Travel

7.3.4.2. Find the Potential Customers - Travel Company
The ATRS also supports airline companies to find their potential customers. They can also upload
their own database and use their preferred data view. Figure 7.81 shows an interface for an airline
company manager wanting to find future customers. He clicks on the Data Mining Structure tab to
create a mode (Figure 7.81: 1). He identifies that he is seeking customers who spend about $5,000
and who will stay for around five days (Figure 7.81: 2). Then, he identifies his company type as an
airline company (Figure 7.81: 3). The travel airline company manager saves the model’s name
(Figure 7.81: 4). He also identifies the primary key and data type of the models (Figure 7.81: 5).
Finally, he saves the parameters he thinks will enable finding potential customers (Figure 7.81: 6
and 7).
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Figure 7.81: Airline Manager - Find Potential Customers

Subsequently, in the Data Mining Model tab (Figure 7.82: 1), he identifies the elements he is most
interested to know about potential customers (Figure 7.82: 2, 3 and 4). He also identifies the mining
algorithm in Figure 7.82:5 and creates the recommendation as illustrated in Figure 7.82: 6.
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Figure 7.82: An Airline Manager Recommendation Module Process

In the Data Mining Prediction Analysis tab, the airline manager can test the algorithm and see the
result of the recommendation (Figure 7.83: 1, 2, 3, and 4). The home countries and other
specifications of the travellers who may use that airline are shown in Figure 7.83: 4.
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Figure 7.83: Output - Airline Potential Customers

7.4. Summary
In this chapter, we realized the ATRS models, concepts, and framework in the context of ATRS
features and scenarios. We illustrated the identified ATRS features that mainly show how the ATRS
is integrated, collaborative, holistic, and adaptive. Each of the ATRS features have been clearly
described and explained regarding how they can be used in real scenarios. Subsequently, we
presented four main scenarios that show how the ATRS can support different types of travellers
regarding their profiles and roles. Moreover, they presented how the ATRS is able to be holistic
regarding recommending various items in different contexts. Furthermore, the proposed scenarios
demonstrate how ATRS supports different travel stages, travel related activities, and interrelated
decision making. The last two scenarios illustrate how the ATRS can be customized. Based on the
research artefact methodology presented in Chapter 3, the next step is to evaluate the proposed
artefacts.
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8. ATRS EVALUATION
Evaluation of the research is vital in order to assess and refine the research outcomes. In design
science, research evaluation and artefacts refinement is crucial. The key artefacts of our research
are about designing integrated, holistic, collaborative, and adaptive concepts, and an ATRS
conceptual framework, system framework, architecture, and system. These research artefacts have
been presented in Chapters 4 to 7. Following a design science oriented, multi-methodological
approach to develop the thesis artefacts, we went through three main iterations from 2012 to 2015.
Each main iteration is comprised of a series of research artefacts (Figure 8.1).

Iteration I
• ATR
Conceptual
Model
• ATR
Conceptual
Framework
• Basic ATRS
Implementation

Iteration II
• ATRS
Framework
• ATRS
Architecture
• Improved
ATRS
Implementation

Iteration III
• Improved
ATRS
Architecture
• Final ATRS
Implementation

Figure 8.1: The Evolution of Thesis Artefacts Creation in Different Iterations

We employed various evaluation methods to assess the ATRS artefacts. In large-scale
implementation projects, it is crucial to be sure the implemented artefacts meet the functional and
non-functional aspects. In this chapter, we first briefly explain the ATRS artefacts evaluation
strategies that are about the main evaluators, evaluation methods, and the evaluation process
(Section 8.1). The first group of artefacts in this thesis are conceptual frameworks that are the
foundation for the design and development of other thesis artefacts. Hence, in advance, it is crucial
to evaluate the models and conceptual framework via various approaches (Section 8.2). The second
artefact group is about the system framework and architecture. They are the design guidelines for
developing the ATRS prototypes. The validity of the system frameworks and architecture will
enhance the quality of the ATRS. The process of evaluating the system framework and architecture
has been presented in Section 8.3. The third artefact group is ATRS implementation. The ATRS is
the proof of concept for the ATRS conceptual framework, system framework, and architecture. For
evaluating the ATRS implementation, we employed seven different approaches that are explained
in Section 8.4.
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8.1. Evaluation Strategy
Each research artefact has been evaluated via various research evaluation methods. Table 8.1
provides a summary of these evaluation methods. The selection of the research methods is based on
the nature and the evaluation requirements of each research artefact.
Evaluation Method
Prototyping
Illustrative Scenario
Architecture Analysis
Static Analysis
Functional Testing
Structural Testing
Computer Simulations
Informed Argument
Publication
Evaluation
of
Functionality
by Experts

Presentation
Demonstration

Description
Validating the ATRS models, conceptual framework, and architecture artefacts
through the system implementation.
This approach shows how the developed prototype supports the key
functionalities of the ATRS.
This approach evaluates the ATRS framework and architecture to check whether
it fits the technical IS architectures.
Evaluating the ATRS regarding the unit, technology, and system.
Testing the functionalities of the ATRS prototype regarding integration,
collaboration, holism, and adaptation and the ATRS key features.
Examining the internal structure of the ATRS prototype.
Testing and executing the ATRS functionality regarding ATRS’s key
functionalities.
Comparison of the proposed ATRS key functionalities with other available tourist
recommendation systems.
The process of validating the research artefacts through the peer review process in
the conferences and journals.
Presentation of the thesis artefacts and ATRS key functional features to the
travellers, system architects, travel agencies, and academics to get valuable
feedback.
Demonstrates the ATRS to travellers, system architects, travel agencies, and
academics to obtain their feedback.

Table 8.1: Evaluation Methods (Based on Hevner et al., 2004)

Table 8.2 shows a summary of the research artefacts evaluation process, the evaluators, evaluation
tools, and detailed steps. As can be seen from Table 8.2, the conceptual artefacts are presented in
Chapters 4 and 5. The proposed artefacts in these chapters have been evaluated via prototyping,
illustrative scenarios, and expert evaluation by academics and supervisors. The details of the
conceptual evaluation have been presented in Section 8.2.
The second group of artefacts are the system framework and architecture that are presented in
Chapter 6. These artefacts have been assessed by a system architect, academics, and supervisors.
We employed architecture analysis, prototyping, and expert evaluation, which are explained in
Section 8.3. Finally, the system architect, academics, travel experts, and supervisors evaluated the
implementation artefact (described in Chapter 7) in Section 8.4.
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Artefacts

Evaluator

Evaluation Methods
Prototyping (Section 8.2.1)

Conceptual Artefacts
(Chapters 4 and 5)

Academics
Supervisors

Illustrative scenarios (Section 8.2.2)
Expert evaluation (Section 8.2.3)

System Framework
and Architecture
(Chapter 6)

System Architect
Academics
Supervisors

Architecture analysis (Section 8.3.1)
Prototyping (Section 8.3.2)
Expert evaluation (Section 8.3.3)
Static analysis (Section 8.4.1)
Illustrative scenarios (Section 8.4.2)

System Architect
Academics
Travel Experts
Supervisors

Implementation
(Chapter 7)

Functional testing (Section 8.4.3)
Structural testing (Section 8.4.4)
Computer simulations (Section 8.4.5)
Informed argument (Section 8.4.6)
Expert evaluation (Section 8.4.7)

Table 8.2: Research Artefacts Evaluation

We will explain the evaluation of each research artefact in the following subsections.

8.2. Model and Conceptual Artefacts Evaluation
We evaluate the conceptual framework via prototyping, illustrative scenarios, and by experts. In
subsection below, the details of these three approaches are presented.
8.2.1. Evaluation by Prototyping
One of the key models presented in Section 4.1.4 is about achieving adaption through integration,
collaboration, and holism (Figure 8.2). Integration enhances accessibility in the ATRS. Hence,
integration improves the connectivity with other information systems and is a stepping-stone for
collaboration. Another means of creating an adaptive system is to increase the level of connectivity
in the systems. Subsequently, by increasing the collaboration among system elements, the ATRS
could have a more holistic viewpoint. Hence, collaboration and integration are key prerequisites for
a holistic system. Moreover, by having a holistic view in a system, it can be more adaptive to
changes (Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2: Reach Adaptiveness Through Integration, Collaboration, and Holism (ICHA)

The proposed prototype features in Section 7.2 show how the ATRS supports these concepts. As
can be seen in Section 7.2.1.1, the ATRS integrates collected information from various sources that
increase connectivity in the ATRS. It helps the ATRS to be connected via Google and Factual
websites. Moreover, sections 7.2.2.1, 7.2.2.2, 7.2.3.1, and 7.2.3.2 illustrate how the ATRS
collaborates with different information systems to collect essential information about the travellers
and travel products. Moreover, as can be seen in Section 7.2.4.1, the ATRS has a holistic perspective
regarding the traveller’s profile (e.g. age, gender, and previous travel experiences). This visibility
regarding the traveller’s specifications is achieved via connectivity with the traveller’s Facebook
account. As a result, as shown in section 7.2.4.1, the ATRS provides personalized recommendations
to each traveller.
8.2.2. Evaluation by Illustrative Scenarios
The illustrative scenarios approach validates the ICHA models and conceptual frameworks by
providing evidence that those presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are able to provide adaptive
recommendations to individual travellers during their travel by using the ATRS prototype.
Figure 8.3 illustrates the high-level ATRS conceptual framework and how adaptation will enhance
recommendation performance. As mentioned in Section 8.2.1, one way to be adaptive is to be
integrated, collaborative, and holistic (figures 8.2 and 8.3). Considering the ATRS as an information
system, the main elements of the ATRS are information, process, stakeholders, and contexts. The
ATRS should be integrated, collaborative, holistic, and adaptive regarding these aspects.
Section 7.2.3.1 shows how the ATRS recommends destinations to travellers based on their
specifications. Information about whether the traveller needs a visa is captured by collaborating
with a visa website. Moreover, the current events, and current weather conditions are contextual
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information gathered from other information resources. The proposed scenario in Section 7.3.3.3
illustrates how the ATRS is able to be adaptive regarding the traveller’s specifications, needs,
current traveller’s location (context), current weather condition (travel product contexts), and
available activities at the destination (travel product information).

Figure 8.3: Integrated, Collaborative, Holistic, and Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Framework

Apart from validating the proposed conceptual framework and models by prototype and illustrative
scenarios, we also assessed these artefacts via expert evaluation, which is presented in the following
subsections.
8.2.3. Evaluation by Experts
For expert evaluation, we employed different approaches to evaluate conceptual models and
frameworks. We wanted valuable feedback about the proposed concepts in order to enhance them.
Hence, we presented and published our research at one conference and in one journal.
We presented our conceptual artefacts to academics to receive their feedback as well. In this section,
we briefly explain the expert evaluation for publications and presentation.
8.2.3.1. Publication
The proposed models in Section 4 address the concepts of integration, collaboration, and holism,
and the adaptation process in the ATRS. We published the proposed conceptual models in
conferences and journals. The comments and feedback of the academics received through the
review process helped us to improve the system performance and refine the proposed theories and
artefacts. The ATRS conceptual models were presented at NZISDC 2012 conferences as a research
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in progress poster (Etaati & Sundaram, 2012), the ACIIDS 2014 conference in Taiwan (Etaati &
Sundaram, 2014), and Vietnam’s Journal of Computer Science (Etaati & Sundaram, 2015).
8.2.3.2. Presentation
We presented the conceptual frameworks of our research (Figure 8.3) to academics and supervisors.
There were three academics and two supervisors. These people were experienced in travel, decision
support systems, decision making, and tourist system design. We organized face-to-face meetings
with these people. In these meetings, we first talked about the travellers’ requirements and needs,
and the current travel applications. The proposed presentation provided an insight into the ATR
conceptual framework. This helped us to ask some ice breaker questions to start the presentation
smoothly. We got some valuable comments on the current traveller needs and issues.
Most of the experts used TripAdvisor and Google searches for finding information about
destinations, accommodation, and activities. However, some of the experts worked with
Booking.com and Expedia (2015) for booking accommodation and flights. Most of the experts
claimed there are no fully personalized travel applications. For instance, they believe TripAdvisor
does not provide personalized information about specific destinations. Similarly, they believe
Booking.com is insufficiently adaptive in providing different options.
Subsequently, we asked the experts to evaluate the proposed conceptual framework (Figure 8.3).
We evaluated the conceptual framework by asking questions about the main components of the
ATRS conceptual framework. We asked experts to comment on whether the proposed conceptual
framework represented all the key design aspects of an adaptive tourist recommendation system.
The overwhelming feedback was they agreed with the structural and behavioural aspects of the
conceptual framework. There were some minor suggestions for improvement, which have been
incorporated into the conceptual framework.

8.3. System Framework and Architecture Evaluation
8.3.1. Evaluation by Architecture Analysis
We employed the architecture analysis to validate the ATRS framework and architecture (Figure
8.4).
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Figure 8.4: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation Architecture

This evaluation method has been used for each development iteration of the ATRS. Utilizing the
architecture analysis approach helped us to detect the early stage mistakes in ATRS design
(Almorsy et al., 2013).
For this research, we chose the scenario-based architectural analysis. We set up evaluation scenarios
to ensure all the required features of the ATRS were addressed. We employed the scenario-based
architectural analysis in different iterations of the system framework and architecture design. Each
development iteration helped us to enhance the quality of the ATRS framework and architecture.
Table 8.3 illustrates the main ATRS components that have been addressed by related scenarios.
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ATRS Architecture Components

Scenarios
Section
7.3.3.3,
7.3.3.4,
and 7.3.3.5
Travel Context-Aware
Component (Figure 2.14)
Travel Process Component
(Figure 2.14)
Travel Recommendation
System Component
(Figure 2.14)
Travel Decision Support
Component (Figure 2.14)
Travel Information
Integration Component
(Figure 2.14)
Travel Recommendation
Generator Component
(Figure 2.14)

Section
7.3.1.3,

Section
7.3.1,
7.3.2,
7.3.3

Section
7.3.2.2



Section
7.3.3.3

Section
7.3.4






















Table 8.3: Architecture Analysis Evaluation Process

8.3.2. Evaluation by Prototyping
To validate the ATRS framework and architecture, we developed an adaptive tourist
recommendation system. This prototype possessed the essential elements of the designed
framework and architecture in Chapter 6. We proposed a series of features that fulfilled the system
requirements to be adaptive during travel. Table 8.4 demonstrates the main components on the
ATRS architecture and the proposed feature in the ATRS prototype. Table 8.4 shows which ATRS
features validate the ATRS architecture components.
ATRS Architecture
Component

ATRS features

Travel Process Component
(Figure 2.14)

Travel context integration (Section 7.2.1.2),
Travel context collaboration (Section 7.2.2.3),
Adaptive to travel product context (Section 7.2.4) and traveller profile
contexts (Section 7.2.4.5)
Travel process integration (Section 7.2.1.3), Holistic regarding process
(Section 7.2.3.4), Adaptive to Travel process (Section 7.2.4.5).

Travel Recommendation
System Component (Figure
2.14)

ATRS recommends different travel products to travellers (Sections 2.4.1,
7.2.4.5, and 7.2.5)

Travel Context-Aware
Component (Figure 2.14)

Travel Information Integration
Component (Figure 2.14)

The main ATRS information integration feature is presented in Section 7.2.1.1

Travel Recommendation
Generator Component (Figure
2.14)

The adaptability feature describes this component in Section 7.2.5

Table 8.4: Evaluation by Expert
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8.3.3. Evaluation by Expert
We asked the academics and system architect to evaluate the ATR framework and architecture.
There were three system architects and three academics who evaluated these artefacts. In the
following sub-sections, the evaluation approaches are explained.
8.3.3.1. Publication
Academics’ comments and feedback helped us to find the hidden issues in the proposed artefacts.
Following this, we published our system framework and architecture in the Vietnam Journal of
Computer Science (Etaati & Sundaram, 2015). Then, we improved the system framework and
architecture by applying the academics’ suggestions. We are in the process of submitting a paper to
the Decision Support System Journal.
8.3.3.2. Presentation
We presented our frameworks and architecture (figures 8.4 and 8.5) to the academics and system
architect for their feedback.

Figure 8.5: Adaptive Tourist Recommendation System Framework
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Most of the experts believed the majority of the components should be connected to the database,
and at the end of the presentation when we asked for some comments on the proposed conceptual
framework components and relationship — such as what aspects and relationship of the design
should change (i.e. be included, modified, or removed) — the comments were mostly appreciative.
There were some minor suggestions for improving the conceptual framework; however, most of
these experts believed the proposed system architecture represented the essential ATRS
implementation components.

8.4. Implementation Evaluation
We implemented the ATRS prototype based on the proposed system framework and architecture in
Chapter 6. By improving the ATRS framework and architecture, the prototype was also refined
accordingly. The prototype was improved at each iteration. The ATRS implementation is a proof
of concept for the ATR conceptual models and frameworks. Moreover, it addresses the research
objectives that were identified (sections 1.4, 3.1).
Taking into account the ATRS prototype as one of the key evaluation approaches for examining the
other research artefacts, it is crucial to evaluate the implementation with close scrutiny. As a result,
we employed seven different approaches for evaluating the ATRS prototype, namely static analysis,
computer simulation, illustrative scenario, structural and functional testing, informed argument, and
expert evaluation.
8.4.1. Evaluation by Static Analysis
We employed static analysis to validate the ATRS code. It evaluates the ATRS prototype at the
system level. Static analysis helped us to identify the main problems in the ATRS prototype
performance and design. We conducted the static analysis during the programming. We employed
the static source code analyser in Microsoft Visual Studio. The static code analyser was integrated
with the code compiler to identify the errors and warnings about the basic problems such as violating
the language standard. Static analysis can be performed without running the source code, while the
other code evaluation approachessuch as structural and functional testing need to execute the code.
Figure 8.6 shows a sample of static analysis for the ATRS concerning code performance.
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Figure 8.6: Static Code Analyses

8.4.2. Evaluation by Illustrative Scenario
We validated the ATRS prototype by creating a series of illustrative scenarios.

ATRS Features

Information
Integration
(Section 7.2.1.1)
Travel Context
Integration
(Section 7.2.1.2)
Travel Process
Integration
(Section 7.2.1.3)
Travel
Information
Collaboration
(Section 7.2.2.1)
Travel Context
Collaboration
(Section 7.2.2.3)
Travel
Stakeholder
Collaboration
(Section 7.2.1.4)
Holistic
Information
(Section 7.2.3.1)
Holistic Process
(Section 7.2.3.2)
Holistic
Stakeholder
(Section 7.2.3.3)
Adaptive To
Information
(Section 7.2.4.1
And 7.2.4.2)
Adaptation to
Process (Section
7.2.4.2)





Administrator
7.3.4

Activities
7.3.3.5

Transportation
7.3.1.2 and
accommodation
7.3.3.2

Transportation
decision making
7.3.2.2

Adaptive to
travel stage
7.3.1.3 and
interrelated
recommendation
.3.3.1

Activity 7.3.3.3,
Restaurant
7.3.3.4, and
Travel product
7.3.3.6

Scenarios


































Table 8.5: Summary of the ATRS Scenarios that Support the Research Objectives
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The proposed scenarios show how each feature of the ATRS prototype is supported. Table 8.5
illustrates the related features and the scenarios that show how it is used in the ATRS prototype.
8.4.3. Evaluation by Functional Testing
We utilized the functional testing or “black box” to test whether the ATRS supports all the
predefined system requirements. We examined the adaptive tourist recommendation system
regarding the key aspects of this research which are integration, collaboration, holism, and
adaptation (Table 8.6).

ATRS Functionality





























Administrator
7.3.4



Feedback 7.3.3.6

















Context 7.3.3.5



Restaurant 7.3.3.4





Activities 7.3.3.3



Interrelated
decision making
7.3.3.1
Accommodation
7.3.3.2



Planning 7.3.2.4



Booking 7.3.2.3

Decision Making
7.3.2.2

Travel stage
7.3.1.3



Destination
7.3.2.1

Integrate Travel
Products Information
(Integration)
Integrated Travel
Process (Integration)
Collaboration With
Travel Product
Information And
Context Providers
(Collaboration)
Collects Traveller
Information And
Contexts From Different
Resources
(Collaboration)
Collects Key
Information About The
Travellers (Holism)
Collects Key
Information About The
Travel Products
(Holism)
Collects Key
Information About The
Travel Products
(Holism)
Personalized
Recommendation Based
On Traveller Profile
(Adaptation)
Personalized
Recommendation Based
On The Travel Process
(Adaptation)
Adaptive To
Information
(Adaptation)
Personalizes
Recommendation Based
On Context (
Adaptation)

Transportation
7.3.1.2

Inspiration 7.3.1.1

Scenarios



























Table 8.6: Functional Testing Description
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Moreover, we evaluated the ATRS implementation regarding the key functionalities of this research
that are about covering travel processes, personalized recommendations, and ensuring sufficient
adaptation in different conditions. To do the functional testing we used the Microsoft Visual Studio
unit test (Microsoft, 2012).
We used the functional testing with structural testing (White box) to test the internal design of the
ATRS. In the next section, we illustrate how we performed the structural testing against the ATRS
code.
8.4.4. Evaluation by Structural Testing
To identify the flaws in the ATRS prototype structure, we performed structural testing. We utilized
structural testing to test our scenarios. The applied structural testing covered all essential failure
paths. We examined the failure paths to ensure that the ATRS was sufficiently adaptive regarding
the uncommon inputs and changes (Microsoft, 2015). We tested all the code branches, all messages,
subsystems, and all conditions to find the potential errors. Moreover, we used Visual Studio Unit
Testing to run our tests. The Table 8.7 shows the main path that we evaluated. The related scenario
that tests the path is mentioned.
Path name
Connection to Facebook
Connection to Outlook
Connection to TripAdvisor
Generate recommendations for
travellers
Collecting information from
Google
Generate recommendations for
travellers

Scenario
Connecting to Facebook for collecting relevant information about travellers
(Section 7.2.3.4)
Connecting to Outlook for collecting relevant e-mail body and subject
information (Section 7.2.3.1)
Connecting with the TripAdvisor website through the interrelated API
(Section 7.2.2.2)
Generate the recommendation for travellers (Section 7.2.5)
Check the API for how the ATRS connects to the Google API and check
the parameters that are sent to capture the data.
Gathering relevant information about the traveller’s specifications, needs,
and travel products, and pass them to the recommendation components and
then check the results.

Table 8.7: Structural Testing Description

8.4.5. Evaluation by Computer Simulation
We used computer simulation to examine the ATRS functionalities with artificial data. We
employed artificial data to test different scenarios, travel decision making problem situations, and
the chaos decision making condition to test the functionality of the ATRS. Most of the
demonstrations and scenarios in Chapter 7 were created with the artificial data.
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The artificial data related to the previous traveller’s information, such as age, gender, occupation,
marital status, destinations, purposes of travel, health situation, preferences, travel budget, length
of travel, and season of travel (Table 8.8). The recommendation engine in the ATRS employs
information about the previous travellers to offer recommendations to new travellers. The artificial
data helped us to create different mining models, train the models, and test them regarding these
artificial data.
Aim Of Simulation
Personalized recommendation based on the
purpose/s of travel
Personalized recommendation based on the
season of travel
Personalized recommendation on destination
based on the traveller’s specification
Recommendation based on traveller budget
and length of travel

Artificial Data
Appendix G (Purpose of Travel
Data)
Appendix G (Season of Travel)

Related Scenarios
Scenario 7.3.3.3

Appendix G (Traveller’s
specification)
Appendix G (Length and Budget of
Travel)

Scenarios 7.3.1.1,
7.3.2.1, and 7.3.2.1
Scenario 7.3.3.1

Scenario 7.3.3.1

Table 8.8: Computer Simulation Evaluation

8.4.6. Evaluation by Informed Arguments
Another way to evaluate the ATRS prototype is to compare it with another adaptive tourist
recommendation system. This comparison helps us to understand the positive aspects and negative
aspects of the developed ATRS. We compare the available applications with the ATRS regarding
the four main dimensions namely integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation. A full
comparison of the current ATRS with respect to various criteria was conducted in Section 7.3.

Application

Traveller
Information
I

C

H

Travel
Product
Information

Traveller
Context
A

I

C

H

A

I

C

H

Travel
Product
Context
A

I

C

Travel
Process
H

A

I

H

A

TripAdvisor
TripIt

Other Applications

FieldTrip (by Google)
KAYAK
RoadTrippers
Expedia
TripCase
Tripomatic
Triposo

ATRS

Jane
Hameed
Johnny
Admin

Table 8.9: Informed Arguments Evaluation
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It is interesting to compare Table 7.1 with Table 2.3 and see how well our prototype has addressed
many of the lacuna of existing travel applications (Table 8.9).
According to our evaluation, most of the current travel applications are not fully integrated with
other information systems. They fail to gather information from different resources and integrate
them in one location. Hence, one of the ATRS positive aspects is to integrate information that has
been collected from various resources.
Most of the recent applications are insufficiently adaptive regarding the travel process. They do not
offer the right product at the right time to travellers. They also do not consider essential travel
processes. In contrast, the ATRS considers all travel processes and traveller decision making
behaviour styles.
Furthermore, the current travel applications are not adaptive to allowing their users to change them.
The ATRS, however, provides a facility for the user to create their own recommendation engine.
8.4.7. Evaluation by Expert Evaluation
We examined the helpfulness of the ATRS through a series of presentations and publications. We
asked academics, travel agencies, travellers, and system architect experts to evaluate the ATRS
prototype. They provided feedback and comments to help us improve the ATRS implementation
and design. In the following subsections, we will outline the process of the expert evaluation for the
ATRS prototype.
8.4.7.1. Publication
We have published the prototype artefacts in a journal and at a conference. First, we published the
scenarios and prototype at the ACIIDS Conference (2014). The reviewers provided some comments
and feedback on these artefacts. Subsequently, we applied the feedback and submitted the second
papers to the Vietnam Journal of Computer Science (2015). This journal was peer reviewed. The
constructive comments from the three different reviewers were a motivation to enhance the
prototype and implementation. For the third paper, final corrections on prototype were applied, and
it is in the process of being submitted to the Decision Support System Journal.
8.4.7.2. Presentation
We presented the prototype, scenarios, and implementations to travel experts such as real travellers,
and the three main travel agencies. They looked at the ATRS prototype and scenarios. We showed
the implementations and scenarios that mainly concern the collaboration with other information
resource providers. We asked them about the features and the capability of the ATRS in providing
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adaptive recommendations. Travel agencies mentioned that traveller’s need to have mobile
applications during travel. Hence, they asked us to develop a mobile front end for the ATRS.
Moreover, they suggested that the actual price of the travel should be available in different
currencies. They also preferred to track the traveller during their travel as well.

8.5. Summary
The proposed research artefacts in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 have been evaluated several times during
each of the three iterations. This chapter illustrated the evaluation process in detail. We employed
various approaches to evaluate different types of research artefacts. For instance, prototyping was
used to evaluate the conceptual models, system framework, and architecture. The illustrative
scenario and expert evaluation was employed to evaluate all research artefacts. Additionally, many
other research evaluation methods such as architecture analysis, static analysis, computer
simulation, structural and functional testing, and informed argument were used to evaluate the
ATRS architecture and implementation. In summary, the evaluation result confirms the identified
problems, issues, and requirements can be addressed and solved by these research artefacts. The
summary of the research, contributions, future research, and limitations is presented in next chapter.
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9. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the current problems, issues, and requirements in the adaptive tourist
recommendation field. Some of these problems and issues are the result of a lack of information,
context, and process integration; while other problems, issues, and requirements stem from a lack
of proper collaboration with other systems. Moreover, the failure to have a holistic perspective
regarding related information, contexts, processes, and perspectives is another source of problems
and issues. In addition, the lack of adaptation to an ever-changing environment, the traveller’s
needs, and contexts in the relevant studies and travel applications causes more problems and issues.
To address these problems and issues, we presented integrated collaborative holistic adaptive
conceptual models, frameworks, architecture, and systems that can support the individual traveller
in various travel stages, different contexts, and according to specific demographic information.
In this chapter, we conclude by providing a brief description of the research, key contributions,
research limitations, and potential future research opportunities. Section 9.1 summarises the
research by:
(1) providing an overview of the research issues, problems, and requirements relating to
adaptive tourist recommendation systems;
(2) outlining the research objectives;
(3) discussing the research methodology employed to achieve the research objectives;
(4) considering the essential research artefacts for the design and development of the adaptive
tourist recommendation system; and
(5) discussing the evaluation approach for validating the proposed research artefacts.
Subsequently, Section 9.2 presents the main research contributions. The research limitations are
presented in Section 9.3. Finally, future research opportunities and directions are elucidated in
Section 9.4.

9.1. Overview of Research
The main purpose of this study is to increase the level of adaptation (manually and automatically)
in a tourist system via integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation. In this research, we
reviewed the current travel systems, travel processes, and travellers’ needs and specifications. Based
on the review, we synthesized the identified ATRS problems and issues (Section 2.4) regarding four
main aspects: integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation (Section 2.3).
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Some of these problems happen because a large volume of travel information is not integrated in
one place. Moreover, traveller decision making is an interrelated process that is not considered in
the current travel literature and applications. A lack of collaboration with other information system
providers such as travel resource information providers, social media, and weather services are other
reasons for the identified problems and issues. Other problems and issues come from failure to
include consideration of travellers’ various contexts, needs, specifications, stages of travel, and
decision making styles in the existing tourist recommendation literature and applications.
While a few studies do consider the travellers’ needs at various travel stages, many existing tourist
systems focus mainly on gathering information about the travellers’ demographic specifications and
their preferences in making recommendations. They provide reasonable support in providing
recommendations based on the traveller’s location, but they are weak in considering the traveller’s
health situation, medical conditions, stage of travel, and previous travel experiences. As a result,
the proposed recommendations from these systems are insufficiently adaptive to the traveller’s
specifications, contexts, travel processes, and perspectives.
To address, the above problems (Section 2.4), we recognized four main issues: lack of holism,
integration, collaboration, and adaptation regarding the travel information, process, contexts, and
stakeholders in the relevant studies and applications. The key objectives of this research were to
design and implement an ATRS that solves the aforementioned research problems and issues. To
achieve this, we employed a multi-methodological design science approach with the following main
phases: observation, theory building, system development, and experimentation. This research
methodology guided us to achieve the research objectives that were presented in Section 1.4.
Figure 9.1 provides a summary of the key research artefacts (green boxes). It also demonstrates how
the proposed artefacts are interrelated to identify the research objectives (blue boxes). Moreover,
Figure 9.1 illustrates how these artefacts are evaluated via different evaluation tools (purple boxes).
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Research Objectives

Research Artefacts

Propose generic and
comprehensive ATR models
that can cover some of the
travel-related processes and
models.

Foundational concepts,
models, and processes.
Adaptation through
Integration, Collaboration
and Holism (Section 4.1.4),
Integrated, Collaborated,
Holistic Adaptive Process
(Section 4.2.1), Adaptive
Travel Model (Section
4.2.2), Travel Stages with
Travel-Related Activities
(Section 4.2.3), Adaptive
Travel-Related Activities
(Section 4.2.4)

Propose ATR conceptual
frameworks that synthesize
the ideas from tourist
recommendation systems,
context-aware systems,
decision support systems,
tourist decision making and
the travel literature
Design ATRS frameworks
that offer a platform for
creating an ATRS
architecture
Propose ATRS architecture
that synthesizes the idea of
ATRS frameworks, contextaware systems,
recommendation system
generators, travel processes,
process linkages,
recommendation systems,
and decision support systems

Implement an ATRS
application that is a proof of
concept for the proposed
models, conceptual
frameworks, system
frameworks, and
architectures, and that is able
to fulfil the ATRS
requirements

Adaptive tourist
recommendation
conceptual framework.
Integrated, Collaborative,
Holistic, and Adaptive
framework (Section 5.1) and
Integrated, Collaborative,
Holistic, and Adaptive
Tourist Recommendation
Elements (Section 5.2)
Adaptive tourist
recommendation
framework, stakeholders
(Section 5.4) and adaptive
tourist recommendation
framework, integration and
collaboration (Section 5.5)

Artefacts Evaluation
Expert Evaluation
Publication (Section 8.2.3)

Prototyping (Section 8.2.1),
Illustrative Scenarios
(Section 8.2.2),
Expert Evaluation (Section
8.2.3)

Prototyping (Section 8.2.1),
Illustrative Scenarios
(Section 8.2.2), Expert
Evaluation (Section 8.2.3)
Architecture Analysis
(Section 8.3.1),
Prototyping (Section 8.3.2),
Expert Evaluation (Section
8.3.3)
Static Analysis (Section
8.4.1), Illustrative Scenarios
(Section 8.4.2), Functional
Testing (Section 8.4.3),
Structural Testing (Section
8.4.4), Computer
Simulations (Section 8.4.5),
Informed Argument
(Section 8.4.6), Expert
Evaluation (Section 8.4.7)

Adaptive tourist
recommendation system
framework (sections 6.1,
6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6)
Adaptive tourist
recommendation system
architecture (Section 6.7)
ATRS implementation
(Section 7.3)

Figure 9.1: Research Artefacts, Objective, and Artefact Evaluation

In Chapter 4, we proposed models that synthesize the ideas, concepts, theories, and models from
tourism, recommendation systems, adaptive systems, decision making, and decision support system
literature. These models are foundations for other ATRS artefacts. We evaluated the proposed
models and concepts in Chapter 4 via expert evaluations (Section 8.2.3).
Chapter 5 fulfils the second research objective in proposing a conceptual framework that
synthesizes the ideas from tourist recommendation systems, context-aware system, decision support
systems, tourist decision making, and travel literature. The proposed conceptual framework
provides a map for creating an ATRS framework and architecture. The proposed artefacts in Chapter
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5 have been evaluated via prototyping (Section 8.2.1), illustrative scenarios (Section 8.2.2), and
expert evaluation (Section 8.2.3).
The proposed architecture and system frameworks in Chapter 6 can address the fourth objective.
They provide a high-level blueprint that facilitates realizing the proposed conceptual models and
frameworks in previous chapters (Chapters 4 and 5). Moreover, they propose guidelines for the
developer in creating an adaptive tourist recommendation system. We evaluate the proposed
artefacts in Chapter 6 via architecture analysis (Section 8.3.1), prototyping (Section 8.3.2), and
expert evaluation (Section 8.3.3).
The realization of the ATRS system is elucidated in Chapter 7. This chapter fulfils the fifth research
objective, which is the implementation of an ATRS that offers a proof of concept for the proposed
models, concepts, conceptual frameworks, system framework, and architecture. A detailed
description of the ATRS implementation environment, implementation features, and scenarios was
presented in Chapter 7. We employed various approaches to evaluate the ATRS implementation,
such as static analysis (Section 8.4.1), illustrative scenarios (Section 8.4.2), functional testing
(Section 8.4.3), structural testing (Section 8.4.4), computer simulations (Section 8.4.5), informed
argument (Section 8.4.6), and expert evaluation (Section 8.4.7).
The proposed research artefacts led to some theoretical and practical research artefacts in the various
fields. This study’s research contributions are listed in the following section.

9.2. Contributions
The contributions of design science research can be designed artefacts such as models, frameworks
and prototypes, and foundations or methodologies (Hevner et al., 2004). The designed artefacts
broaden the knowledge base by creating innovative applications that utilize existing knowledge
(Markus et al., 2002; Walls et al., 2004).
Key contributions of this thesis are three-fold: (a) synthesis of traveller specification, context, and
perspectives, (b) synthesis of travel phases and traveller decision making, and (c) design and
implementation of an ATRS that supports (a) and (b), as well as solves the aforementioned research
problems and issues (Figure 9.2). In the following sections, we expand on these three primary
contributions.
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Figure 9.2: Research Contribution

9.2.1. Traveller
This research contributes to understanding the traveller’s needs and specifications in the design and
development of tourist systems. Travellers are the main users of the ATRS, which recommends
travel products at the right time to the right traveller. This research considers various aspects of the
traveller in designing an adaptive tourist recommendation system such as the traveller demographic,
traveller purpose/s of travel, traveller experiences, traveller health situations, and traveller’s
flexibility level. This research defines the traveller’s needs based on their travel stages and travel
decision making style; further, the traveller’s requirements are defined based on the traveller’s
contexts (location, time of day, and health situation) and travel product contexts (weather
conditions, events, and opening hours) during travel. The scenarios presented in sections 7.2.1, 7.2.2
and 7.2.3 illustrate how the ATRS supports different types of travellers with various specifications,
needs, and contexts.
9.2.2. Process
The ATRS contributes to the travel process literature by synthesizing the current travel process,
adaptive cycle, interrelated decision making, and travel-related activities. These contributions will
enhance the quality of understanding of travellers’ needs in different travel stages. The interrelated
travel process has been discussed in Chapter 4, and shows the traveller behaviour at different travel
stages. The traveller may follow up some of the travel-related activities (inspiration, booking,
planning, travel, and sharing) at various travel stages. For instance, before and during travel,
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travellers have a greater need to be inspired by new and interesting activities in a specific city, while
during travel they may share their experiences more than before travel.
This research contributes to the travel process by considering travellers’ flexibility level and their
needs at different travel stages. For example, a mass-organized traveller prefers to book all travel
products in advance, while a drifter prefers to book accommodation when he arrives. The ATRS
considers these interrelationships between various travel processes, and the proposed prototype in
Chapter 7 shows how the ATRS is able to support different travel processes.
9.2.3. System
The primary contribution of this research is the design and implementation of ATRS. In addition,
the thesis has implications for the design of other systems such as adaptive systems, decision support
systems, and context-aware systems.
9.2.3.1. Design and Implementation of ATRS
This research contributes to this field by proposing a conceptual framework that enhances
adaptation in a tourist system via increasing integration, collaboration, holism, and adaptation. The
proposed conceptual framework illustrates how to increase the performance of the
recommendations by collaborating with other travel information providers. The proposed system
framework and architecture in this research will contribute to tourist systems by introducing a
combination of the component such as social media, integration collaboration, a decision support
system, and recommendation engine to provide better support for travellers. Moreover, this
framework and architecture can be used as a guideline for developers of tourist systems.
Beside the proposed contribution, it is vital to understand the current research limitation and future
research directions.
9.2.3.2. Design of Adaptive, Context-aware, and Decision Support Systems
Adaptive Systems: The proposed artefacts in this research can be generalized for most aspects of
adaptive systems. This research contributes to the adaptive system field by introducing adaptation
through integration, holism, and collaboration regarding information, process, context, and
perspectives (Chapters 4, 5, and 6). Adaptive system designers will be assisted by the introduction
of the main adaptive system architecture components that will enhance the adaptation level by
increasing collaboration and integration while collecting information from various resources. The
proposed system framework and architecture contributes to the adaptive system framework design
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by combining different components such as collaborative information, information integration, and
social media components to enhance the sensing qualities (Section 4.2.2) of an adaptive system.
Decision Support Systems: This research contributes to the decision support system in order to assist
the traveller in various decision making situations. The proposed ATRS helps travellers in this
process when one decision making subject is interrelated with another. This, in particular, supports
the interwoven decision making models proposed by Langley et al. (1995) Moreover, this research
considers various traveller decision making styles to support travellers. The proposed artefacts are
highly adaptable regarding the user contexts and existing process, which will enhance the decision
making performance.
Context-aware systems: The ATRS considers a variety of traveller and travel product contexts. The
ATRS contributes to the context-aware system by proposing concepts and a framework with which
to collaborate with other context information providers. For instance, the proposed components in
the ATRS framework such as collaboration and social media are employed for capturing real-time
contexts. For a context-aware designer, the ATRS provides some predefined components that
collaborate with social media such as Facebook (2014), to capture real time information. Moreover,
it possesses an information integration component that integrates the various contexts.

9.3. Limitations
In this section, we will point out the research limitations found in the scope of the research and
findings, research process, and the proposed artefacts. While the research objectives have been
fulfilled, there are some limitations in the design and development of the adaptive tourist
recommendation system.
The research artefacts advance theoretical knowledge in ATRSs; however, there are some technical
and time-based limitations in the proposed ATRS. The implemented ATRS is not fully adaptive
regarding medical travellers’ situations. To assist the medical traveller during their journey, it is
necessary for the ATRS to collaborate with other medical devices to capture further data about the
traveller. For instance, the ATRS should interact with a wristband fitness tracker such as Fitbit to
track the traveller’s health rate during their travel to determine their health situation at a specific
time.
Regarding the proposed concept in Chapter 4, we considered the effect of integration, collaboration,
and holism in enhancing adaptation in a system. However, many other conceptual aspects that
impact on designing an ATRS were not fully explored in this research; i.e., using organisational
learning (single-loop and double-loop learning) in an adaptive system to enhance the adaptation.
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Moreover, comparing the proposed ATRS to the current TRS, the proposed ATRS is less accessible.
The ATRS should be accessible with any mobile device — phone, tablet, and desktop computer —
any format, and in any location. However, the proposed prototype is only accessible via a desktop
computer.
Another limitation to this research involves choosing the right algorithm for making a
recommendation based on the nature of the predictions and dataset. It is vital to choose the
algorithms that fit the business problem and have the potential to enhance the accuracy of the
recommendation process. For instance, the regression algorithm is suitable when considering the
travel budget as continuous data, while the decision tree can be helpful in finding activities that
match the traveller’s specifications. This study did not consider these issues due to limited time and
resource restrictions.
We have followed the design science guideline proposed by Hevner et al. (2004); however, some
limitations were identified regarding the research process. We employed various methods to
evaluate our research artefacts, which were explained in Chapter 8; however, there is a need for
more travellers to evaluate the ATRS. For further evaluation, we need a much more robust
prototype.
Developing these aspects and features are technically feasible, but due to time limitations, it was
not possible to cover all these needs in this research.

9.4. Future Research
There are factors and aspects other than integration, collaboration, and holism that can enhance
adaptation. Future research may study how single-loop and double-loop learning will enhance
adaptation in tourist recommendation systems.
Furthermore, the proposed ATRS can be made more integrated, collaborative, and holistic by
adding more features. For instance, for medical travellers the collaboration of the ATRS with
medical devices or other health trackers like Fitbit could enhance the level of adaptation.
Although we have conducted expert evaluations, more evaluation should be done through in-depth
case studies and laboratory experimentation. The proposed models could also be evaluated by real
travellers during their trips especially as regards their need to be able to use the ATRS through
mobile devices.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: User Interface Engine
Class: Main Login Page
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Threading.Tasks;
System.Windows.Forms;

using System.Data;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
using System.Net;
using System.Xml;
using System.IO;
public partial class MainLoginPage : Form
{
public DataTable routeDetail = new
DataTable();
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private DataRelation dr;
private
BindingSource
masterBindingSource = new BindingSource();
private
BindingSource
detailsBindingSource = new BindingSource();
public MainLoginPage()
{
InitializeComponent();
creattable();
}
private
void
MainLoginPage_Load(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{
Newuser_Btn.Enabled = false;
OldOne_Btn.Enabled = false;
travelStage_TrackBar.Enabled

=

false;
}
private
void
Traveller_CB_CheckedChanged(object
sender,
EventArgs e)
{
if (Traveller_CB.Checked == true)
{
Admin_CB.Enabled = false;
Newuser_Btn.Enabled = true;
OldOne_Btn.Enabled = true;
travelStage_TrackBar.Enabled
= true;
}
else
{
Admin_CB.Enabled = true;
Newuser_Btn.Enabled = false;
OldOne_Btn.Enabled = false;
travelStage_TrackBar.Enabled

{
public string connectionstring =
"Server=BEF-601D51\\SQLEXPRESS;Database=ATRS_;Trusted_Conne
ction=True;";
public string fullname;
public int age_;
public string gender;
public string MaritalStatus;
public string hometown;
List<string>
booking
=
new
List<string>();
public New_User()
{
InitializeComponent();
}
private void textBox1_Leave(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
if (textBox1.Text != "")
{
Fb_CB.Enabled = true;
Outlook_CB.Enabled = true;
}

else
MessageBox.Show("Please
enter your Name");
}
private void
sender, EventArgs e)
{

button1_Click(object

if (textBox1.Text == "")
MessageBox.Show("Please
enter your Name");

= false;
}
private void OldOne_Btn_Click(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{

TravelStage travelstage_Frm = new
TravelStage();
travelstage_Frm.travel_stage=
travelStage_TrackBar.Value;
travelstage_Frm.Show ();
}

}

Class: New User
public partial class New_User : Form

if (Fb_CB.Checked == false )
{
string commandstring;
connectionstring
=
"Server=BEF-601D51;Database=PTS;Trusted_Connection=True;";
SqlConnection
cnn
=
new
SqlConnection(connectionstring);
cnn.Open();
commandstring = "delete from
[PTS].[dbo].[Traveller_SampleData]";
SqlCommand
cmd
=
new
SqlCommand(commandstring, cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();

commandstring = "insert into
[PTS].[dbo].[Traveller_SampleData]
( [Age]
,[Gender]
,[HomeCountry],
[MartialStatus],[Traveller_Fullname]
)
values " +
"( '" + cmb_Age.SelectedItem .ToString () +
"','" + cmb_Gender .SelectedItem.ToString() +
"','" + txt_countryorigin.Text.ToString() +
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"','" + cmb_Martial.SelectedItem .ToString()
+ "','" + textBox1.Text.ToString() + "')";
cmd
=
new
SqlCommand(commandstring, cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
}
TravellerInfo travellerFrm = new
TravellerInfo();
travellerFrm.booking = booking;
travellerFrm.Show();

string subjectmail;
string bodystr;
int
num_mail
myInbox.Items.Count;
List<string>
message
List<string>();
List<string>
type_
List<string>();

=
=
=

new
new

int limit = 0;
}
private void New_User_Load(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{
gb_info.Enabled=true ;
}
private
Fb_CB_CheckedChanged(object
EventArgs e)
{

void
sender,

subjectmail
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Subject;

Process.Start("http://localhost:2425/myfbfor
m.aspx?city=Auckland" );

}
public string[] firstcatchdubject =
new string[5] { " booking ", " itinarary ",
" confirmation ", " ticket ", " reservation "
};
public string[] transportation = new
string[4] { " flight ", " car ", " train ",
" Boarding Pass " };
public string[] accommodation = new
string[9] { "hotel ", " accomodaiton ", "
batch ", " room ", " Camp ", " campsite ", "
Apartment ", " House ", " home " };
public string[] Advertisment = new
string[11] { " Book ", " Deal ", " batch ",
" Discount ", " Sales ", " Sale ", " Escape
", " Tour ", " Value ", " Price ", " Free "
};
private
flight_outlook()
{

foreach
(Object
_obj
in
myInbox.Items)
{
if (limit >= 100)
break;
if
(_obj
is
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
{

List<string>

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
myApp
=
new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
();

int i = 0;
bool flag = false; bool
transport = false; //bool //hotel = false;
while (flag != true && i
< firstcatchdubject.Length)
{
if
(subjectmail.ToLower().Contains(firstcatchdu
bject[i].ToLower()))
flag = true;
i++;
}
if (flag == true)
{
int j = 0;
bodystr
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Body;
while (transport ==
false && j < transportation.Length)
{
if
(bodystr.ToLower().Contains(transportation[j
].ToLower()))
transport =
true;
j++;
}
}

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.NameSpace
mapiNameSpace = myApp.GetNamespace("MAPI");
if (flag == true)
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MAPIFolder
myInbox
=
mapiNameSpace.GetDefaultFolder(Microsoft.Off
ice.Interop.Outlook.OlDefaultFolders.olFolde
rInbox);

message.Add(subjectmail);

}
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{
limit++;
}
return message;
}
private
Accommodation_outlook()
{

List<string>

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
myApp
=
new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
();

int j = 0;
bodystr
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Body;
while (hotel == false
&& j < accommodation.Length)
{
if
(bodystr.ToLower().Contains(accommodation[j]
.ToLower()))
hotel
=
true;
j++;

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.NameSpace
mapiNameSpace = myApp.GetNamespace("MAPI");

}

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MAPIFolder
myInbox
=
mapiNameSpace.GetDefaultFolder(Microsoft.Off
ice.Interop.Outlook.OlDefaultFolders.olFolde
rInbox);

}
if (flag == true)
message.Add(subjectmail);

}
string subjectmail;
string bodystr;

limit++;
}

int
num_mail
myInbox.Items.Count;
List<string>
message
List<string>();
List<string>
type_
List<string>();

=
return message;
=
=

new
new

}
private List<string> Add_outlook()
{

int limit = 0;
foreach
(Object
_obj
in
myInbox.Items)
{
if (limit >= 100)
break;
if
(_obj
is
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
{
subjectmail
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Subject;
int i = 0;
bool flag = false;
bool hotel = false;
while (flag != true && i
< firstcatchdubject.Length)
{
if
(subjectmail.ToLower().Contains(firstcatchdu
bject[i].ToLower()))
flag = true;
i++;
}

if (flag == true)

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
myApp
=
new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.NameSpace
mapiNameSpace = myApp.GetNamespace("MAPI");
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MAPIFolder
myInbox
=
mapiNameSpace.GetDefaultFolder(Microsoft.Off
ice.Interop.Outlook.OlDefaultFolders.olFolde
rInbox);
string subjectmail;
string bodystr;
int
num_mail
myInbox.Items.Count;
List<string>
message
List<string>();
List<string>
type_
List<string>();

=
=
=

new
new

int limit = 0;
foreach
(Object
_obj
myInbox.Items)
{
if (limit >= 100)

in
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break;
if
(_obj
is
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
{
subjectmail
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Subject;
bodystr
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Body ;
int i = 0;
bool flag = false;
while (flag != true && i
< Advertisment.Length)
{
if
(subjectmail.ToLower().Contains(Advertisment
[i].ToLower()))
flag = true;
i++;
}

if (flag == true)
{
message.Add(subjectmail);
string
company
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Companies ;
string sender =Convert
.ToString
(((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem
)_obj).Sender );
object attachment
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Attachments ;
}
}
limit++;
}
return message;
}
private
Outlook_CB_CheckedChanged(object
EventArgs e)

void
sender,

{
List<string>
advertisment
Add_outlook();
booking
Accommodation_outlook();
booking= flight_outlook();

=
=

}
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cmb_Age
.SelectedItem
dt.Rows[0].ItemArray[4].ToString();

Appendix B: Travel Profile Engine
Class: Traveller Profile
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

#endregion

System.Data.OleDb;
System.Data.Sql;
System.Data.SqlClient;
System.Text.RegularExpressions;
System.Collections;
Microsoft.Office.Interop;
System.Xml;
System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Threading.Tasks;
System.Windows.Forms;
System.Web;
System.Net;
Google.API.Search;
Google.API.Search.Converters;
GoogleMapsApi.Engine;
GoogleMapsApi.Entities;
Newtonsoft.Json.Bson;
System.IO;

#region Previouse Travel
DataTable dtpast = new DataTable
();
DataColumn dc = new DataColumn();
dc.ColumnName ="Past Booking From
Outlook";
dtpast.Columns.Add(dc);
foreach (string s in booking)
{
DataRow dr = dtpast.NewRow();
dr["Past
Booking
From
Outlook"] = s;
dtpast.Rows.Add(dr);
}

dGV_outlook.DataSource = dtpast;

namespace prototype
{
public partial class TravellerInfo : Form
private
void
TravellerInfo_Load(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{
//textBox_medical.Visible
=
false;
//label_medical.Visible = false;
#region Basic Information
string
connectionstring
=
"Server=BEF-601D51;Database=PTS;Trusted_Connection=True;";
SqlConnection
cnn
=
new
SqlConnection(connectionstring);
cnn.Open();
string commandstring = "select *
from [PTS].[dbo].[Traveller_SampleData]";
SqlCommand
cmd
=
new
SqlCommand(commandstring, cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
SqlDataReader
r
=
cmd.ExecuteReader();
DataTable dt = new DataTable();
dt.Load(r);
txtFirstName
.Text
=
dt.Rows[0].ItemArray[9].ToString();
cmb_Gender .SelectedItem
=
dt.Rows[0].ItemArray[5].ToString();
cmb_Martial .SelectedItem
=
dt.Rows[0].ItemArray[7].ToString();
txt_countryorigin.Text
dt.Rows[0].ItemArray[6].ToString();

=

=

#region facebook
dt = new DataTable();
commandstring = "select * from
[dbo].[tbl_checkedin_places]";
cmd = new SqlCommand(commandstring,
cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
r = cmd.ExecuteReader();
dt = new DataTable();
dt.Load(r);
dgv_FB.DataSource = dt;
#endregion

#endregion
}
private void gmail()
{
string mailbox;
int count = 0;
string[] firstcatchdubject
= new string[6] { " booking ", " itinarary ",
" confirmation ", " ticket ", " reservation
"," order" };
string[] transportation =
new string[4] { " flight ", " car ", " train
", " Boarding Pass " };
string[] accommodation = new
string[4] { " hotel ", " accomodaiton ", "
batch ", " room ", };
string[] type_place = new
string[17]
{"airport","amusement_park","aquarium","art_
gallery","bar","cafe","movie_theater","mosqu
e","museum","night_club","park","restaurant"
,"shopping_mall","spa","stadium","zoo","esta
blishment"};
IList<string> placeName=new
List <string>() ;
IList<string> placetype =
new List<string>();
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IList<string> placeaddress
= new List<string>();
placeInfo obj_PlaceInfo = new
placeInfo ();

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
myApp
=
new
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.Application
();
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.NameSpace
mapiNameSpace = myApp.GetNamespace("MAPI");
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MAPIFolder
myInbox
=
mapiNameSpace.GetFolderFromID("00000000AD29B
1D44BEF9949949847FF52D3E56C22800000");
myInbox
=
myInbox.Folders[2];
string
name____
=
myInbox.Name;
string subjectmail;
string bodystr;
string from;
string sendername;

int
num_mail
myInbox.Items.Count;
List<string>
message
List<string>();
List<string>
type_
List<string>();

=
=
=

new
new

#region outlook
foreach
(Object
_obj
in
myInbox.Items)
{
if
(_obj
is
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
{
bodystr
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Body;
subjectmail
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).Subject;
from
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).SenderName;
sendername
=
((Microsoft.Office.Interop.Outlook.MailItem)
_obj).SenderEmailAddress;

message.Add(subjectmail);
int i = 0;
bool flag = false; bool
PlaceType = false; bool hotel = false;
while (flag != true && i
< firstcatchdubject.Length)
{
if
(subjectmail.ToLower().Contains(firstcatchdu
bject[i].ToLower()))

{ flag = true; }
i++;
}
#region e-mail check
if (flag == true)
{
int
index
=
sendername.ToString().IndexOf("@");
string
query
=
sendername.Remove(0, index);
HttpWebRequest
webRequest
=
WebRequest.Create(@"https://maps.googleapis.
com/maps/api/place/textsearch/xml?query=" +
query
+
"&key=AIzaSyAuoX1x5AYyR2oROYppg33GIIETP98ioA") as HttpWebRequest;
webRequest.Timeout =
20000;
webRequest.Method =
"GET";
HttpWebResponse
google_response_file
=
(HttpWebResponse)webRequest.GetResponse();
StreamReader
google_response_datastream
=
new
StreamReader(webRequest.GetResponse().GetRes
ponseStream());
string text = "";
XmlDocument doc = new
XmlDocument();
var
resp
=
google_response_datastream.ReadToEnd();
text
=
resp.ToString();
doc.LoadXml(text);
XmlElement
xe
=
doc["PlaceSearchResponse"];
XmlElement result =
xe["result"];
XmlElement type =
result["type"];
string
typeStr
=
type.InnerText;
XmlElement Address =
result["formatted_address"];
string addressStr =
Address.InnerText;
XmlElement nameStr =
result["name"];
string nameplacestr
= nameStr.InnerText;
i = 0;
PlaceType = false;
///get
information
from
while (PlaceType !=
true && i < type_place.Length)
{
if
(typeStr.ToLower().Contains(type_place[i].To
Lower()))
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{

PlaceType

=

true;

XmlElement result = xe["result"];
placeName.Add

(nameplacestr);

XmlElement type = result["type"];

placetype.Add(typeStr);

string typeStr = type.InnerText;

placeaddress.Add(addressStr);

XmlElement
Address
result["formatted_address"];

}
i++;

=

string addressStr = Address.InnerText;

}

XmlElement nameStr = result["name"];

}

string nameplacestr = nameStr.InnerText;
if
(typeStr.ToLower() == "locality")
{

#endregion

#region subject
else
{
int j=0;
char[]
delimiterChars = { ' ', ',', '.', ':',
'\t','<','>',':' };
string[] words =
subjectmail.Split(delimiterChars);
while

(j

PlaceType = true;
placeName.Add(nameplacestr);
placetype.Add(typeStr);
placeaddress.Add(addressStr);
}
}
j++;

<

words.Length)

}
{
if

(

}

words[j] != "")
{

#endregion

HttpWebRequest
webRequest
=
WebRequest.Create(@"https://maps.googleapis.
com/maps/api/place/textsearch/xml?query=" +
words[j]
+
"&key=AIzaSyAuoX1x5AYyR2oROYppg33GIIETP98ioA") as HttpWebRequest;
webRequest.Timeout = 20000;
webRequest.Method = "GET";
HttpWebResponse
google_response_file
=
(HttpWebResponse)webRequest.GetResponse();
StreamReader google_response_datastream = new
StreamReader(webRequest.GetResponse().GetRes
ponseStream());
string text = "";
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
var
resp
google_response_datastream.ReadToEnd();

=
text

= resp.ToString();

}

}
dt = new DataTable();
DataColumn
dcname
=
new
DataColumn();
dcname.ColumnName = "Name";
DataColumn
dcaddress
=
new
DataColumn();
dcaddress.ColumnName
=
"Address";
DataColumn
dctype
=
new
DataColumn();
dctype.ColumnName = "Type";
dt.Columns.Add(dcaddress);
dt.Columns.Add(dcname);
dt.Columns.Add(dctype);
while
(count
<placeaddress.Count())
{
gride(placeName[count],
placetype[count], placeaddress[count]);
count++;
}
dGV_outlook.DataSource = dt;
#endregion

doc.LoadXml(text);
}
XmlElement xe = doc["PlaceSearchResponse"];
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private
void
saveToolStripMenuItem_Click(object
sender,
EventArgs e)
{
string purpose = "";
string actiity="";
string traveller_flexibility="";
if
(CB_VFF.Checked
==
true)
purpose = "Vising Family and friend" ;
if (CB_Holiday.Checked == true)
purpose = "Leisure" +","+ purpose;
if (CB_Medical.Checked == true)
purpose = "Medical" + "," + purpose;
if (CB_Busiess.Checked == true)
purpose = "Business" + "," + purpose;
if (CB_FamilyFun.Checked == true)
actiity = "Family Fun";
if (CB_HistoryCulture.Checked ==
true) actiity = "Cultural and Historical
places" + "," + actiity;
if (CB_Nightlife.Checked == true)
actiity = "Night life" + "," + actiity;
if (Cb_Relaxing.Checked == true)
actiity = "Nature" + "," + actiity;
if (CB_sunbath.Checked == true)
actiity = "Sun and Bath" + "," + actiity;
if (CB_Adventure.Checked == true)
actiity = "Adventure and Sport" + "," +
actiity;
///traveller flexibility
if (fle_dateDT.Checked == true ||
flex_BudgetDT.Checked
==
true)
traveller_flexibility = "Drifter";
if (flex_AccBT.Checked == true ||
flex_ActBT.Checked
==
true)
traveller_flexibility = "Mass-Organized";
if
(Flex_DestinationDT.Checked
== true || flex_TraDT.Checked == true)
traveller_flexibility = "Drifter";
if (flex_ActDT.Checked == true)
traveller_flexibility = "Drifter";
///[Activity]
string commandstring;
string
connectionstring
=
"Server=BEF-601D51;Database=PTS;Trusted_Connection=True;";
SqlConnection
cnn
=
new
SqlConnection(connectionstring);
cnn.Open();
commandstring = "delete
[PTS].[dbo].[Traveller_SampleData]";
}

from

SqlCommand
cmd
=
SqlCommand(commandstring, cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();

new

commandstring = "insert into
[PTS].[dbo].[Traveller_SampleData]
( [Age]
,[Gender]
,[HomeCountry],
[MartialStatus],[Traveller_Fullname],[Purpos
e],[Traveller_FelxibleType],[Activity],[Addr
ess] ) values " +
"( '" + cmb_Age .SelectedItem .ToString() +
"','" + cmb_Gender .SelectedItem.ToString() +
"','" + txt_countryorigin.Text.ToString() +
"','" + cmb_Martial .SelectedItem .ToString()
+ "','" + txtFirstName .Text.ToString() +
"'"+"
,'"+purpose+"',
'"+
traveller_flexibility+"','"+
actiity
+"','"+textBox_address
.Text
.ToString
()+"')";
cmd
=
new
SqlCommand(commandstring, cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();

}
private
void
planToolStripMenuItem1_Click(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
Planning plan = new Planning();
plan.BeforeTravel = true;
plan.Show();
}
private
void
duringTravelToolStripMenuItem_Click(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{
Planning plan = new Planning();
plan.DuringTravel = true;
plan.Show();
}
private
void
justArrivedToolStripMenuItem_Click(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{
TravelStage
travel
=
new
TravelStage();
travel.travel_stage = 2;
travel.Show();
}
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Appendix C: Travel Information Collaboration Engine
C1. Collect Information about the Weather
private void Weather(string countryname)
{

var url =
"http://api.worldweatheronline.com/free/v1/w
eather.ashx?key=arywzapf9ff4zdpkgvzpqnd4&q="
+ countryname +
"&fx=no&format=json&num_of_days=4";
var syncClient = new
WebClient();
var content =
syncClient.DownloadString(url);
Object
JO =
Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.DeserializeObjec
t(content);
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JObject
MainObject = JO as
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JObject;
try
{
listView2.Items.Clear();
WeatherData wd = new
WeatherData();
DataContractJsonSerializer
serializerweather = new
DataContractJsonSerializer(typeof(WeatherDat
a));
using (var ms = new
MemoryStream(Encoding.Unicode.GetBytes(conte
nt)))
{
var weatherData =
(WeatherData)serializerweather.ReadObject(ms
);
//lbl_des.Text =
weatherData.data.current_condition[0].weathe
rDesc[0].value.ToString();
//lbl_tempC.Text =
weatherData.data.current_condition[0].temp_C
.ToString();
//lbl_humidity.Text =
weatherData.data.current_condition[0].humidi
ty.ToString();
ListViewItem item = new
ListViewItem(weatherData.data.current_condit
ion[0].temp_C.ToString());
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_c
ondition[0].weatherDesc[0].value .ToString
() );
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_c
ondition[0].humidity .ToString ());
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_c
ondition[0].windspeedKmph .ToString ());
item.SubItems.Add(weatherData.data.current_c
ondition[0].windspeedMiles.ToString());
listView2
.Items.Add(item);
}

}
catch (Exception ex)
{
}
}

C2. Collect General Information about
Destination
private void WikiTravel(string
countryname)
{
try
{

Uri u = new
Uri("http://wikitravel.org/wiki/en/api.php?f
ormat=json&action=query&titles=" +
countryname +
"%20&prop=revisions&rvprop=content");
// Uri u = new
Uri("http://wikitravel.org/wiki/en/api.php?f
ormat=json&action=query&titles=Auckland%20&p
rop=revisions&rvprop=content");
SubDT = null;
MainDT = null;
SubDT = new DataTable();
MainDT = new DataTable();

masterBindingSource.DataSource = null;
masterBindingSource.DataMember = null;
detailsBindingSource.DataSource = null;
detailsBindingSource.DataMember = null;
if (MainDT.Columns.Count ==
0 && SubDT.Columns.Count == 0)
{
MainTopicDC = null;
MainTopicDC = new
DataColumn();
MainTopicDC.ColumnName =
"Main Travel Information Item";
MainDT.Columns.Add(MainTopicDC);
MainTopicDescriptionDC =
null;
MainTopicDescriptionDC =
new DataColumn();
MainTopicDescriptionDC.ColumnName = "Main
Travel Information";
MainDT.Columns.Add(MainTopicDescriptionDC);

MainTravelInformationItemID = null;
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string SubTopic_Desc;
int Sub_main = 0;
int index_ = 0;
int countMain = 1;
int coutSub = 1;

MainTravelInformationItemID = new
DataColumn();
MainTravelInformationItemID.ColumnName =
"Main Travel Information Item ID";

//SubDT.Rows.Clear();
//MainDT.Rows.Clear();

MainDT.Columns.Add(MainTravelInformationItem
ID);
SubTopicDC = null;
SubTopicDC = new

DataRow drMain =
MainDT.NewRow(); ;

DataColumn();
//More Sub topic
Information Item

string Wikitravel_Str =
content.ToString();

SubTopicDC.ColumnName =
"Sub topic Information Item";

#region WikiTravel
Information

SubDT.Columns.Add(SubTopicDC);
SubDescriptionDC = null;
SubDescriptionDC = new
DataColumn();
SubDescriptionDC.ColumnName = "More Sub
topic Information";

////wikitravel
while (Wikitravel_Str != ""
&& Wikitravel_Str.Contains("=="))
{
if
(Wikitravel_Str.Contains("==") &&
!Wikitravel_Str.Contains("===")) Sub_main =
2;

SubDT.Columns.Add(SubDescriptionDC);
SubDescriptionDC = null;
SubTopicDCID = new
DataColumn();
SubTopicDCID.ColumnName
= "Sub topic Information Item ID";
SubDT.Columns.Add(SubTopicDCID);
SubTopicDCIDMain = null;
SubTopicDCIDMain = new

if
(Wikitravel_Str.IndexOf("==") <
Wikitravel_Str.IndexOf("==="))
Sub_main = 2;
if (Sub_main == 2)
{
index_ =
submain(Wikitravel_Str);
Wikitravel_Str =
Wikitravel_Str.Remove(0, index_ + 2);

DataColumn();
///main Topic
SubTopicDCIDMain.ColumnName = "Main Travel
Information Item ID";
SubDT.Columns.Add(SubTopicDCIDMain);

MainDT.TableName =
"MainWiki";
SubDT.TableName =
"SubWiki";
//
MainDT.PrimaryKey =
new DataColumn[] { MainDT.Columns["Main
Travel Information Item ID"] };
//
SubDT.PrimaryKey = new
DataColumn[] { SubDT.Columns["More Sub topic
Information Item ID"], SubDT.Columns["Main
Travel Information Item ID"] };
}
var syncClient = new
WebClient();
var content =
syncClient.DownloadString(u);
string MainTopic;
string SubTopic;
string MainTopic_Desc;

Information
MainTopic =
Wikitravel_Str.Substring(0,
submain(Wikitravel_Str));
drMain =
MainDT.NewRow();
MainTopic =
MainTopic.Replace("\\n", "");
MainTopic =
MainTopic.Replace("=", "");

Wikitravel_Str =
Wikitravel_Str.Remove(0,
submain(Wikitravel_Str) + 2);
int index_int = 0;
int lenght = 0;
MainTopic_Desc =
Wikitravel_Str.Substring(0,
submain(Wikitravel_Str));
while
(MainTopic_Desc.Contains("[[") &&
MainTopic_Desc.Contains("]]") && index_int >
0 && lenght > 0)
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{

SubTopic =
SubTopic.Replace("\\n", "");
SubTopic =
SubTopic.Replace("=", "");

try
{
index_int =
MainTopic_Desc.IndexOf("[[");
if
(index_int > 0)
{
lenght =
MainTopic_Desc.IndexOf("]]") MainTopic_Desc.IndexOf("[[");

Wikitravel_Str =
Wikitravel_Str.Remove(0,
submain(Wikitravel_Str) + 3);
SubTopic_Desc =
Wikitravel_Str.Substring(0,
submain(Wikitravel_Str));

if
(lenght > 0)

if (SubTopic_Desc !=
{

"\\n\\n")
{

MainTopic_Desc =
MainTopic_Desc.Replace(MainTopic_Desc.Substr
ing(index_int, lenght + 2), "");
}
}
}
catch (Exception
ex)
{
}
}
if (MainTopic_Desc
!= "\\n\\n")

SubTopic_Desc =
SubTopic_Desc.Replace("\\n", "");
SubTopic_Desc =
SubTopic_Desc.Replace("=", "");
drSub["More
Subtopic Information"] = SubTopic_Desc;
drSub["Subtopic
Information Item"] = SubTopic;
drSub["Subtopic
Information Item ID"] = coutSub;
drSub["Main
Travel Information Item ID"] = drMain["Main
Travel Information Item ID"];
SubDT.Rows.Add(drSub); coutSub++;
}

{
drMain["Main
Travel Information Item"] = MainTopic;
MainTopic_Desc =
MainTopic_Desc.Replace("\\n", "");
MainTopic_Desc =
MainTopic_Desc.Replace("=", "");
drMain["Main
Travel Information"] = MainTopic_Desc;
drMain["Main
Travel Information Item ID"] = countMain;
MainDT.Rows.Add(drMain); countMain++;
}
Sub_main = 1;
}
else
{
index_ =

}

}
#endregion
// d = new DataSet();
if (d.Tables.Count != 0)
{

//d.Relations.Remove("Detail_Main_WikiTravel
");
//MainDT.PrimaryKey =
null;
//SubDT.PrimaryKey =
null;//.Constraints.Remove("More Sub topic
Information Item ID");

submain(Wikitravel_Str);
Wikitravel_Str =
Wikitravel_Str.Remove(0, index_ + 3);

//d.Tables.Remove(SubDT);
//d.Tables.Remove(MainDT);

///main Topic
Information
SubTopic =
Wikitravel_Str.Substring(0,
Wikitravel_Str.IndexOf("==="));
DataRow drSub =
SubDT.NewRow();

}
MainDT.PrimaryKey = new
DataColumn[] { MainDT.Columns["Main Travel
Information Item ID"] };
SubDT.PrimaryKey = new
DataColumn[] { SubDT.Columns["More Subtopic
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Information Item ID"], SubDT.Columns["Main
Travel Information Item ID"] };

d.Tables.Add(MainDT);
d.Tables.Add(SubDT);
DataRelation dr;
dr = new
DataRelation("Detail_Main_WikiTravel",
d.Tables["MainWiki"].Columns["Main Travel
Information Item ID"],
d.Tables["SubWiki"].Columns["Main Travel
Information Item ID"]);
d.Relations.Add(dr);
masterBindingSource.DataSource = d;
masterBindingSource.DataMember = "MainWiki";
detailsBindingSource.DataSource =
masterBindingSource;
detailsBindingSource.DataMember =
"Detail_Main_WikiTravel";
//DGW_Main_Route.DataSource
= masterBindingSource;
//DGW_Route_Detail.DataSource =
detailsBindingSource;
DG_WikiTravelMain.DataSource
= masterBindingSource;
DG_WikiTravelSub.DataSource
= detailsBindingSource;
//datasetcopy.Dispose();
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
}

}

C3. Collect Information about Visa
private void Visa()
{
string shortname2 =
shornameofcoutry();

//http://visamap.net/api/rules/us.json
//country_ shor name from
Database
string connectionstring =
"Server=BEF-601-D51
;Database=PTS;Trusted_Connection=True;";
SqlConnection cnn = new
SqlConnection(connectionstring);
cnn.Open();
//find destination
string commandstring = "
select [Country3Short] from
[Country_Destination] inner join
[dbo].[Traveller_SampleData]" +
" on
[Country_name]=ltrim ([HomeCountry] );";

SqlCommand cmd = new
SqlCommand(commandstring, cnn);
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
SqlDataReader r =
cmd.ExecuteReader();
DataTable dt = new DataTable();
dt.Load(r);
string shortname =
dt.Rows[0].ItemArray[0].ToString();
///get the link
///
Uri u = new
Uri("http://visamap.net/api/rules/"+shortnam
e+".json");
var syncClient = new
WebClient();

var content =
syncClient.DownloadString(u);
string Destination_Country;
string visaRuleDate="";
string Visatype="";
string Nationality;
bool find =false;
object JA =
Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.DeserializeObjec
t(content);
try
{
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JArray
MainObject = JA as
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JArray;
foreach (var Item in
MainObject)
{
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken Item_JT = Item;
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty Item_JT_Jp
in Item_JT)
{
if(Item_JT_Jp.Name.ToString ()=="country")
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken Item_JT_Jp_JT
in Item_JT_Jp)
{
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty
Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO in Item_JT_Jp_JT)
{
if
(Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Name == "iso_code")
if
("\""+shornameofcoutry ()+"\"" ==
Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Value.ToString())
{
find = true; }
}
}
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if (find == true)
{
if
(Item_JT_Jp.Name.ToString() == "updated_at")
visaRuleDate = Item_JT_Jp.Value.ToString();
if
(Item_JT_Jp.Name.ToString() == "visa_type")
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken Item_JT_Jp_JT
in Item_JT_Jp)
{
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty
Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO in Item_JT_Jp_JT)
{
if
(Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Name == "title")
Visatype =
Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Value.ToString();
}
}
if
(Item_JT_Jp.Name.ToString() == "citizen")
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken Item_JT_Jp_JT
in Item_JT_Jp)
{
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty
Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO in Item_JT_Jp_JT)
{
if
(Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Name == "title")
Nationality =
Item_JT_Jp_JT_JO.Value.ToString();
}
}

}

}
if (find == true) break;
}
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
}

ListViewItem item = new
ListViewItem(country_name);
item .SubItems .Add (Visatype);
item.SubItems .Add
(visaRuleDate);
listView1.Items.Add(item);

}

C4. Collect Information about Events and
Activities
private void ThingToDo( string countryname)
{
dt = new DataTable();
dg_ThingtodoTripadvisor.DataSource = null;

//Seak information
// google search teext
DataColumn dcname = new
DataColumn();
dcname.ColumnName = "Name";
DataColumn dcprice = new
DataColumn();
dcprice.ColumnName = "Price";
DataColumn dcReview = new
DataColumn();
dcReview.ColumnName = "Review";
DataColumn dcRanking = new
DataColumn();
dcRanking.ColumnName =
"Ranking";
//DataColumn dcRank = new
DataColumn();
//dcRank.ColumnName = "Rank";
//DataColumn dcpic = new
DataColumn();
//dcpic.ColumnName = "Photo";
//dcpic.DataType =
System.Type.GetType("System.Byte[]");
dt.Columns.Add(dcname);
dt.Columns.Add(dcprice);
dt.Columns.Add(dcReview);
dt.Columns.Add(dcRanking);
//dt.Columns.Add(dcRank);
//dt.Columns.Add(dcpic);
var client = new
Google.API.Search.GwebSearchClient("http://w
ww.google.com");
////// use link to find the data

IList<Google.API.Search.IWebResult> results
= client.Search("Thing to do " + countryname
+ " tripadvisor", 1);
List<string> urllist = new
List<string>();
foreach
(Google.API.Search.IWebResult result in
results)
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{
urllist.Add(result.Url);
}
// google search end

//using APi search for specific
URL
string url =
"https://api.import.io/store/data/7d8ae428a238-4806-99070c210e49f6db/_query?input/webpage/url=" +
urllist[0] + "&_user=8736acd8-9abd-4b30b7f2-55a35f020e63&_apikey=8736acd8-9abd4b30-b7f255a35f020e63%3AtrH9C6weBWmK0sIdBl42sldEqyPm7
qWM59ZHYBRJhZ9RWo%2BboeXBqwnYCzxdb7g4YWdoRr%
2FsLcswu8UC6hSUoA%3D%3D";
// string url =
"https://api.import.io/store/data/1f3c575abf4f-40c6-a0ee12c3256f6b25/_query?input/webpage/url=http:/
/www.tripadvisor.co.nz/Attractions-g187275Activities-Germany.html&_user=8736acd8-9abd4b30-b7f2-55a35f020e63&_apikey=8736acd89abd-4b30-b7f255a35f020e63%3AtrH9C6weBWmK0sIdBl42sldEqyPm7
qWM59ZHYBRJhZ9RWo%2BboeXBqwnYCzxdb7g4YWdoRr%
2FsLcswu8UC6hSUoA%3D%3D";
var syncClient = new
WebClient();
var content =
syncClient.DownloadString(url);
dynamic d =
Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.DeserializeObjec
t(content);
XmlDocument x = new
XmlDocument();
string h = "";

foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken jtt in
jt.Children())
{
counter_++;
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JObject JA in jtt)
{
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty jpja in
JA.Properties())
{
if (jpja.Name ==
"property_link/_text") { Name =
jpja.Value.ToString(); rank++; }
if (jpja.Name ==
"commercebox_contents_prices/_source") Price
= jpja.Value[0].ToString();
if (jpja.Name ==
"lbl_value") Review = jpja.Value.ToString();
//if (jpja.Name
== "property_link/_text") Name =
jpja.Value.ToString();
//if (jpja.Name
== "price/_source") Price =
jpja.Value.ToString();
//if (jpja.Name
== "popranking_value") Rank =
jpja.Value.ToString();
//if (jpja.Name
== "photolink_image")
//{
//
string z =
jpja.Value.ToString().Remove(jpja.Value.ToSt
ring().Length - 1, 1);
//
z =
z.Remove(0, 1);
//
Photo =
new Uri(z);
//}

}
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JObject jo
= d as Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JObject;
int count = 0;
int counter_ = 0;
rank = 0;
string[] firstcatchdubject = new
string[7] { "price/_source",
"property_link/_text", "price",
"popranking_value", "price/_currency",
"photolink_image",
"reviewstubstext_link/_source" };
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty jp in
jo.Properties())
{
count++;

SHowList(Name,
Price, Review, rank);
}
if (counter_ == 1)
break;
}

if (count == 1) break;
}

dg_ThingtodoTripadvisor.DataSource = dt;

}
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken
jt = jp.Next;
private void eventincity(string cityname)
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{

DateofEvent.Add(line);
}

Process.Start("http://localhost:2425/myfbfor
m.aspx?city=" + cityname);
string path =
@"c:\temp\eventname.txt";

string line;
/////filed up the eventname file
System.IO.StreamReader file =
new System.IO.StreamReader(path);
Eventname.Clear();
DateofEvent.Clear();
LocationofEvent.Clear();
while ((line = file.ReadLine())
!= null)
{
Eventname.Add(line);
//ListViewItem item = new
ListViewItem();
//item.SubItems.Add(line);
//listView1.Items.Add(item);
}
file.Close();
//////////////////////////////////
///////////////DateofEvent//////////////////
///
path =
@"c:\temp\DateofEvent.txt";
file = new
System.IO.StreamReader(path);
while ((line = file.ReadLine())
!= null)
{

file.Close();
////////////////////////////
///////////LocationofEvent
path =
@"c:\temp\LocationofEvent.txt";
file = new
System.IO.StreamReader(path);
while ((line = file.ReadLine())
!= null)
{
LocationofEvent.Add(line);
}
file.Close();
int count = 0;
while (Eventname.Count > count)
{
ListViewItem item = new
ListViewItem(Eventname[count]);
item.SubItems.Add(DateofEvent[count]);
item.SubItems.Add(LocationofEvent[count]);
listView3.Items.Add(item);
count++;
}

}
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Appendix D: Travel Product Profile Engine
D1. Accommodation
#region Accommodation
private DataTable FindAccommodation(string
city, string country, string checkindate,
string checkoutdate, int numberofadult)
private
void
button_ShowrecomAcc_Click(object
sender,
EventArgs e)
private
double
closebyhotel(string
daddress,string oassress)
private
void
button_Showrecommendation_Click(object
sender, EventArgs e)
public
double
GetDistanceBetweenPoints(double lat1, double
long1, double lat2, double long2)
#endregion Accommodation

foreach (Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JObject Jdata
in jgoogleAAA)
{
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken jt = Jdata;
DataRow dr =
dt.NewRow();
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken jtt in jt)
{
Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty property_ =
jtt as Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JProperty;
type_name =
property_.Name.ToString();
#region item
string value = "";

D2. Restaurant
#region Restaurant
private
void
comboBox_country_resturant_SelectedIndexChan
ged(object sender, EventArgs e)
private void find_placegooglesearch(double
lat, double lan)
private
void
resturantfinder(string
countryname, string cityname)
private
int
resturanr_dining_code(string
type)
#endregion Resturant

D3. Shopping
#region shoppinglist
if
(checkBox_Shoppingoptions.Checked == true)
{

if (type_name ==
"formatted_address")
{
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JValue jval in jtt)
{
value =
jval.Value.ToString();
dr["Address"] = value;
dr["Distance"] = closebyhotel(value,
textBox_OtherTP_Address.Text);
}
}
if (type_name ==
"opening_hours")
{

factualplace(comboBox_otherTP_shopping.Selec
tedItem.ToString());

(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JToken
jtt)
}
#endregion shoppinglist

D4. Other Places
#region otherplaces
if (checkBox_Placelist .Checked
== true)
{
//google search
//if address provided then
lat, lan address other wise the city
//functionfindlatlan()
Uri u = new
Uri("https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/pl
ace/textsearch/json?"+
"query="+comboBox_OtherTP_placelist
.SelectedItem
.ToString
()+"in"+comboBox_otherTP_country
.SelectedItem .ToString ()+" "+

foreach
jobject in
{

foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JValue jval in
jobject.First )
{
value =
jval.Value.ToString();
dr["open now"] = value;
}
}
}
if (type_name ==
"name")
{
foreach
(Newtonsoft.Json.Linq.JValue jval in jtt)
{
value =
jval.Value.ToString();
dr["Name"]
= value;
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}
}
dataGridView_TravelP_Other.DataSource = dt;
#endregion item
}
dt.Rows.Add(dr);
}

}
#endregion otherplaces
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Appendix
E:
Adaptive
Recommendation Engine

Tourist

private void Planning_Load(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
// Process p =
Process.Start(@"C:\Program Files
(x86)\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe");
//during travel for activity :)
comboBox_otherTP_shopping.Enabled = false;
comboBox_OtherTP_placelist.Enabled = false;
comboBox_OtherTP_itemrelated.Enabled =
false;
fillcountry();
if (BeforeTravel == true) {
Country.SelectedIndex = 0; }
if (JustArrived == true) {
Country.SelectedIndex = 1; }
if (DuringTravel == true) {
Country.SelectedIndex = 2; }
if (AfterTravel == true) {
Country.SelectedIndex = 0; }
FillPreviouseDestination();
}
private void btn_Showother_Click(object
sender, EventArgs e)
{//provide recommendaiton based on
the budget, lenght, activity type and season
of travel changed
List<string> resultprediction =
new List<string>();
update();
if
(cmb_recomendationbeforetravel.SelectedItem.
ToString() == "Lenght of Travel")
resultprediction =
prediction("Lenght");
if
(cmb_recomendationbeforetravel.SelectedItem.
ToString() == "Budget of Travel")
resultprediction =
prediction("Budget");
if
(cmb_recomendationbeforetravel.SelectedItem.
ToString() == "Season of Travel")
resultprediction =
prediction("Season");
if
(cmb_recomendationbeforetravel.SelectedItem.
ToString() == "Type of Activity")
resultprediction =
prediction("Activity");

if
(cmb_recomendationbeforetravel.SelectedItem.
ToString() == "Destination")
{ resultprediction =
prediction("Destination");
listBox3.DataSource = resultprediction; }
lbox_result.DataSource =
resultprediction;
}
private List<string>
prediction(string predictionitem)
{
//push Information
List<string> ITEMLIST = new
List<string>();
List<double> ITEMLISTProbability
= new List<double>();
DataSet DS = new DataSet();
BIModelCreation DMModel = new
BIModelCreation();
if (predictionitem ==
"Destination")
DMModel.predict_Destination
= "Predict";
if (predictionitem ==
"Activity")
DMModel.predict_Activity =
"Predict";
if (predictionitem == "Lenght")
DMModel.Predict_LenghtofTravel = "Predict";
if (predictionitem == "Season")
DMModel.predict_SeasonofTravel = "Predict";
if (predictionitem == "Budget")
DMModel.Predict_BudgetofTravel = "Predict";
DMModel.Modeltype =
"Clustering";
DS =
DMModel.Predict_CLUSTERING(predictionitem);/
/predictionitem
string type = "";
for (int i = 0; i <
DS.Tables[1].Rows.Count; i++)
{
if (predictionitem ==
"Destination") type = "TravelDescription";
if (predictionitem ==
"Activity") type = "Travel Activity Type";
if (predictionitem ==
"Lenght") type = "Lenght";
if (predictionitem ==
"Budget") type = "Budget";
if (predictionitem ==
"Season") type = "Season";
if
(DS.Tables[1].Rows[i].ItemArray[1].ToString(
) == type)//predictionitem
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{
if (type ==
"TravelDescription" &&
DS.Tables[1].Rows[i].ItemArray[0].ToString()
.Length > 10)
ITEMLIST.Add(DS.Tables[1].Rows[i].ItemArray[
0].ToString().Substring(9));
else

//
itemnamesort[j] =
itemnamesort[j];//.Substring(9);
//
else
if (count == 1 &&
!itemnamelist.Contains(itemnamesort[j]))
itemnamelist.Add(itemnamesort[j]);
}
}

ITEMLIST.Add(DS.Tables[1].Rows[i].ItemArray[
0].ToString());

}

ITEMLISTProbability.Add((double)DS.Tables[1]
.Rows[i].ItemArray[2]);
}

return itemnamelist;

}
}
double max = 0; string name =
"";
List<double> itemSort = new
List<double>();
List<string> itemnamesort = new
List<string>();
int counter =
ITEMLISTProbability.Count;
for (int k = 0; k < counter;
k++)
{
if (ITEMLISTProbability[k]
!= 0.0)
{
max =
ITEMLISTProbability[k];
name = ITEMLIST[k];
itemSort.Add(max);
itemnamesort.Add(name);
}

}
bool flag = false;
int count = 0;
List<string> itemnamelist = new
List<string>();
for (int i = 0; i <
itemnamesort.Count(); i++)
{
flag = false; count = 0;
for (int j = 0; j <
itemnamesort.Count(); j++)
{
if (itemnamesort[j] ==
itemnamesort[i] && flag == false)
{
count++;
//if (count == 1 &&
type == "Travel Description")
//
if
(!itemnamelist.Contains(itemnamesort[j].Subs
tring(9)))
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Appendix F: Database ERD
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Appendix G: Data
G1. Purpose of Travel Data
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G2. Season of Travel Data
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G3. Traveller’s Specification
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G4. Length and Budget of Travel
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